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uy .a lifetime: warranly. For our complete b
'~tlic location of, our distributor nearest you.

■i
alV:t2:t.46^143 or BOO.PHYLRICH tB00.74‘i.5742)



harmony 
and modern living.
Harry, seat system designed by Antonio Citterio.
To reach the dealer nearest you call 1-800-872-1697
B&B Italia U.S.A. INC, 150 East 58”' Street, New York, NY 10155,
www.bebitalia.it e-mail: info@bbitaliausa.com

Timeless and Treasured
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red-as-a-blush tubs.

right 137

My Way 154
Charles Fradin’s family home in L.A. is a 
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makers—Fradin himself, by suzanne slesin
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A rooftop garden overlooking 
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oftiers up fruits, flowers, herbs— 
and rocky perches for birds.
BY CHRISTOPHER MASON

Eminent Victorian 166
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unexpected varieties of color, 
form, and perfume.
BY STEPHEN ORR

Private Eye 180
Diana Vinoly did an apartment 
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interior design, by suzanne slesin

Making a Scene i86
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the California community, by deborah needleman

ON THE COVER: “STONE AGE MODERN," PHOTOGRAPHED BY WILLIAM ABRANOWICZ



LORD & TAYLOR

N"5 TO GO
NEW MINI SPRAY

CHANEL N°5 Eau de Toilette 1/2 oz. with two refills $55.00





ZAh(i[^Ceramfc TVfc • Sto Tile &• Slabs • Mosaics • Terra Coffa • Glass Tilene
Call 877.611.0199 ext^ 101 to order a catalogue orfi0 a Walker Zanger showroom/dealer near ymj. WWW. walkerzanger. com



182-horscpower, .?.0-liter V-6

Four-speed durorndtic

Leather Appointments

Six-way power driver’s seat

Power windows, locks and 
heated exterior mirrors

AM/FM/CD/Cassette with 
amplifier, sub-woofer 

and premium speakers

Power sunroof

Remote keyiess entry

Air conditioning with
passcngcr-cabin filter

Cruise control

Four-wheel disc brakes

Anti-lock brakes with
Traction Control

Allov wheels

Rear spoiler

Spt)it-tuned suspension

Dent-resistant polymer
doors and fenders

M.S.R.P. $23,115

www.saturn.com

A Different Rind of Company.
A Different Kind of Car,

I glT TV SaOHmaBm SamrM ^rporatioH.



There js a point where luxurv becomes somewhat silK.

■ t becomes overdone. Absurd. And obscenely expensive, 

arked a few miles from that point is the L-beries from Satu:
r

■=c, the L-Series has more room, more power, more everyth- 

than other Saturn models. Some might even say they’re bordes 

on luxurious. But the difference is, the L-Series costs 

thousands less than cars with the same features. 

Luxurious, yes. Silly, no.

{
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is a magnificent paradox—sublime yet earthy.
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It s not how it looks on me that s important. It s what it stands for.

One stone for our past, one for the present, one for our future,

Okay. I admit it. That it looks fabulous doesn’t hurt either.

Diamond soLtiAiRc three-stome ring, Most exquisite with a center stone of I/S carat or more.

vv The Forevermark ts used under license, www.aoiamondisforcver.com
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garden 
^room

Waverly, celebrated for a tradition of 

fine fabrics and design excellence, 

is blooming with beautiful decorating 

possibilities for every room in your home.

Waverly brings the garden indoors 

with a full range of coordinated 

home furnishings for all 

your decorating needs.

It’s new at Target!

Featured is the Waverly 
Sweet Violets collection. 

Including bedding, bath, 
window treatments, accent rugs, 
kitchen accessories, dinnerware, 

table linens, stationery and 
decorative accessories.

©1ARGET
Visit US in store or 

online at target.com
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The Rendition Collection

The Rendition Collection is eclectic

iegance and functional diversity.

blended to furnish luxurious pri vate

chambers. Shown here, the elegant 

canopy bed combines reeded posts and

finials with durable, polished stone

nighlstand tops. Rendition offers a

place to relax where formality is set

aside and contemporary classics

pro vide beauty and drama for today

lifestyles

Rendition is available through

Bernhardt Home Furnishings stores.

Bernhardt Galleries, fine department

stores, better furniture stores and

through your interior designer.

Bernhardt is a ] 1 l-year-ald maker

of fine wood and upholstered furniture.

from traditional to contemporary.

For additional information call

LB66.75S.475l

or visit our web site at

ww w. b e rnhardt. com

Furniture Makers Since 1889

BERNHARDT

BERN!
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welcome
DREAM HOUSE

MY STUDY AT HOME I havc boxcs and boxes of pages torn from magazines over the last 20 years, 

photographs and articles about architects, decorators, and designers whose work I found seductive.

say “found” because every once in awhile I’ll get motivated to do one of those famous closet cleanups 
we all force on ourselves, and I’ll look over those yellowed pages and think: What was I thinking? I 
could never live in a house like that. It’s funny how our tastes change, strange how our inclina- 

tions toward one way of living begin to lean in other directions as we get older. Even so
Anyway, my father had a workshop, and many tools, and 

jars full of nails. His eldest daughter flew to Los Angeles to 
help build a house with Habitat and had to be taught how to 
hold a hammer properly. I spent the first day happily nailing 
down hurricane straps, and couldn’t move my arm the next 
day. Well worth it; for the rest of my life I will remember the 
tears of the woman whose house we were building, as 
she watched studs go up. “I had a dream, too. I dreamed of 
having my own home,” she said. “I just never thought I would 
live to see my dream house ”

Months earlier, I went to see the new house of a success
ful and charming couple. It was the result of years of planning, 
consulting, building, and buying. And years of dreaming. 
The husband explained that he had been wanting to build a 
house for at least a decade, and so had started collecting 
ideas, and sketching, and photographing things that inspired 
him, They found a sympathetic architect, and by the time 
he had finished designing, the couple knew they were build
ing their dream house. The house was created with loving 
attention, and now that it is done it is being well—and 

proudly—loved.
Only one thing isn’t quite right. 

“It is so strange to have built your 
dream house,” the husband said 
quietly one afternoon. “It is an 
incredible feeling to walk around in 
it, to experience it. But I keep think
ing, now what? Is dreaming over?” 

Great question. But I suspect 
that, for some, the dream house is 
only a beginning.

N

I

no
sooner do I clean out one box than I fill another with clippings 
that have caught my fancy. One day I want to build my dream 
house. In the meantime, I love the dreaming.

Dream houses came up recently in two entirely unrelated 
conversations, and I was struck both times by the power 
of that idea—what is a dream house anyway?—and by the 
emotional sway the actual thing holds over us. As part of the 
magazine’s celebration of its looth anniversary, we have forged 
a partnership with Hollywood for Habitat for Humanity, a 
group that brings people and resources together to build 
houses for those who cannot afford their own homes. What 
House if Garden and Hollywood for Habitat have in common 
is a passion for home—our pages are filled with dream 
houses—and it made sense to share our good fortune as a 
thriving magazine by joining with a community that brings 
good fortune to others.

I have never built a house before; the most I’ve ever asked of 
a hammer is that it help me drive a picture hook into the wall. 
Not that my father didn’t try to teach me something about 
tools. He was the kind of dad who actually built an entire room 
in our basement—indeed, he finished 
the unfinished basement single- 
handedly, in the evenings after days 
performing surgery. I’ll never forget 
being a 5-year-old, watching studs go 
up, and electric wires, and insula
tion and wallboard. The appearance 
of a room from out of nowhere 
seemed magical, powerful, Some
thing could come of nothing. My 
grandmother settled happily into 
this room; every time I visited her I 
felt the coziness of that room, and at 
the same time was aware that it had 
once been no place; it had simply 
been carved out of space, and so 
tliose walls seemed strangely fragile. Dominique Browning, editor
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New L I n e a
WITH A STEEL BRACELET OR A WIDE RANGE
OF INTERCHANGEABLE WRAP-AROUND STRAPS.

ww¥fcb«unn->nd'iTiwd«Rconi

® BAILEY BANKS & BIDDLE
WORLD RENOWNED JEWELERS SINCE 1832 

In prestigious malls across the country.
1-800-651-4BBB



Pimnfafina

naidEircDc
KITCHENS + DESIGN

!
SKAIDERO LOCATIONS: Scottsdale A2 480.473.2949 / Laguna Niguel CA 949.S43.0071 

Los Angeles CA 310.657.5497 ! San Francisco CA 415.351.1100 / San Rafael CA 415.258.8222 

Greenwich CT 203.869.7448 / Miami FL 954.923.9860 f Naples FL 941.514.1774 

Sarasota FL 941.330.9300 / Honolulu HI 808.599.4554 / Maui HI 808.874.4928 

Chicago IL 312.644,6662 / Birmingham Ml 248.203.2050 I New York NY 212.980,6026 

Long Island NY 516.365,0595 / Morristown NJ 973.734.1616 / Cleveland OH 216.464,7300 

Philadelphia PA 215.977.8899 / Seattle WA 206.622.9426 / Washington DO 202.484.8066 

Madison Wl 608.222.8224 : Vancouver Canada 604.669.4565 / Mexico City Mexico 525.202.9613 

Caracas Venezuela 582.265.0920 Dealership opportunities avallahle.

I

For more information or to order the Snaidero Design Portfolio 
($25 US dollars includes postage), please call toll free: 
1-877-SNAIDERO or visit our web site at www.snaidero-usa.com
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COUNTRY FLOORS
los angeles 310 .657. 0510 new york 212. 627. 8300 www.countryfloors.com



Fine French Linens for Bed, Bath & Table

ALABAMA
Birmin^m ■ CHRISTINE’S (205) 871-8297 
Mobile ■ The Giving Tree (888) 678-0068 

Montgomery • Home COUTURE (888) 545-4006 
Tuscaloosa ■ The Linen' Cldset (800) 561 -7331

ARIZONA
Scottsdale ■ Night & Day (480) 481-5106

CALIFORNIA

GEORGIA
Atlanta ■ YvES Delorme Park Place (678) 320-0097 

Yves Di'torme Vinings (770) 438-7100 
Roswell • The Chandlery (800) 4404789

ILLINOIS

NORTH CAROLINA
Boone ■ DeWooijson Down (800) 833-3696 
Charlotte ■ Bedside Manor, Inc. (704) 554-7727 

Greensboro • CocooN (336) 2754168 

Pittsboro ■ The CcriTAGE Shoi» (919) 545-9400 
Raleigh ■ LavfJ'Jder AND Lace (919) 828-6007 

WHmingtori ■ LiNENS & Lace (910) 2564824 

Winston-Salem ■ BELLE Maison (336) 722-8807 

OHIO

Barrinpon ■ Thr Gilded Nest (847) 381-6005 
Chicago ■ Arrellr Fine Lnens (800) 288-3696 

Bedside Manor, Ltd. (773) 404-2020 
Hinsdale ■ Bedsidf, Manor, Ltd, (630) 655-0497 

Lake Forest ■ Mimi’s LINGERIE & LiNENS (847) 2344050 Beachwood ■ Yves Delorme (216) 360-0285 

Winnetka ■ BUDSIDK MANOR, Ltd. (847) 441-0969

Beverly Hills ■ YVES Delorme (310) 550-7797 
Burlingame ■ Yves Delorme (650) 342-6767 

Calabasas ■ GRACIOUS Rooms (818) 591-9777 

La Jolk ■ Everett Stl-nz Co., Ltd. (800) 883-3305 

Laguna Beach . Laguna Colony Co. (949) 497-8919 Indianapolis ■ The Water Closet (317) 849-1833 
Los Altos ■ Cover Story (800) 9444848

Bexley • The Linen Tree (800) 480-3424 

Cincinnati ■ Gattle's (800) 6344369INDIANA

OREGON
PorfW’ Virginia Jacobs (503) 241-8436

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City ■ Belle Maison (405) 843-4611 
Tulsa ■ The Dolphin Bed Bath (918) 743-6634 

PENNSYLVANIA
Buckingham ■ BlEN DoRMiR (215) 794-9721 
Haverjord - YVES Deiorme (610) 658-5510 

Pittsburgh ■ Feathers (800) 382-9967 
Reading ■ SYCAMORE SPRINGS (610) 926-3723 
W. Bridgavater ■ Bridge Street Shop (724) 775-7131 

RHODE ISLAND
Newport ■ Rue de France (401) 846-3636 

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston ■ Yves Delorme (843) 8534331 
Greenville(864) 242-0025 

Hilton Head ■ DeWoolfson Down (888) 833-3696 

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga ■ Yves Delorme (423) 265-4005 
Memphis ■ REVERIE Fine Linens & Down (800) 783-6188 

Nashville- BelIjALinea (615) 3524041 

TEXAS
Austin ■ Proven<;al Home & Garden (512) 306-9449 
Dallas ■ The Lnen Gaixery (214) 522-6700 

Yves Delorme (214) 526-2955 
Ft Worth ■ Yves Delorme (817) 882-8531 

Houston ■ Longoria Collechon (713) 621-4241 

San Antonio ■ Lin MarchE Fine Linens (210) 826-6771 

UTAH
Salt Lake City ■ European Linens (801) 575-8866

VERMONT
Manchester ■ Yve.s Delorme (802) 3664974

VIRGINIA
Alexandria ■ Yves Delorme (703) 549-6660 

Charlottesville ■ Yves Delorme (804) 9794111 

McLean ■ Yves Delorme (703) 356-3085 
Richmond ■ Yves Delorme (804) 353-8701 

Virginia Beach ■ Yves Delorme (757) 425-6963 

WASHINGTON
Bellevue ■ ScANDIA Down (800) 309-3696 

Yves Delorme (425) 455-3508 

RedmondDelorme (425) 881-1524 
Seattle - YvES Delorme (206) 523-8407 

WISCONSIN
Kohler - Past Basket (800) 401 -9820

KANSAS
Overland Park ■ Annabelles (913) 345-0606 

KENTUCKY
Louisville ■ Bedded Buss (502) 899-5153

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge ■ CUSTOM Lnens (800) 808-0457 
New Orleans ■ N.O. CU.STQM LiNENS (504) 899-0604

MARYLAND
Annapolis -TYfS DELORME (410) 224-0015 

Baltimore ■ Yves Delorme (410) %1%-A177 
Bethesda ■ Yves Delorme (301) 897-5009 

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston ■ Linens On The Hill (617) 227-1255 
Chestnut Hill ■ SCANDlA DowN (617) 969-7990 
Hingham ■ La Petite Maison (781) 741-8393 

Wellesley ■ BON.SOIR (781) 416-2800 

Yarmouthport ■ DESIGN WORKS (508) 362-9698 

MICHIGAN
Birmingham • Crjstions (248) 723-3337 

Grosse Pointe ■ KrAMER’s (800) 248-8906 

Northville ■ BLISSFUL BEDDING (248) 4494652

MINNESOTA
Edirut ■ Euro-AM Bed &: Bath Co. (952) 920-8038

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson ■ Ray’s Fine Lnens (800) 565-5206

MISSOURI
Z.roif • SAI.LIE (800) 257-9167 

NEBRASKA
Onuiha ■ The Linen G/\llery (402) 399-5242

NEW JERSEY
Far Hills ■ SYDNEY STREET (908) 781-0404 

Long Beach IsL ■ BETWEEN THE SHEETS (609) 361-9297 
Madison ■ J&M HOME & Garden (800) 567-5268 

Moorestown ■ Lavender’s (856) 608-1100 

Penning ■ Ashton-Whyte (609)
Red Bank (800) 822-2135
Saddle River ■ DETAILS & DESIGN (201) 8254645 

South Belmar - CLASSIC Home (732) 280-7720 

Upper Montclair ■ Tfsori (973) 655-1511 

NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe ■ DOWNTOWN Bed & Bati I (505) 988-4355

NEW YORK
New York • ABC CARPET & HOME (212) 473-3000 

Gracious Home (212) 988-8990 

Harris Levy, Inc. (212) 226-3102 
Schwei tzer Linen (212) 249-8361 

Scarsdale ■ Ia Dentflliere (914) 723-2902 

Woodbury ■ ARnpACTS, Too (516) 364-6616

Los Gatos ■ The Maids’ QyARTE,RS, Inc (408) 395-1980 
MaUbu ■ Malibu Colony Co. (310) 317-0177 
Modesto ■ Lno Bella (209) 491-0931 
Pasadena ■ SALUTATIONS Home (626) 577-7460 

Sacramento ■ Caua Lji.Y Fine Lnens (916) 564-1800 

San Fmncisco ■ SCHEUER Lnens (800) 762-3950 
Santa Rosa • REVERIE Lnens (800) 818-0008

COLORADO
Denver ■ The Brass Bed (303) 322-1712

At Home Linens at Scandia Down (303) 355-8087

CONNECTICUT
Greenwich ■ Lynnens, Inc. (203) 629-3659 

New Canaan ■ S. Browne & Co. (203) 966-2403 

Wes^ort ■ Touch of Europe (203) 227-3355

DELAWARE
Wilmington ■ Yves Delorme (302) 656-3700

FLORIDA
Debuy Beach ■ ABC CARPET & Home (561) 279-7777
Jacksonville ■ Bath & Lnen Shoppe (904) 398-7147

Miami ■ Burdines at Dadeland (305) 662-3532
Naples ■ Gattu’s (800) 3444552

Sarasota ■ Yves Delorme (941) 388-4494
South Miami ■ Paoeic White (305) 668-0882

St. Petersburg- GoOD NiGHTM(X)N (727) 898-2801

Tampa - Viua Rosa (813) 831-6189
Vem Beach - Gattles (800) 243-4409
West Palm Beach ■ PIONEER LiNENS (800) 207-5463

Winter Park ■ LuXE LiNENS (407) (AA-lSU

Yves Delorme'

For additional information, visit us at www.yve5deI0rme.com or contact your interior designer.





war of the roses fresh pick
AT THE END of last Summer, I decided 
to abandon my rose garden after losing 
the battle with pesky deer. The plan 
was a good one, until I took one look at 
your March cover [“All About Roses”]. 
How absolutely lovely. Ms. Da Costa’s 
magnificent work has encouraged me 
to try again, enticing me to purchase 
four new delicious varieties. I loved 
the cover so much. I bought two copies: 
one to read and to use as a reference 
and one to keep. Well done.

YOUR MARCH 2001 issuehadsomc 
very good writing by Mary Gordon, 
Stephen Orr, and—as always— 
Dominique Browning and Jay Mclnemey. 
But my heart was stolen by young 
Angelina Conti’s treatise on her adoles
cent, yet not immature, love of 
gardening [“Her Salad Days”}, Keep up 
your cultivating habits, Angelina, and 
consider giving the world a new author.

KELLY JOHNSON

Pacific Palisades, CA
MIRIAM SCOTT 

Denver, CO

HOUSEpetal pushers
&.Gi’m a consulting rosarianand 

judge for the American Rose Society, 
and when I saw the cover of your 
March issue, I had to buy it, All the 
articles were very well written, 
and the photography was exquisite.
One thing troubled me; I didn’t find 
a warning about rose petals in food 
{“Edible Petals”]. The sprays used for 
controlling insects and diseases on 
roses aren’t meant for human consump
tion and may be quite toxic. Before 
adding roses to your menu, make sure 
that they have not been sprayed with 
chemicals or fertilizers that contain 
insecticides. The best way to do this is 
to grow your own roses organically.

GREGG COOK 

Oakland, CA
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a perennial subscriber
MONTH AFTER MONTH I keep
meaning to write and tell you what I 
like most about your magazine: 
Dominique Browning’s essays make me 
want to renew my subscription every 
year. They are funny and poignant, and 
she tells the truth with imagination.

CYNTHIA ARBUCKLE

overgrown
THE MARCH ISSUE too much 
about roses. I would have preferred at 
least one article showing some 
“less is more”-type interior designs, 
as you most often provide.

Denver, COLAURA MIZE 

New Melle, MO
PLEASE WRITE US ax. House & Garden 
(4 Times Square, New York, NY 10036). 
We also accept letters by E-mail 
Oetters@ house-and-garden.com) and 
fax (212-286-4977). Include your name, 
address, and daytime phone number. All 
submissions become the property of 
House & Garden and will not be returned; 
they may be edited and published or 
otherwise used in any medium.

past master
YOUR MAGAZINE is terrific!
It was a joy to see Carolina Irving’s 
article about California designer 
John Dickinson in the January issue 
[“John Dickinson’s Enduring Elegance”]. 
Truly, it is time,

LAWRENCE MICHAEL MALONEY

San Francisco, CA
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Because we are bored with furniture that meekly 
blends in with the greenery. The regal benches 
and chairs we love come from Chatsworth, the great 
English estate. Their bold colors and extravagant 
shapes are showstoppers, no matter what the season. 
They refuse to be upstaged^^^^^^
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Garden drama: Tell me more
of the Chafsworth collection

▼ DERBYSHIRE DISNEY The garden at Chatsworth (chatsworth-house.co.uk} was 
created in the 18th century by the fourth duke of Devonshire, who hired Lancelot 
“Capability" Brown to remake the l,(XX)-acre landscape. Brown widened the 
river and planted thousands of trees. There are guided tours of the gardens and 
the Elizabethan main house, which dates from the mid-16th century, and children 
can play in the new Adventure Playground. Some 2,0(X) souvenirs—including 
reproductions of the duchess’s personal jewelry—are sold at the two gift shops. 
Gourmets can visit the Farm Shop (gustum.com), which sells cheeses, biscuits, 
and teef and lamb that are raised on the estate.

▲ DIVINE DUO In 1980, the duchess of
Devonshire invited a friend, decorator David
Mlinaric, to see some furniture she had
commissioned from the clerk of works at
Chatswrorth, her family's estate. Impressed by
the workmanship, Mlinaric proposed a garden
furniture collaboration. “I don't want to be
too name-droppy." he says, “but this furniture
is now in all the best gardens in England.

I\ A HOMEGROWN All of the furniture in the Chatsworth collection 
is made by carpenters on the grounds of the estate. "Every piece 
is bench-made and cut to order." says Janice Feldman, who owns 
Janus et Cie (800-24-janus), the L.A. and New York showrooms

that have the exclusive rights to sell Chatsworth furniture in North 
America. Made in mahogany, English oak. or African woods like 
emeri and utile, all the seating can be custom-painted. "We have 
about 700 colors, and we can match any finish." Feldman says.u i
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Garden drama I
You will tall in love with fhesoE

THISTORIC preservation John Danzer.
the president of Munder-Skiies (in NYC,
212-717-0150), has been called "America’s
first exterior decorator" for his sophisticated
superbly constructed garden furniture. Many
of his pieces are licensed reproductions from
America's fabled estates. The Montgomery
Place bench and chairs, below, were originally
made in the 1920s to furnish the ellipse
gardens at Montgomery Place, one of the
great Hudson River houses.

▲bali high Artist Laura Spector, who is inspired by the grace and whimsy
of the English rustic tradition, weaves oriental bittersweet and wisteria vines into
chairs, benches, tuteurs, and arbors. Her Balinese Temple seat (the umbrella
comes in several colors), above, is one of our favorite pieces from gardenium.com
a year-old Web site that represents 20 artists who make functional garden
ornaments, "We're trying to define an elegant, contemporary style that nods
rather than bows to historic influences," says Gardenium founder Inge Daniels.

^THE DOWAGER The
Almodington bench is the
grande dame of garden
furniture. Built circa 1770,
the nearly 8-fooMong perch
was discovered on the
porch of the Almodington
House on Maryland's
eastern shore, and it now
resides at the Museum
of Early Southern Decorative
Arts in Winston-Salem,
NC. It is considered the
earliest known wooden
American garden bench
according to John Danzer
of Munder-Skiies, which
through a licensing agree
ment with the museum,
makes reproductions in a
variety of lengths, woods,
and painted finishes.

HOUSE & GARDEN MAY 300144
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For nontraditional casting, try these colorful scene stealers
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:i ^JUSTIN TIME
Contemporary 
design aficionados 
don't have an easy 
time buying garden 
furniture. Fortunately, 
one of their heroes,
Tom Dixon, the British 
designer who is the
curator for furniture and _________
objects at the Conran shops, 
has come up with the all-weather poly
ethylene Tub chair for Cappellini (through 
Modern Age in NYC, 212-966-0669).
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AsiT AND SMILE “Sitting should also be fun, like playing—an experience," 
said Vemer Panton, the influential Danish designer who created the 
Phantom chair for Innovation (unicahome.com or totemdesign.com) shortly 
before his death in 1998. It can be used as a chair, as shown above; several 
can be joined to make a sofa-, or, on its side, it's a table. Available in all sorts 
of pop colors, this fade-resistant plastic piece will add pizzazz to any patio.

"II •

o ▲ HIDDEN ASSETS The avant-garde Swiss 
design agency N2 and Hidden (hidden.nl), a 
Dutch manufacturer, have produced furniture 
that redefines lounging in the garden. The poly
ethylene Spherize chair (through The Apartment 
in NYC, 212-219-3661), which comes in orange, 
white, blue, green, rosa, and yellow, has a valve 
in the back so that you can adjust the tension in 
the springs. The matching Cooler table has a 
hole for a bottle of wine. Cheers!

<•1

7

Sf.»

aA bubble bath Kartell (in NYC. 
212-966-6665), the innovative 
Milan manufacturer, and 
Philippe Starck, the brilliant 
French designer, have collabo
rated on many products over 
the years. Their latest are the 
Bubble Club sofa and armchair, 
which are made of polyethylene 
and come in such colors as 
green, lemon yellow, and t 
terra-cotta. This is true indoor/ |( 
outdoor furniturf 
the pool or the pool room.

X

< POUF POSITIVE
Since 1954, Zanotta 

J (zanotta.it) has been 
, asking designers to 
suggest some daring 

^ ideas for furniture production. 
Two years ago, Fabrizio Bertero 

and Andrea Panto came up with 
these poufs in pearly red, orange, pearly 
green, and phosphorescent white PVC, 
which, “by the way, you can see in 
the dark, too," Bertero says.
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How good bugs can drive the bad ones from your garden
There is more drama In your early summer backyard Than you might realize. If villainous pests have decimated 
your delphiniums, it's time to call in the cavalry. Beneficial bugs (here from Rincon-Vltova Insectaries, Inc., 
Ventura, CA; 800-248-2847; www.rlnconvitova.com) are just a phone call away. These heroic insects 
emerge famished from their mail-order cartons. You'll wartt to Weep a balance of hunter artd prey, so thatC 
your insect guests won't fly next door looking for food: so follow the release rates included with your ^ 
shipments. Entice your more mobile critters to linger by planting plenty of pollen-bearing flowers.
Besides being pretty, they'll help fortify your troops against all those measly miscreants. « ^

(I) Praying mantises are called
the T. rexes of insects with good
reason. These masterful hunters
emerge from their egg cases in
late spring, ready to feed. The
downside? These carnivores may
eat your good bugs, too. (2) Pink

beetles have the added
beniHit of being shipped as slow-
moving larvae that wilt stay, and 
eat, for a^nger period in your
garden. Rerce-looking (3) ladybird
beetles are a classic, if fickle.
predator. {One adult may eat
more than 5,000 aphids.) Refrig
erated adults should be released
itvsmall batches at night, directly
onto the leaves, so that their
food sources (and Iryalty) are
maintained locally. (4) Assassin
bugs and soldier bugs devour
such prey as caterpillars and
grubs. (5) Green lacewings are
one of the more beautiful
predatory insects, and not as
transitory as lady beetles. Their
(6) larvae, known as aphid lions.
eat the most pests. (7) Decollate
snails prey on plant-eating snails
and their eggs. To cultivate this
menagerie, you'll have to swear

toff pesticides, which kill good
and bad insects indiscriminately.
(Insects not shown to scale.)
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Designed by John Hutton, the new Sutherland Billow Collection features Sofa, Club Chair, Ottoman, Lounge Chair and Chaise. Patent pending. 
Pictured; The Club Chair in Sutherland Yacht Finish. Pieces also offered in r>atural teak and a host of special finishes.

Cushion upholstered in Perennlats'" new Chameleon Collection of 100% solution-dyed acrylic in reversible colorways.

For Information on Sutherland" Teak Collection, call 800.717-TEAK or visit www.sutherlandteak.com 
For information on Perennials"' Outdoor Fabrics, coll 888. 322-4773 or visit www.perennialstabrics.com

Available through Architects and Interior Designers.



THEBEST
by Stephen Orr
Might floral display again reach the 
giddy heights of 17th-century Holland? 
It was then, in a brief period at the 
end of Dutch tulipmania, that the 
fanciful flower vases known as

A great way to show off your tulips tulipieres were born. While originals 
are now extremely rare, according
to Delftware dealer Robert Aronson,
reproductions have flourished since

c/: the 19th century, when the ornate
C/: flower pagodas and fingered vases

became fashionable again for table
settings. Today, tulipieres are cher-
ished as antimodern sculpture:
examples of a more baroque style of
decoration. Traditionally, they were

~U used in pairs, but they look good
C4I singly, too. Either empty or filled with
fU flowers, these grand statements are
£ sure to gather high praise.

Front row, from left: Square. $440, Scully & Scully, NYC. 212-755-2590. Five-fingered, in English pearlwarc (ca. 1810), $2,500 
for a pair. Bardith, Ltd., NYC. 2i2-737-3775. Back row, from left: Itaiian hand-painted pagoda, $950, Devonshire-Five O Seven. NYC. 
212-327-2102. Crackle-glaze faience with lion figures, $530, Atelier Branca, Chicago. 312-787-6123. Handpainted faience pagoda, 
$4,500, John Rosselli International, NYC. 212-772-2137. Urn-shaped, $150, Treillage, Ltd., NYC. 212-535-2288.
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c^orviestic Miss

STYlBOOUrOur design editor makes the rounds to bring you the news
by Suzanne Slesin

Ti Thursday, 9 a.m.

Super-suave Olivier Gagnere, 
the French designer, came 
to New York to show off 
Naxos, his new porcelain 
for Bernadaud, and to 
philosophize about the way 
Americans like every dish to 
have its own raison d’etre.
“In the United States, the 
cereal bowl Is not a soup bowl," 
says Gagnere. The all-white 
collection—named after a 
Greek island—is crisp, classical, 
and appetizingly modern.

^ Thursday, 7:30 p,m.

Art dealer Jeanne Greenberg 
Rohatyn and her husband, 
Nick, bravely volunteered their 
just deconstructed and about 
to be renovated Upper East 
Side house to raise money for 
Publicolor, an organization that 
brings color to the corridors and 
classrooms of drab public 
schools. Following the lead of 
such artists as Massimo Vi^elli 
and Maira Kalman, guests In 
Tyvek jumpsuits covered the 
walls—and themselves—in 
paint. Leni Schwendinger’s 
construction-light chandeliers 
were so imaginative that the 
Rohatyns should think about 
keeping them forever.

Q Tuesday

The boyishly handsome Interior 
architect Thomas O'Brien, who 
is known via Emporio Armani 
and Hickory Chair for an oh-so- 
restrained brand of modernism, 
has finally unveiled 60 Thompson 
his take on a boutique hotel, in 
SoHo. Heavily veined marble—in 
brown, green, or burgundy—rules 
in the bathrooms. “The tiles 
are in a running band, like 
in the subway," he says. I 
can’t wait to try this at home.

s, noon

3

Saturday, I p.m.
My antennae are always up 
for pieces that cross over 
between art and furniture. At 
New York's Armory Show, 
my adrenaline surged when 1 
saw the wool blanket on 
which artist Ann Hamilton had 
embroidered a poem by Susan 

Stewart. "The idea is 
to wrap yourself in 
language," says Mary 
Thomas Kelly of 
Cypher Editions, which 
is producing the 
blanket in an edition 
of 50. They are $6,750 
each. “Look, you can 
also wear it,” says 
Kelly, wrapping herself 
up in the blanket. I'd 
never take it out of 
its linen box.
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^ Thursday, t0;30 a.m.

One of designer John F. 
Saladino’s clients told 
him she really and truly 
doesn’t cook, so there's no 
oven or dishwasher in the 
kitchen of the sublime 
pied'S-terre he designed 
for her, overlooking New 
York's Central Park. There 
is an eye-stopping back- 
splash and a wall of watery, 
pale blue stone, called 
Sodaiite, that stretches to the 
ceiling. This is absolutely the 
next color. It has already 
popped up on a three-piece 
cocktail table by German 
designer Peter Draenert, at 
the Domus Design Collection, 
on Madison Avenue.

O

D8

O

^ Friday, 3:30 p.m. One of the rites of spring 

York is a visit to the Ralph Lauren showroom to see the most 
incredibly decorated model rooms. Along with a Parisian 
artist's garret and a black-and-white Modern Country carriage 
house, Ralph conjured up the space of my dreams—a 
luxe dressing room whose centerpiece was a massage table 
made up with Ralph’s White Label linens.

in New
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THEnX
Solutions for domestic distress by Jackie Crava

Ever since we installed new 
wall-to-wall carpeting, I've had 
a headache. Could 1 be allergic to 

my rugs? Do I have to rip them out?
It’s not surprising that you feel 
lousy. The synthetic fibers in some 
new carpeting contain enough 

chemicals to make your head spin. 
However, the real culprit may not be in 
the rug but in the fumes emitted by the 
padding or adhesive beneath. Check 
to be sure that the materials and 
the installation followed the air quality 
guidelines outlined by the Carpet & 
Rug Institute {carpet-rug.com). Since 
vacuuming and shampooing won’t 
remove that new-carpet smell, give 
the problem some time—and fresh air. 
Keep doors and windows open as 
much as possible, or ventilate the room 
with window fans or air conditioners.

A

CO Years ago, in Japan, my hotel room had the most luxurious tub I've ever 
experienced. When I sat down, the water actually came up to my shoulders.
I'd love one of these for our master bathroom, but I don't know where to turn.
Soak away your worries. Ancient Japanese-style tubs are a hot trend in the 
Western World. If you want a truly authentic tub made of white cedar (said 
to be therapeutic), check out Oregon Hinoki Products, Inc. (molalla.net/ohp). 

Or consider the Sok from Kohler (kohlerco.com); it’s a new ultra-deep basin 
that submerges bathers up to their necks, while water spills over the rim 
into a special channel. American Reinforced Plastics 
(arpbathtubs.com) makes several versions in easy-care 
fiberglass. Keep in mind that a Japanese soaking tub 
is intended for just soaking. The idea is to wash before you 
step into the clear, still, steaming water. Ideally, toilet and 
washing facilities are located in an adjacent room, and the 
soaking tub is situated near a window with garden views.
Be prepared: tradition dictates that the temperature be 
110 degrees Fahrenheit (43.3 degrees centigrade) or hotter.

CO

o

CO

The white paint on our 
house looks so drab. I’d love 
to expose the original 

brick, but I’m uneasy about sand
blasting. What are the risks?

Trust your instincts. Blasting 
bricks with any abrasive 
material will scratch and pit 

the surface, making it susceptible 
to water damage. Instead, ask 
a brick mason or housecleaning 
service to patch-test your 
bricks using a chemical stripper 
such as Peel Away (peel- 
away.com). The best solution is 

one strong enough to lift the paint without requiring forceful 
spraying and without emitting harmful fumes. The service you 
hire will spread or gently spray the chemical stripper. Then, to 
keep the stripping agent from evaporating, they will cover the 
walls with plastic. A day later, voila! To remove dirt and to min
imize color variations, your mason may need to return for 
steam cleaning. Make certain that he coats the bricks with an 
alcohol-based sealer to help prevent chipping and crumbling.

s
o I

s

A
s

Before I sit down with an architect, I’d like to sketch 
out some of my own ideas for our dream house.
But I can’t draw a straight line. Any suggestions?
For $49.95, Brpderbund's 3D Home Architect Deluxe 
(learningco.com) lets you customize 350 preset 
plans or create your own original. Want to see your 

vision of arched doorways leading out 
the terrace? Point and click to 

E^^^^B^^^reate the shapes and lines you 
l^HIk'^ant. Select moldings and

other details from a menu of 
l': options. This program 

doesn’t take the place of an 
architect, but it helps your 

pro understand you.

s

I
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inicWeb sites worth your while by Dan Shaw

surf the fridge
If you want 24/7 Internet access, 
it makes sense to hook up 
your computer to a household 
appliance that is on day and 
night: the refrigerator. That's 
the thinking behind LG Electronics’s 
Internet Digital DIOS Refrigerator 
(lgeus.com), which lets you E-mail 
and make two-way videophone calls 
while you’re getting ice. It liits stores in 
December, and at $9,999, it makes 
your Sub-Zero look like a bargain.

everytliin^ eameg
For anyone who thinks that chairs 
and tables are the only Charles 
and Ray Eames designs you can still 
buy new today, logging onto 
eamcsoffice.com will be an eye- 
opener. The Web site sells 
everything from silk ties ($38) 
and scarves ($60) in the 
iconic Crosspatch pattern to 
pencils (75 cents) and little 
wooden tops ($3). right. For true 
enthusiasts, there’s the 
CD Elmer Bernstein: Music for 
the Films of Charles and 
Ray Eames ($19.95). You can even 
watch a new film, 77 
Steps, by Charles’s 
grandson Eames 
Demetrios, 
whose grand
parents were 
prolific film
makers, as the 
site's filmogra
phy attests.

tKe reJ kri^aJe
For young companies
that need new office
furniture instantly,
hermanmillerred.com
has been a salvation.
The mighty Michigan
manufacturer turned to
hot young desi^ talents.
including Ayse Birsel,
to create cool, affordable.
and easy- and quick-to-
ship work stations. Many
of the pieces, such as the
sporty Red Rocket File Cart
($185), right, are now ending
up in hip home offices, too.

the cult of ruth draper
The great decorator Dorothy Draper was Ruth Draper's sister-in-law, 
but that doesn’t explain why designers are obsessed with the mono- 
loguist, whose recordings from the 1950s are now available on CD 
from ruthdrapermonologues.com ($19,95). Her hysterically funny 
character sketches, which were originally performed in Manhattan 
salons, have the resonance of full-length plays. New York designer 
Randy Ridless loves the moment in Draper’s Italian Lesson when a 
portrait painter is told his work is perfect—and then is asked to make 
many changes to it. "That’s what decorators go through all the time, 
which is the ultimate frustration," Ridless says. “Draper captured the 
silliness of New York society, and her observations hold true today."
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VISOR
a necessary accessory.

The newest Visor is also the chicest. Clean. Thinner. And yet, still completely expandable with its unique Springboard 
slot. \A/hich means you get all the versatility of Visor, without all the Visor. The Visor Edge. Slip one in your purse,
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Melamine Ric Rac 
Coffee 2 cup and saucer, 
$70. by Elise BerthierLexon’s high-touch housewares 

will brighten your day by Brooke Stoddar
The French company Lexon
known for making high-style
clocks, radios, and other
pieces (its rubber Tykho
radio recently appeared on
the cover of Time), is celebrating
its tenth anniversary with a face-lift. Last
year, the president and founder, Ren§ Adda, hired
Theo Williams, a Milan-based British designer.
as the new art director, to "bring soul to the
products.” Williams’s design spirit has already
infused everything from the packaging to the
catalog to the items themselves, which are sold at

Moss and the MoMA Design Store.
The new collection features several
pieces by Williams himself, who puts
a premium on how things feel. His

aluminum bottle openers, for
instance, are wrapped

in silicone, like
'skin on a bone,

which invites you
to squeeze them.

J d b c*Plastic «5 Ness 1 |MDiabolo
(jHh ^radio, $40,

by Elise

OOO0Berthier

Aluminum and 
blue rubber 
Handy calculator, 
$20, by Theo 
Williams

OOOG
O0©0

Aluminum Handy
Li^T, $30, in

City umbrella in 
lime with foam 
handle, $25. by 
the Lexon studio

orange, by Theo S
Williams
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A Colossal Treat.

Hand-painted in exquisite 24K gold, this playful Baby Asian Elephant 
heralds the arrival of the brand new Endangered Species series 

available exclusively to members of the Herend Guild. A portion of all proceeds 
from this series will be directed to the Smithsonian National Zoological Park. 

Take him home today and add a little sparkle to your natural habitat.

Visit your Authorized Herend Guild Retailer, call 800-523-5621 or see our website www.herendguild.com



Herman Miller just warming up. Nelson coconut chair. The hottest way we know to chill.

© Herman Mi lleFfor the Home
For more information regarding the Nelson"" Coconut Chair or our other fine products, call 800 646 4400 or go to hmhome.com. ©2001 Herman Miller, Inc.

™ Nelson is a trademark of Herman Miller. Inc.
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What Go, the world’s first magnesium chair—a
lightweight, stackable, indoor/outdoor seat by Ross
Lovegrove for Bernhardt Design

Why Because Go is a technical tour-de-force. It
was designed as a single form and then broken down
into parts for manufacturing~the same process used
to buifd cars. "I want to produce beautiful things that
reflect the capabilities of the times in which we live,
says Lovegrove, who consistently tries to marry
his "organic dreams with technical intervention." He
delights in the results of this feat of engineering,

Like a true piece of sculpture, the chair is amaz
ingly balanced in volume, weight, and form, so that
there is a glory to it from every angle.

Who Lovegrove, 42, the Welsh designer whose
resume includes stints at Germany’s Frog Design,
where he worked on such projects as the Sony Walk
man and Apple computers, and at Knoll, where he cre
ated the Alessandri office system. In 1990, in London
he opened Studio X, his own firm, which has shaped
everything from cameras for Olympus to furniture for i
Driade and Cappellini. His next projects include spec
tacles for Tag Heuer and a bicycle for Biomega.

When The Go chair and a matching table will
make their first public appearance at the International

IContemporary Furniture Fair (www.icff.com) in New
York City, May 19 to 22.

HOUSE & GARDEN • MAY 2001
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Andre Groult’s Deco wallpapers are still within reach
by Carolina Irving

.'."i i r 'A

Fred Astaire movies 
aside, great decorat- 

; ing in the ’20s and ’30s 
involved more than white 

' lacquer, chrome tubing, 
and parchment-colored 

! leather. Bright color and 
^ bold pattern also defined 

the Deco era. And few peo- 
^ pie used them better than 
I' the master designer Andre 
fe Groult, who enlivened 
§ studiously elegant French 
9 rooms with luxurious 

custom-designed wallpapers, 
i Less obvious than William 

Morris designs and more 
sophisticated than nineteenth-century 
floral motifs, the papers were a 
breath of fresh air in the brilliant 
rooms he created for Paris’s famed

(

A brash 1921 wallpaper
plays off Groult's
large-scale furniture.

decorative arts exhibitions, Thankfully,
Christopher Hyland now carries these hand- The refined jewei tones and 

papers from the legendary Mauny slightly naive imagery of 
factory outside Paris. I can picture it now: Andre Groult’s wailpapers 
a TriBeCa dressing room made over as a reflect the legacy of the

fantastic Ballets Russes.

blocked

Groult aviary How divine!
The designs, from top, Martin
Pocheur, Perroquets, and
Parterres, arc available
through Christopher Hyland.

> • «
• •••90-I— .Cl-wrry.u.

I dety anyone looking at Groult's
enchanting Parterres design,
above left, to call wallpaper
dowdy. ■Stylized roses In a 1910
showroom, above, hint at
Groult's emerging look. IThc
decorator and his daughter,
loft. photographed in 1920.
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< HIP HOTELS:
FRANCE (Thames
& Hudson, $29.95)
Devotees of chic
hotels will love this
volume on whereV

\ in France the well-m
coiffed rest their03
heads. With settings03 ranging from neo-a-a\V
classical luxe to au
courant elegance,
Herbert Ypma’s book■- KIDS’ ROOMS (Chronicle, $22.95); KIDS’
may inspire yourROOMS (Rockport, $25); THE KIDSPACEby Ingrid next vacation—andIDEA BOOK (Taunton, $29.95) These three-Abramovitch redecoration.-U count ’em, three—new books on designing

03 for children are overflowing with fun ideas.

s ► A YEAR IN THE GARDEN
(Abrams, $29.95) An armchairO ▼ IN THE COMPANY OFtour of gardens preserved by the

STONE (Artisan, $35)British National Trust may sound
Man's relationship witha bit stuffy, but this book dazzles
nature is the subtext ofwith sensational photography
this exceptional book byof some of the world’s most
Vermont artisan Dan Snow,breathtaking landscapes.
who creates stone walls
using only found loose
stone and gravity's force.

A PALM SPRINGS WEEKEND (Chronicle, $40) Combining
new and vintage photographs, this lively book shows how a
moonscapeiike corner of California desert freed some of the
greats of midcentury modernism (Albert Frey, Richard Neutra
John Lautner) to create an original American design vernacular.

TO ORDER any of the seven new books featured here, call 800-266-5766, Dept. 1820,
REQUIRED READING

hotel and restaurant designer adam tihany’s favorites
JAMES TURRELL; ECLIPSE edited by Michael sophisticated volume on Noguchi's
Hue-Williams, with a CD by Paul Schiitze public works. Aesthetic and intellectual
(Hatje Cantz) "TurreH's work connects delight, as always.’
nature, architecture, and art with simplicity EIKO ON STAGE by Eiko Ishioka (Callaway)
and amazing power.' 'Spectacular images combined with
BRAND.NEW edited by Jane Pavitt (Princeton Elko’s own voice accompany us on a fasci-
University Press) “Branding defines our iden- nating and magical tour of stage and
tity and values. This superb catalog from the screen productions by this artist and set
Victoria and Albert Museum well illustrates the and costume designer. Breathtaking.'
continuing power and relevance of branding.' PARIS TO "nfE MOON by Adam Gopnik (Ran-
ISAMU NOGUCHI; A STUDY OF SPACE by Ana dom House) “An intelligent, charming, and
Maria Torres (Monaceili) “An elegant and profoundly sophisticated portrait of Paris.
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WITH OUR BETWEEN-THE-GLASS FEATURE, THOSE WHO DON'T 

DO WINDOWS CAN ALSO BE THOSE WHO DON’T DO SHADES.

We thought those of you who needn’t be bothered with things like cleaning would really appreciate this particular feature. Our 

between-the-glass blinds truly function between the panes of glass in your doors and windows. As a result, they are protected 

from dirt, dust, and even the occasional pet. And, should the mood strike, the inside panel can be easily removed, making it 

simple to change the style or color. It’s just one of our many innovations to help make your windows as marvelous as your home. 

Besides, it’s the least we could do for those of you who would rather be otherwise occupied. To find out more, contact us at 

1-800-54-PELLA or visit our website at www.pella.com.

VIEWED TO BE THE BEST*©2000 Pella Corporation
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LARDER
The smart charcoal for your cookout by Lora Zarubin
Cooking over an open fire is the easiest, tastiest v^ay to make almost anything. Alas, 
too many T-bones are ruined by chemically laced charcoal or noxious lighter fluid. 
I’ve found some wonderful alternatives to commonplace briquettes. Trust me, the 
quality of your charcoal is just as important as the quality of the meat you are grilling.
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If tradition dictates 
that you cook your 
burgers over 
charcoal briquettes, 
then you must use 
these all-natural 
ones from the 
experts at Weber 
(800-446-1071;

B&B Mesquite 
Lump Charcoal
(in TX, 877-725- 
8815) burns 
quicker and hotter 
than oak. so it’s 
ideal for grilling 
fish. Its smokiness 
won't overwhelm 
lobster or shrimp.

Missourians are 
barbecue fanatics. 
For a brilliant brisket, 
they mix hickory with 
Ozark Oak Charcoal 
(from Fairlane 
Bar.B.Q Wood; in 
MO, 816-761-1350).

For the bold taste 
of the Lone Star 
State, try grilling 
chicken wings 
over B&B Oak 
Lump Charcoal 
(bbcharcoal.com). 
You'll never 
use commercial

The organic Taste 
o’ Texas Mesquite 
Charcoal (806-745- 
4973) is a revela
tion. Because it’s 
moist, it produces a 
smokierlire, which 
has a/^niusefFeB!

For everyday 
grilling, I like all
natural Lazzari 
Mesquite Charcoal 
(in CA, 415-467- 
2970), conveniently 
sold at gourmet 
grocers across the 
United States.ste

weberbbq.com). charcoal again.

I like adding 
wood chunks— 
apple, cherry, 
pecan, hickory, 
or sassafras— 
from Fairlane to 
my charcoal for 
an unexpected 
flavor rush.

I can’t remember
how I survived
before discovering
Weber's Chimney
Starter (about
$15), It makes
toxic lighter fluids
redundant. For a
hassle-free fire, you
simply put crumpled
newspaper on the O
bottom, pile char-

ocoal inside, and 5

light a match. \/o//^'



Introducing The All Refrigerator All Freezer 
From The Monogram Collection.

Your new kitchen will have the best of everything. From the smallest 
detail to the biggest. And that’s why you’ve chosen the new Monogram 
36" All Refrigerator and All Freezer units.

Their unique design allows them to be installed alongside one another 
or separately. Either way, the All Refrigerator and All Freezer provide ulti
mate capacity while maintaining a sleek, sophisticated Monogram look 
in your choice of stainless steel or cuslom-cabinetfronts.

Open the doors and the view is equally breathtaking. Aunique light
ing system provides illumination both above and below the spillproof 
shelves. Clear-view storage bins slide all the way out, for easy access and 
cleaning. And sealed snack bins and ac^ustable humidity produce pans 
keep foods at the peak of freshness.

Like every other appliance in the Monogram Collection, the All 
Refrigerator and All Freezer have a feature no one else can offer—GE’s 
reputation for quality service. So visit us at www.monogram.com or 
call 800.626.2000 for our brochure and the dealer nearest you. Monogram.

We bring good things to life.
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The scoop on new designs

delicate balance frozen
fabde!' Harri Koskinen, a designer from the land of long winters and hot saunas, 

has made a mark on those icons of summer, barbecue tools. "We have no 
specific tools here In Finland to do outdoor cooking," says Koskinen, who spent 

two years creating the four-piece stainless-steel set for Hackman ($165; at 
Barneys, NYC, 212-826-8900). "We managed to balance them so you can lay 

i these utensils on the table and the ends won’t dirty it," says Koskinen. Moreover, 
k the set’s brush comes with a replacement head, which you can change by 

removing a single screw, “It's marvelous how functionality and aesthetics are 
interwoven," says Ann Sass, chief curator of New York's Scandinavia House, 
which put the tools in its inaugural exhibition "Young Nordic Design: The 

Generation X."—JENNY GAVAcs

li >, a new surface 
Knoll (800-445- 

S045), looks like a fabric 
fonll and its ghost 
ORight In resin. "I call it 
%ozen fabric,'" says 
dasigner Suzanne Tick. 
Imago is comprised of 
fabric and an embossed 
iwage of the fabric's 
tvmire encapsulated In 
putyastar resin. "We’re 
ttdng the technical 
qualities of polyester 
saaln and treating it as a 
Wnic,'' Tick says. "It has 
a softness to It.”

It can be heat-molded 
into any shape, drilled, 
■amd, sanded, or perfo
rated. So far, Imago Is 
being used for tabletops, 
abaives, window treat- 
Ments (UV finishes are 
pvailable), room dividers, 
■nd kitchen cabinets.
•^LESLIE BRENNER

growing at gucci
What would happen if a garden ^ 

club matron ventured into an Vu
S&M club? Many things, probably, 

but the most delightful scenario 
might have her emerge with 

something like Gucci's new line 
of gardening tools ($380 for 

the
The are

gleaming 
chrome black

leather-wrapped handles.
This is definitely the kind of 

added edge you'll want when you’re trying to train 
a naughty vine! And if you want to get your fashion-conscious 
houseguests to lend a hand in the garden, nothing will get them 
outdoors faster than the matching black leather apron ($475) 
and gardening gloves ($180).—David colman

g
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E
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carrier^ a^ay
There were thousands of gadgets on view at the 
^mammoth International Housewares Show ia 
^^^Chicago in January, but the only one that 
P^^^^made us stop in our tracks was the 

Fold-Away wheelbarrow (aboiic 
$50; 800-975-033J). 'Weighing just 

7.5 pounds, this collapsible, waterproof- 
canvas and aluminum cart is easy to maneuver 
And it’s tough enough to hold loads of up to no 
pounds, so you can haul firewood as well as leaves.
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KALLISTA PRESENTS CLASSIC BATH FIXTURES AND FITTINGS DESIGNED BY MICHAEL S SMITH FOR THE TOWN. ASK YOUR DESIGNER OR ARCHITECT TO 

ARRANGE A VISIT TO THE KALLISTA SHOWROOM NEAREST YOU. FOR A BROCHURE PLEASE CALL 1,888.4 KALLISTA AND VISIT US AT KALLISTAINC.COM
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SIOaSIGN gemini May20-June20 
You usually make decisions 
easily. Now, however, you’re 
worrying about everything 
from choosing the right sheets 
to whether to renovate an 
entire room. Put away your 
credit card; there’s no hurry. 
If new ideas are what you 
need, head for bookstores and 
museums, or take a trip. That 
way you will approach the new 
cycle with a completely fresh 
viewpoint, triggered by the 
Gemini New Moon on May 23.

A horoscope to help you decorate with the stars on your side
by Shelley von Strunckel

taurus April 20-May 19
You are hyper-attuned to quality. Jarring colors upset 
you, while rough textures annoy. After a tough couple of 
years acquiescing to the hard-edged tastes of others, 
you are longing for anything soft and sensual. Now that 
sternly practical Saturn has departed Taurus, you come 
first. While others try to hurry your decisions, you need 
time. You want to sample wall colors and live with them, 
and see every single table before you choose one. Your 
personal space—your bedroom, in particular—is an issue. 
Frank exchanges around the emotionally intense Full 
Moon on the 7th force others to realize that you just can’t 
compromise or be hurried. Resolving these conflicts relaxes 
you to the point where antiques suddenly seem stiff com
pared with the ease of contemporary furniture. Conscious 
that your resources are limited, you view purchases as an 
investment. If you are considering a splurge on expensive 

cushions, don’t. Midmonth, after a 
^ chance visit to a gallery or museum, you 

begin seeing everything differently 
You are drawn to colors that recently 
you would have rejected, and previous

C3nC6r June 21-July 21
While you welcome change, 
you prefer it to be on your 
timetable. But now you face 
pressure to reorganize your 
living space—fast. You would 
ordinarily research the cost of 
an improvement as major as 
a kitchen renovation, but by 
the Sun’s clash with innovative 
Uranus on the 15th, you realize 
that you must begin some
where. Knowing this, you 
plunge in, leaving budgetary 
concerns for later.

leo July 22-August 22 
Most Leos are so busy that 
home improvements are post
poned until they become 
urgent. But whether prompted 
by work or family pressure—or 
some happy development— 
you realize that change is 
now necessary. You begin 
by thinking small, but soon 
decide that you really need 
to convert a garage—or add a 
whole new room. Events move 
swiftly, so that by the 30th, 
what was merely a blueprint 
begins to take shape.

Virgo August 23-September 21
You know your tastes; these 
rarely change. But suddenly 
your bedroom looks drab, your 
kitchen uninspiring. What’s 
more, changes in your lifestyle 
alter your requirements. While 
a coat of paint might offer 
a quick fix, you probably need 
a completely new approach. 
Your ideas are worthwhile. 
Nevertheless, listen to a dec
orator’s advice.

Taurus favors ornate luxuries like (I) ^ 
a Venetian glass chandelier and (2) X 
an Imperial Easter egg by Peter Carl 
Faberg^. (3) In the hands of Taurus 
artist J. M. W. Turner, a landscape— M 
such as his Venice: Grand Canal with ^
Santa Maria Della Salute—is a palette 
of sensuous colors. (4) Peaches, a Taurus 
fruit, in a bowl of jade, one of the stones of 
this sign. (5) Taurus architect Alan Wanzenberg, ^
who codcsigned this interior, has an affinity Q 

for quiet luxury that is typical of his sign.

plans seem passe.

all about taurus 5

* Color your world: pastel 
shades of blue, pink, and green 

> Plant life: violets and roses 
^ Form fetish: plump ovals 
^ Eat up: sweet foods such as 

juicy apples and syrupy baklava 
k> Taurus hates; ugliness 
9> Taurus needs: luxury at a 

bargain price
k Taurus people: artist J.M.W. 

Turner, Peter Carl Faberge, 
architect Alan Wanzenberg, 
landscape designer Frederick 
Law Olmsted

►



ther.can be a daunting task. The All NewGetting ftBuilding a future.-Starting a family.
Hardw^e tqt^show you just how easy it is.Toyota Highlander teams up with Restoi^ n

Their very first home, it s more than Just a r.oof above their
heads. It’s a family escape. A safe haven from the everyday chaos

Svof life. But for Nick and Tracy, home isn’t the only place where
safety’s a priority. They rely on their Toyota Highlander, with its .
front and rear crumple zones and its driver and front passenger 

air bags, to keep them worry-free.



One house. Two opinions. As they pore
over paint chips, they each evaluate 

bargaining chTpsTOecorating coi!^their
be a bumpy road.... What a relief that a
smooth ride is always around .the corner

available four-wheel drive outdoor'I'
conditions, Nick and sure to

weather any^ •ml
® TOYOTA



DRIVING IT HOME SWEEPSTAKES
Enter to win $5,000 worth of merchandise
from Restoration Hardware—you pick it!

To enter, send a postcard with your
name, address and phone number to:

Driving It Home Sweepstakes,
Conde Nast, 6300 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90048, or email it to
toyotasweepstakes@condenast.com.

No purchase necessary. See the promotion page In ttils
issue for details and location of complete rules.

Finding stuff they like here is easy. The
trouble is picking what they like best.

And hJfck and Tracy want the best of both
worlds—they refuse to sacrifice style
for comfort. Why should they, when
everything they want is right before

their eyes? From furniture and lighting to
hardware and accessories. Restoration
Hardware blends the classic designs of

the past with modern standards of
quality and comfort.



{to U G HIN G\V
V \ THE NEW HIGHLANDER. AN UNEXP

ACHIEVE ORDER IN YOUR OUTDOOR LIFE 3Y EMBRACING THE HIGHLANDER'S CUSHY. AMPLE INTERIOR.

TOYOTA.COM <»2coit rorou motor mus. u.s.«., inc. iuckic uri oo it tor txost who iqve you. totitm rtminos tou to trho uektty!'’^



ITS VERSATILE SEATING ALSO LETS YOU ARRANGE THAT COMFY SPACE lUSTABOUT ANY WAY YOU WANT. LEAVING PLENTY OF ROOM FOR HEALTH. HAPPirltSS AND PROSPERITY,



A Special Advcrttsinp Section

DRIVING IT HOME WITH STYLE
% When you purchase or lease a 

. '2001 Toyota Highlander from April 29th
tft Hay 20th, 2001, you’ll receive a $75

- gift certificate to Restoration Hardware,

. Mission accomplished! Time now to unload and
unwiijji. Well, maybe not in that order. The trip
to Restoration Hardware was a success,, with

finds from furniture to fixtures for every room.
And room is never a problem in the Toyota

Highlander. With abundant cargo space and rear
seats that fold down, it makes room for Nick,

Tracy and whatever else comes along for the ride.
Fitting it all ‘into the Toyota Highlander was not

a problem. The question is. will it fit in the house?

substituted for cash value, fedpienns mponsiWe fo^y axes associated vUttireceipt ofthis beit^R^ryion Hardware Gift Certificate sub)6ct to Restoration Hardware ytermi and condiuons.the date of the sale or lease
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WINDOWS
'CHICAGO

I

nJ
'n celebration of ^ouse

^lation with top retaltere 
destgners throughout the

A 100 Windows “Passport" will be 
f“!;^PP;"SS“’*toacce®mg 
a ranety of exciting retail events

purchasing incentives, 
pri^ drawings.

‘S Garden’s

are

Is there a room i^ in your home 
that could use a facelift?
^ell, you need to look

further. Toyota and 
Restoration Hardware have 

teamed up for the

in
and

V^indyCify.

no

and
A

Ir- ilK to give one lucky winner 
(and their lucky home) 

$5,000 worth of 
nierchandise from 

ftestoration Hardware!

^subscriberdirect.com/hg Featuring a new coHecfion
of vivid crystal jewelry

'0 Peony Pink, Parma Violet 
Sapphire Blue, and Ruby Red 
and whimsical stemware In 

Amethyst, Topaz, Cohalt 
— and Olivinp £.-r?SlK<T

■*-

Watch for more TOO Windows 
information in the

June issue of ^ouse^Gamten
on sale May 15. Toyota DSIVING IT HOME SweepstakesJoin us for coclttails 

iiors dfofiuvres 
Thursday. April 2g 

6:00-fi:OOPM

and

^ISCmVER
Card Baccarat

B25 Madison Avenue 
(at 59t/i Staet) 

?%>.' Hew York

.V*

No Purcfiase OF payment of any kind (
toerderorwinttis IS itecessaiy

s*"ieepst3kes.E>i MODOLO
AULaMU A purchase MlPtease 8SVP to Kendall Carlson at 2IW86.4S5a flees of winning.KR

See page 203 for full
rules.

Jpie MoiTlimidBc Man .
Clijrj8(i| ©

® TOYOTAPln«fcT6Pinc#efkx
SUSS

RAYMOND WEIL
OEMEVr

BoMis*



libra September 22-October 22
To you, style is as important as comfort. Yet practical or financial 
demands are forcing you to compromise. Initially, this is a crisis, but 
soon you are shopping everywhere, from IKEA to yard sales, which is 
not only fun bur yields inexpensive solutions. By the New Moon 
on May 23, you discover clever ways to create a luxurious look, 
especially in your bedroom, without breaking the bank.

Scorpio October 23-November2l
No one is more persistent than you, but others arc stubborn about 
creative and money matters. You know what color is right, and you 
knowyou would regret a budget buy The Scorpio Full Moon on May 
7 brings issues to a head. Compromise now and you gain bargaining 
power later. This becomes useful when you realize that what you need 
to transform the room isn’t just a paint job but a set of French doors.

Sagittarius November 22-December 20
You are not usually rigid in your thinking, but it is really important to 
you to have your home office, kitchen, or bedroom just the way you 
like it. By May 6, when your ruler Jupiter clashes with Pluto, the planet 
of power .struggles, you have reached an impasse. Keep talking. You 
need a whole new approach: combining a sleeping and working area, 
building a loft. The excitement of fresh ideas resolves dilemmas — and 
restores damaged relationships.

capricorn December 21-January 19
'You have always prided yourself on being sensible. So you 
prised, if not abashed, when you realize you have either budgeted 
unwisely or neglected such vital considerations as whether everyone 
will actually fit around that new table. The sudden changes in plan 
triggered by the Sun’s challenge to Uranus on May 15 demand fast

action. While stressful, this forces you to view certain rooms in an 
entirely new way. Why not turn the entrance into a dining haU? 
Shocking, perhaps. But original, and practical.

aquarius January 20-February 17
One of your strengths is your ability to understand where others 
coming from. Consequently, you can usually find a way to assert your 
will while avoiding clashes. By early May you realize that unless you 
take an overt stand—refusing to consider floral prints, for instance, 
or insisting on a modern look—others will ignore you. Tensions peak 
around the 15th, when your ruler Uranus is adversely aspected. 
Ironically, the selfireview that this demands —do you still feel that 
strongly about antique rcproductioas?—brings much needed insight.

pisces February 18-March 19
You arc generous with your time and ideas, so when close friends ask 
for your assistance in decorating, you are happy to help. By the emo
tionally intense Full Moon on the 7th, however, you are regretting it. 
Ybu have offered good ideas for ways to use color to disguise design 
problems, and for finding inexpensive, albeit luxurious, furnishings. 
Yet others are unresponsive. Don’t take it personally; just temporarily 
withdraw. By May’s close they will apologize and seek more advice.

aries March 2D-April 19
You're inquisitive by nature, but you're also impatient. Consequently, 
you’ll sometimes repaint or re-cover in haste, only to realize that you 
could have done better. Now you have a chance to sharpen your dec
orating skills. Time invested in a new course of study— quite possibly 
while you’re traveling— so stimulates you that you arc seeing every
thing with fresh eyes. Think twice before you strip the walls: what 
you’ve learned is important, but just a start.

are

are sur-



Your new dining room

complete with lush green carpeting and 
a high performance, propane-powered centerpiece.

EF
Genesis® Padnum-CGenesir Silver-CGenesis® Gold-B

Centerpieces also available in charcoal variety. Check it all out at www,weber.com
®200l WeDer-Stephen Producls Co





I Clockwise from rear:

Lemon slices on Jan
Milne’s silk-screened

I satin. In Scotland,
011-44-141-445-5554.3
Linlfonaia in cotton
from Designer's Guild.

■ Fl^ng fituif on Waverly’s
Parfait cotton. 800-

. 423-5981. Designer’s
Guild Frutetto features
apples and pears.

V

This spring, our favorite patterns are a sweet and juicy mix of fruity themes and colors. 
Whether your taste runs to hot and tropical, retro cool, or conservative chic, we’ve got 
something to whet your appetite. Feast your eyes on these delectable fabrics.

PRODUCED BY MICHELLE B. ROTMAN ■ PHOTOGRAPHED BY BOB HIEMSTRA
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huntin^&^atherin^

berries a la mode
Sophisticated style doesn’t grow on trees. Go for the glam with Brunschwtg & Fils Straw
berry Fayre glazed-cotton chintz, shown in black behind the Lester slipper chair, which 
is upholstered In the light yellow coiorway. Complete the look with a plush Valor terra-cotta 
carpet, $9.90 per yard, from ABC Carpet & Home (in NYC, 212-473-3000) and Christian 
Louboutin’s pink pass mules with a red ribbon accent (in NYC, 212-396-1884).
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FUGUE. Sofa collection designed by Didier Gomez. Distinctive, understated furniture beautifully crafted in France. Ligne Roset offers 
versatile pieces created by top European designers. Visit one of our stores and experience the Innovation and subtle luxury of Ligne 
Roset, Shown with the Fugue chaise, the Barbara lamp designed by Elia Gllli.

To find out more about Ligne Roset, please visit our website http://www.ligne-roset-usa.com or call 1-800-BY-ROSET for your 
nearest distributor or to order our current catalogue,

USA Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati,_ Dallas, Denver, Des Moines, Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis, Los Angeles. Miami 
Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Raleigh, Sacramento, St. Louis, San Francisco, San Juan PR, Seattle 
Washington DC, Westport CT Canada Calgary, Edmonton, Laval, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg
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cherries jubilee
Even a little cardinal can’t keep away from our pie. Schumacher’s Cherries cotton in 
cornflower and red makes a lively wallpaper. Cesto Cerezas cottons in Brown and Yellow 
are great as a window shade or a napkin. Waverly’s Pick Me cotton in Cherry serves 
as a tea towel, hung on a leather and chrome chair, $159.99, from Basics Furniture 
(in NYC, 212-691-5595). Pie plate. $31, Emile Henry (in DE, 302-326-4800).
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A N I C H I N I
Fine Linens and Home Furnishings

Retail Stores: 466 North Robertson Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90048 • 888.230.5388 
The Plaza at Preston Center • 4040 Villa Nova Drive • Dallas, TX • 888.527.9983 

Also at ABC Carpet & Home, Neve York 212.473.3000 • Arrelle, Chicago 800.288.3696 
Sue Fisher King Co., San Francisco 888,811.7276 

Trade Inquiries: 800.553.5309 
Anichini.com
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tropical paradise
Our exotic feathered friend Miracle feels right at home on her perch. Manuel Canovas
paints a vividly tropical picture of watermelon, pineapple, lichee, and cherimoya on
Jamaica, a cotton print. Imagine it as wallpaper, a tablecloth, or even a slightly wacky
shower curtain. Available through Cowtan & Tout.
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Access the world’s largest resource for

premium home design products. Find«
f •

inspiration, ideas, expert advice and brands

like Viking, Kravet and Roche-Bobois.

Search the designer directory, save products

in your portfolio and find out where to buy.

Register today because schlepping is a drag.

Let your imagination run wild.
Just don’t let it drag you

all over town
homeportfolio’.com

WHERE DREAMS BECOME HOMES"

800-840-0118

Register today acwww.homeporttblio.i-oin am! get Dhsicn TreNIis 2001. plus product promotions, exclusive previews and other unique member benefits.



hunting

ripe for the picking
This trompe i'oeil may look good enough to eat, but you really shouldn't try it. Unlike 
the genuine article, though, this fabric fruit retains its color and freshness all year long, 
and it's never out of season. Brunschwig & Fils Bartlett cotton print in Vellum, on left, is 
reminiscent of old-fashioned seed packets. Fruit Stand, on right, in Coral and Purple from 
Schumacher, is a botanical study of summer's delicious bounty. Sources, see back of book.
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billiards table where foosball used to be:
$750

wet bar where the twin bed used to be:
$3,000

finalfy having your Wends over to play:

■ .1111)1 liiU'iiutii>n.il liii'oipiii,Ill'll

The best cure for empty nest syndrome? Redecorating, We'll help you turn your kid’s 
bedroom into a game room for grownups with 20% off billiards tables and more at Sports Chalet. 

So come sign up with MasterCard Exclusives Online'^” at mastercard.com

^0 for everything else there's MasterCard*there are some things money can’t buy. fljg



The more you watch, the more you see.

Sometimes inspiration comes from the most unexpected places. Like television.

hg^/.com

HOME & GARDEN TELEVISION 

imagine what you can do'



A dazzling 
gilt bronze 
winged caryatid 
support sits 
beneath the arm 
of a French 
chair ca. 1825.

"TTt WAS THE NEXT BEST THING to a triumphant Napoleonic return from Elba, and almost as 
sensational. Last fall, le tout Paris was agog over the exliibition “Empire Across Europe, 1800-1830” at

I the Ariane Dandois gallery. Assembled in the airy rooms on the rue du Faubourg Saint-Honore was a 
stupendous array of Empire furniture and decorative pieces embodying a masculine style that evoked 
military campaigns and the glory of victory. The symmetry and austere lines of the chairs, tables, and 
beds expressed rationality and restraint, yet the pieces were richly carved and luxuriously embellished 

■ with ram’s heads, serpents, winged caryatids, gilded garlands, and friezes of scantily clad revelers.

WRITTEN BY GEORGIA DZURICA ■ PHOTOGRAPHED BY MICHAEL T. MCDERMIT
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Inthe market for a goodi / X HO KNEW? Before the ArianeDandois 
^ / / exhibition, probably not many Empire
% / / furnitiire was made for a limited period, 

k j primarily during the reign of Napoleon
^ ^/Bonaparte (1800-1815), whose zeal for 
V w pomp and circumstance gave impetus to 
many of the style’s hallmarks. “I had an idea while 
I was working on the exhibition,” Dandois says,
“that the man realized he was not going to be there 
for long.” Rather than take on the enormous, 
time-consuming task of building a chateau 
most self-respecting kings would have, Napoleon, 
as Dandois puts it, “did something wonderful”: he 
redecorated extant palaces.

The peripatetic Napoleon thought nothing of moving 
from one piece of royal real estate to another (he used 
about a dozen residences), even for just one niglit, and he 
needed to fill the places up. He restored the national 
furniture office, which had been responsible for the

- A dearth of good original work 
has narrowed the market for 
French Empire furniture. The|Wi|| 
pieces were by Georges Jacob 
and his sons, especially Fran^ois- 
Honore-Georges, who, under the 
name Jacob-Desmalter, enjoyed
a career as one of Napoleon's 'as
favorite furniture makers. Others

An 1812 portrait 
of Napoleon, 
above, by David. 
■ A painted and 
gilded Italian 
armchair, bolow.

whose work brings top dollar are 
Bernard Molitor. Pierre-Antoine 
Beilange, Jean-Gulllaume Bene- 
man, and Pierre-Benoit Marcion.

"The easiest things to find are 
Empire chairs,” says Sotheby's 
Phillips Hathaway, noting that 
paintings of the time show a profu
sion of chairs. He finds Empire 
beds tough to sell because they're 
short, deep, hard to make up, and 
”not something you can pull out 
from the wall. They weigh a ton.”

Ariane Dandois says that arm
chairs and desks are popular 
now. Prices range dramatically, 
depending on quality, provenance, 
and the presence of bronze 
mounts. According to Dandois, a 
very good pair of armchairs start 
at about $50,000. A gueridon 
might be $40,000, but you can 
find “wonderful” ones for $15,000.

New York dealer Karl 
Kemp prices a "decent” pair of 
armchairs at $12,000 to 
$16,000, but says that a well- 
documented pair with 

■darfftwittonieh—'SOByBOtt.. C5
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From 16,000 to 500 Btu. infrared broilers, charbroilers, and griddles. French Tops, convection ovens, and a 
70-year heritage of serious cooking. Choose red knobs or black, then ask for your free brochure: 1-800-444-7820.





It Is The First

Thing A Hand

reaches for. The greeting before the door

even opens. The feel of forged-brass says

security and permanence. The finish
Co,.

expresses warmth and
oz

" pride. Great door hardware

is forever because a home is forever.

Always welcoming the family back,

the child in, the neighbors over. And for

as many limes as that door closes it will

always open again.

Solid Forged-Brass Distinctive Lifetime FinishesClassic' Door Hardware

SOCITTFor more information call: 
800.722.5153
www.societybrass.com

COL L E
REPI/TATION FORGED WITHA



commission, restoration, and distribution of furniture for the crown. This
was good news for ebenistes, the fine-cabinet makers who traditionally did 
veneering and marquetry, and the menuisiers, or joiners, who worked in solid 
woods. As a counterpoint to its strong lines, Empire furniture featured sump
tuous fabrics. Through large commissions, Napoleon also turned around
Lyons’s silk industry, which the Revolution had all but destroyed.

When Napoleon bought Malmaison, a chateau outside Paris that became 
the family favorite, his wife, Josephine, hired Charles Percier and Pierre- 
Fran^ois-Leonard Fontaine, two architects who had studied in Rome, to dec
orate. It proved to be a seminal step in the creation of Empire style. Percier 
and Fontaine, Dandois says, “were historically the first people who could at 
the same time be architects and decorators, who could design the fabrics,
design the curtains. They could make everything for a room.

Percier and Fontaine helped establish Empire style, and helped to popu
larize it by publishing plates showing interior designs.
It was appealing to a certain new class at that time,'

says Madeleine Deschamps, art historian, designer
with Peter Marino Architects, and author of the 1994
book Empire, “because it gave a grandeur to a new
society.” As Napoleon extended his power across
Europe, so did Empire taste move across Italy, Spain,
Portugal, Germany, Austria, Flolland, Sweden, and
Russia. In France, production levels made it possible

The sphinx, top, is a detail of anfor many people to live fashionably.
1817 mahogany desk/bureau fromIt was the first time in French history that a mid-
Spain. ■ Huit gilt-wood armchairsdie class was forming,” says Phillip: Hathaway, senior ca. 1830, above, from Rome, flank

vice president and director of European furniture at a mirrored console from Milan
Sotheby’s. “There was a whole group of people who ca. 1825 and a Medici vase ca.
were emulating what the so-called aristocracy was 1830. BA patinated gilt bronze

;v».. doing then, which would have been the Bonapartes. clock, left, from Russia ca. 1805.
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As 1 See It, #44 in a scries 

IvoVon Rtnner 

"iiW Trip“
Polaroid Photography
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THE BOLD LOOK^KOHLER
Think of fhe KOHLER BodySpd''as on oasis, no matter where you find yourself. A place you can 
go and leave it all behind. To invigorate. To relax. With pulsating jets ond a soothing waterfall, 
the BodySpa is unique to this world. And perfect for yours. Call 1-800-4-KOHLER, ext. KR5 for 
our video showing custom applications, www.kohler.com/bspa
02000 t»Kphtar C.^



In Paris, Ariane Dandois cuts a 
bold and wide stylistic swath

: Dandois studied art history at 
the Louvre and the Musee 
Guimet. where more than ten 
years of course work qualified her 
as an “eternal student."

She went into business in 1973, 
and moved into her lai^e gallery on 
the rue du Faubourg Saint Honore 
(011-331-43-123-939) In 1999. Over 
the years, Dandois has mounted 
many groundbreaking exhibitions, 
including ones of Japanese 
screens, marble furniture, Russian 
furniture, and painhngs of Krishna. 
Her Empire furniture show last fall 
included a pair of secretaries, 
attributed to Molitor, that belonged 
to Napoleon and a Sevres vase that 
the emperor gave to his sister.

At home, Dandois lives with 
pieces from around the world— 
from pre-Colombian to 16th- 
century Dutch to contemporary. 
“It's a mishmash," she says.
“But when you buy with one eye, 
there's a link between things.”
The furniture is not off-limits to 
her miniature dachshunds.

She finds the idea of a totally 
period room outdated. People 
today, she says, “buy with their 
heart." That describes her own 
philosophy as a collector. “If 1 were 
married to Bill Gates, I would 
make him broke in a year, because 
I have a very eclectic taste.”

The Bonapartes and their admirers filled their houses 
with meubles mcublants, or furnishing pieces—armchairs 
and sofas that were left in position—and chaises volantes,
“flying chairs” that could be arranged around a fire or 
table. Since dining rooms were uncommon, there were 
no big tables. Instead there were small ones, suitable for 
needlework, playing cards, or doing watercolors. The 
most popular was the gueridon, a marble-topped, round

or polygonal table supported by a central leg or 
three or four columns on a base. Mahogany was 
the wood of choice, but when an i8o6 blockade 
cut off the supply from abroad, cabinetmakers 
turned to beech, ash, pear, elm, and other local 
woods, which they painted or gilded.

Most beds were designed to be placed length
wise against a wall. They often stood on platforms 
and were canopied and draped in muslin or silk. 
The popular lit en bateau had a prow at one end; 
the lit d couronne was topped with a crown-shaped 
canopy Daybeds were modeled on antique 
couches, and had out-scrolled ends.

“Everything was intended to make Napoleon 
look almost like a god,” says Roger Prigent, an 
eminent collector and owner of Malmaison, 
the biggest outlet for Empire furniture in the 
United States (253 East 74th street, New York,

Serpents slither 
up the legs of an 
Italian gueridon ca. 
1800, above. BA 
Mars figure, below, 
is part of a gilt 
bronze French 
candelabra ca. 1820.
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Avaiiable through

c:ow"rArv] Aiwo T o t_J T~

Telephone (212) 647 6900 Fax (212) 647 6906



0

French mahogany 
armchairs ca. 1800, tcfr, 
surround a guehdon ca. 
1805 attributed to Jacob 
Desmalter. BA corner 
of an Italian commode 
ca. 1820, botow,

Don’t rush off to France. There

in the United States, the popular^ 
ity of this furniture seems to 
be regional, with many devoteetIB 
New York, Atlanta, New Orleans, 
and Texas, if you can't get to 
France, don’t despair: you might 
find something closer to home.
9 Dealer Karl Kemp has 
people scour Europe for French 
Empire. Karl Kemp & Assoc.,
Ltd., 34 East lOth Street, New 
York, NY 10003. 212-254-1877 
www.karlkemp.com.
1 M.S. Rau Antiques is in the 
heart of the French Quarter 
and features a 125 percent guar
antee. 630 Royal Street. New 
Orleans. LA 70176-2427. 504- 
523-5600 or 800-544-9440. 
www.msrauantiques. com.

Nearby is Waldhorn & Adler, 
the city's oldest antique store.
343 Royal Street, New Orleans,
LA 70130-2228. 504-581-6379. 
www.royalstree^uild.com/343JttBli
i Send your designer to the 
Atlanta Decorahve Arts 
Center, 351 Peachtree Hills 
Avenue, Atlanta, GA 30305; 
www.buckhead.org/adac/ or 
www.adacdesigncenter.com.
&in Oklahoma, Zoller Designs 
and Antiques travel regularly to 
France for clients. 1603 East 
15th Street, Tuisa, OK 74120, 
918-583-1966. and 56705 East 
Highway 125 South, Afton, OK 
74331, 918-257-6257 
^ Wholesale and retail buyers 
can check out Gardner's AntiquM^ 
outside New Hope, PA. 215-794- 
8616. www.gardnersantiques.coM, 
ia GieMme has launched 
a collection of reproduction 
French Empire furniture.

sllleJi.

NY roo2i). While Empire style gave expression to Napoleon’s ambition and 
achievements, it was really the culmination of two preceding transitional 
periods, Its origins were in the neoclassical revival under Louis XVI, 
spawned by the discovery of Pompeii and Plerculaneum. Louis XVI style then 
evolved into the postrevolutionary Directoire style, which emphasized antiquity.

For me, the appeal of Empire furniture is the sense of architectural 
restraint and balance of design,” says Bill Rieder, curator and administrator 
of European sculpture and decorative arts at the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art in New York. ‘At its best. Empire furniture has a won
derful balance between ornamentation and structure.”

That, of course, makes it ideal for our own age, in 
which many people like to temper exuberance with 
restraint, or give a flourish to an otherwise minimal 
space. Empire pieces, Prigent says, “can mix very well 
with modern furniture.” But the style can, in fact, live 
harmoniously with almost anything. “Taste is extremely 
eclectic in the younger collectors who are rising up now,
Dandois says, “and I love that. They are willing to put a 
pair of eighteenth-century armchairs, an American sofa, 
and a large Empire gueridon in a room. I think that’s the 
way it should be—a mix of every style and generation.”
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Georgia Dzurica is a freelance writer based in Atlanta.

PHARAOH FEVEREgyptian embellishments 
reflect military glory

B After Napoleon's conquest of 
Egypt, the distinctive Retour d’Egypte 
style-wlthin-a-style arose. Its 
design repertoire included sphinxes, 
scarabs, lotus blossoms, palm fronds, 
griffins, obelisks, pyramids, and 
Egyptian heads. Military emblems 
also joined the decorative ranks: oak 
and laurel wreaths, imperial eagles, 
helmets, swords, lances, and arrows, 
as well as lyres and stars.
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photography
^ O L FUU/PETAL JACKET

by Caroline Cunningham

Schrager's photographs 
will appear at the 
Edwynn Houk Gallery in 
New York City from 
May 10 through June 30.

New work by Victor Schrager examines nature and humanity in a novel context
and branches are isolated and become sculptural forms. 
The hands that hold the books provide a sense of scale 
and a bridge between the sensual and intellectual ele
ments in the photographs. Schrager plays with focus and 
framing to create a layered, almost abstract, image. The 
tonal range produced by platinum/palladium printing 
emphasizes gradations of light and texture. In Prickly 
Lemon, above, the white flowers shimmer like stars in a 
dark sky: a collection of petals becomes a universe,

ECENT BOTANICAL photographs by Victor 
Schrager investigate the mysterious, fragile inter
action between nature and civilization. These 
still-life compositions are made in the land
scape, in all seasons. The intimacy and immedi

acy of the process give Schrager’s work emotional 
weight; the images are both delicate and monumental.

Schrager uses books like a drop cloth, creating a 
monochromatic tableau against which flowers, leaves,
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on the block
IT TAKES A VILLA mm

I’Super afriqueby gregory cerio

In the toniest 
of rummage 
sales, Sotheby’s 
auctions the 
furnishings of 
one of the great 
houses of the 
Cote d’Azur, the 
villa La Fiorentina

Hubert Goldet was 
r one of those

rarities: a French 
k Btr aesthete with a 

sense of humor. 
Scion of a wealthy 

family and a connoisseur 
of contemporary art, Goldet 
was also a passionate 
coliector of African tribal 
art. He liked to show It 
off in a darkened room, by 
flashlight. He died last 
year at age 55. This June, 
in what's being billed as 
the most important tribal 
art auction since the sale 
of beauty-care magnate 
Helena Rubinstein’s collec
tion in 1966. Paris auction
eer Francois de Ricqles 
will sell Goldet’s collection. 
Those who appreciate 
African art’s seminal influ
ence on modern art may 
be interested in a statue 
from the Anyi tribe of the 
Wory Coast. It once belonged 
to the Fauvist painter 
Maurice de Vlaminck, and 
has an estimated sales price 
of $80,000. The item with 
ttie top estimate, $700,000 
to $1 million, Is a 19th- 
century reliquary from the 
Mbete people of Gabon— 
a piece that has passed 
through some of the most 
respected collections 
In Europe. Many works 
are much more affordable. 
Items from Goldet’s 
collection of arm and ankle 
bracelets are estimated 
at $500 to $4,500. Alain 
de Monbrison, who is advis
ing de Ricqles. will exhibit 
some 60 Goldet pieces in 
Mew York from May 17 to 19 
at the Tambaran Gallery.

and often visited for cocktails and 
canapes. “It was a wonderful, mag
ical place,” Lane says. “Everything 
in perfect taste.”

That had something to do with 
decorator Billy Baldwin, and his 
clients Harding and Mary Wells 
Lawrence. In the ’60s, the Lawrences 
were the quintessential jet-setters.

Indeed, he was the 
president of Braniff 

Airlines. She was the 
hard-charging chief of 
an advertising firm. 
They had Braniff planes 
painted in bright colors 
and upholstered in fabrics 
by Alexander Girard, and 
dressed Braniff flight 
attendants in uniforms 
created by Emilio Pucci. 
The Lawrences had 

I much more modest 
plans for making over 

La Fiorentina when they 
bought the house in 

1970 from Lady Kenmare 
and her son, Roderick Cameron. 

The villa had come with much fine

oO
O

ao

c

T
oSouth of France is not

what it used to be. It’s
too built up; there’s O

<too much glitz and
flashy money. Once upon
a time, the wealthy
in residence had a
quieter sense of opulence.
The great summer homes
on the Cote d’Azur were
about elegant comfort, not E

display — places like the villa 
La Fiorentina in Cap-Ferrat.

On May 23, Sotheby’s will 
auction off the furnishings 
of the villa. For some, the event

o

uThe George I secretaire, 
above, is from Villa

prompts memories of an era gone Fiorentina, top. The 
by. Jeweler Kenneth Jay Lane, a African reliquary, top 
frequent guest from the ’50s to right, is from Gabon, 
the ’70s, recalls that a lucky visitor 
might arrive at La Fiorentina to find Agnellis cottons, big puffy sofas and chairs, and good 
and Guinesses and an Indian princess gathered lights to read by” the interior designer wrote in 
on the terrace. Somerset Maugham lived nearby, his 1972 book, Bil/y Baldwin Decorates. Baldwin

I

O
<

European furniture. The couple asked 
Baldwin to provide “lots of linens and O

te
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influences,” says Muffic Cunningham, 
the Sotheby’s vice president in charge of 
the auaion. Among the most interesting 
lots are a work by an English medieval 
artist known as the Master of the 
Liverpool Madonna, estimated at 
$50,000 to $70,000, and a lovely Milton 
Avery portrait estimated at $100,000 
to $150,000. The bargains may be in 
the furniture, where a ten-foot-tall, 
nineteenth-century Chinese cabinet 
with a cocoa lacquer finish carries an 
estimate of $25,000 to $35,000 and a

N SOME WAYS, the major auction 
houses are like that trio of gold- 
digging gals in the film How to 
Marry a Millionaire—the characters 
played by Lauren Bacall, Betty 

Grabic, and Marilyn Monroe, the 
myopic ditz in thick eyeglasses. Like 
Christie’s, Sotheby’s, and Phillips, their 
goal in life is to bag a tycoon. But in this 
script rewrite, on the day of the society 
ball, Lauren and Betty—Christie’s and 
Sotheby’s—catch a terrible flu, while 
Marilyn gets herself contact lenses and 
waltzes off with Mr. Gotrocks.

May and November are the glamour 
months in the auction world: the major 
houses hold their prestigious evening 
sales of Impressionist and modern art, 
in which Picassos, Cezannes, and Van 
Goghs go on the block. But this year, 
Christie’s and Sotheby’s are looking a bit 
bedraggled, their reputations wounded 
bv a federal price-fixing investigation. 
Meanwhile, Phillips, long a distant third, 
has undergone a complete makeover. 
The house actually found a sugar daddy 
a year and a half ago, when it was pur
chased by Bernard Arnault, owner of

Ion the block
conducted himself with restraint. 
Before, the house had been done in all 
neutral tones, “like a photograph in 
black and white,” he wrote. “We simply 
reshot it in color.”

The Lawrences sold La Fiorentina in 
1998 to buyers who have chosen to 
redecorate. Their decision places a 
rather remarkable group of furnishings 
on the block, some 400 lots, with a total

In recent months, Phillips has offered many more 
significant artworks than Christie’s or Sotheby’s
presale estimate of $2 million to S3 mil
lion. What strikes you immediately is 
how eclectic a decor it was. There’s mod
ern art and Renaissance art; art from 
India, Er^gland, Japan, Persia, and Amer
ica. There’s Art Deco furniture, German last fall of the gavel. There, they might 
eighteenth-century Rococo furniture, whip up some old-fashioned hors d’oeuvres 
Chinese and Japanese nineteenth- with Gentlemen’s Relish and a nice big 
century lacquer furniture. “I don’t think martini (a real one, made with gin), and 
we’ve ever had a sale with such a range of make a toast: Here’s to the way it was.

pair of those puffy chairs from Baldwin 
can be had for an estimated $1,500.

For some, what’s really on sale is 
nostalgia. Pfcrhaps thtryTl pick up a souvenir 
of La Fiorentina and stroll home after the

■Xf

I AM SWEET RESPITE ON A LONG AFTERNOON.
SLICED, DICED, and PUREED,

I WAS TRANSFORMED WITH EASE.

NOW, HEADS WILL BOW,



further and bought a group of 
five paintings by Cezanne 
and two by Van Gogh from 
German art dealer Heinz 
Berggruen. The works will be 
put up for sale at the May 7 
auctions, with a total estimate 
of more than $80 million. In 
some cases, the price guarantee 
strategy has apparently back
fired, and Phillips has been

LVMH, the luxury goods conglomerate. 
Arnault has moved Phillips into a new 
home in Manhattan, a former bank 
building on 57th Street just west of 
Fifth Avenue, arguably the best location 
among the top houses. Phillips has also 
gotten a new name; Phillips, de Pury 
Sc Luxembourg. In December, Arnault 
merged the house with the super
exclusive Geneva-based private art deal
ership of Simon de Pury and Daniella 
Luxembourg, both former high-level 
Sotheby’s executives. “LVMH brings 
formidable skills in luxury marketing, 
and we bring a great deal of experience 
and knowledge of the top end of the art 
market,” says de Pury, who is known as 
a flamboyantly persuasive auctioneer and 
a suave private deal maker. “A combina
tion of factors makes a vendor choose 
one firm over another. Trust and personal 
relationsliips are very important.”

Deep pockets help, too. In recent 
months, Phillips has offered many more 
significant artworks than Christie’s and 
Sotheby’s, an advantage they gained by 
giving sellers generous price guarantees. 
In February, Phillips went one step

to focus on the top end of the 
above is being art and furniture markets, 
offered In May by Exclusivity can be a good 
Phillips and its strategy in times of economic 
new partners, downturn; as millionaires 
Simon de Pury unload their Matisses, the bil

lionaires on the de Pury & 
Luxembourg, ieft. Luxembourg client lists will 

be there to snap them up. 
forced to buy art at a loss. As one veteran StiU, some believe that only a fiill-service 
observer of the auction world says; “They auction house can attract sellers of the 
seem to be willing to pay vast sums for most significant estates. “There’s an old 
the sake of market share and prestige.” expression in the auction world,” says 

And prestige is everything at the new one executive at a Phillips rival. “ ‘You’ve 
Phillips. Simon de Pury says that the firm got to take the teacups to get the Titian.’ 
will scale back its New York operations They won’t be able to do that.'

The Cezanne

and Daniella

. %
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TRANSFORMATIONS bydeborah needleman

A garden 
based on the 
ancient art 
of alchemy 
puts visitors 
through new 
changes

magical powers of plants and the transforma
tive wizardry of alchemy These two landscape 
artists, renowned for their modern take on 
the planting designs of medieval meads and 
bedding-out schemes, are longtime students of 
botanical and theological manuscripts from 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Narrowly regarded, alchemy is considered a 
precursor to chemistry in its search for medi
cinal remedies, though it is probably best

N THE PROVENCAL TOWN of Eygalieres, 
a half hour south of Avignon, a lovely 
Renaissance farmhouse, now an elegant 
hotel, boasts a thoroughly modern garden 
devoted to the medieval art of alchemy. 

The owners of Mas de la Brune, as the house is 
called, have come to believe that its original 
builder was an alchemist, so they enlisted the 
French design duo of Eric Ossart and Arnaud 
Maurieres to create a garden celebrating the

in the garden of medicinal 
plants, a woven willow 
fence encloses a flowery 
mead inspired by medieval 
tapestries. A row of cur
tains separates This area 
from the alchemy garden.

I
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were in use in Provence before rhe sixteenth 
century. On each end of this garden are small, 
enclosed areas that are planted in a more 
wild, romantic style.

gUE COLOR-THEMED alchemvgarden 
is the crowning jewel of the design: 
three garden spaces that are meant 
to be experienced in succession corre
spond to stages in the alchemical 

process of transformation. The first garden 
is planted in black, the second in white, and 
the last in red.

Black is symbolic of the first stage of 
alchemy; it represents man’s origin in darkness 
and his struggle to achieve knowledge. You 
enter into a densely shaded tunnel of horn
beam where almost no light penetrates. The 
dark labyrinth, with its sharp turns, symbol
izes the difficult path out of obscurity and 
ignorance. This alchemical stage is dedicated 
to the rule of Saturn, and the metal repre
sented is lead. Shattered basalt covers the 
ground, and each of the black slate stepping 
stones is etched with the symbol for lead. 
Black plants, like ophiopogon (black mondo 
grass) and Aeonium ‘Swartzkopf,’ are lined 
up like soldiers inside these dark corridors. 
The garden is intentionally disorienting, 
but little by little its dark path widens

Of

n
a

Alchemy represents the process of transformation, spiritual or psychological
known as the quest for the philosophers’ stone 
for turning base metals into gold. But in a 
broader sense, alchemy can be said to repre
sent the whole process of transformation, 
whether symbolic, spiritual, metaphysical, or 
psychological. The garden at Mas de la Brune 
displays the symbolism of alchemy and creates 
an experience in transformation for contem
porary visitors. Three years in the planning, 
this enchanting modern garden was finally 
opened to the public in the summer of 1999. 
But it is only now beginning to realize the 
fullness of its original design.

The garden is designed in two parts, with 
one section devoted to medicinal plants 
and the other to alchemy. A woven live-willow 
fence and a row of billowing white curtains 
separate the areas. The garden of medicinal 
plants is arranged simply and formally. There 
are grids of beds, each featuring one or more 
plants—such as cypress, fig, and iris—that

in The black garden, 
left, a dense tunnel of 
hornbeam is fashioned 
Into a disorienting 
maze meant to symbolize 
man's difficult journey 
out of ignorance and into 
knowledge. ■Eventually 
the visitor reaches an 
area, above, that is open 
to the sky, with a still 
pool beneath a group of 
oak trees, representing 
the source of knowledge.
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until, near the end, you come upon the “foun
tain of knowledge,” a fittingly dark, dormant 
pool that absorbs light.

ROM THIS SOMBER experience, you 
are thrust into the brightness of the 
white garden—from darkness into 
light, from ignorance into knowledge. 
Where the first garden is austere and 

linear, this one is sensual and curvaceous. The 
second stage of alchemy is dedicated to the 
metal silver and to the moon—a symbol of 
the volatile and feminine. (Obviously, some 
medieval ideas seem more retrograde than rel
evant today.) The generous, winding paths 
represent the wandering journey of life. The 
visitor is lightly enveloped in a loose, meadow
like planting of fragrant white roses, lilies, 
miscanthus, and gaura. A shimmering low 
hedge of elaeagnus creates a sense of safety 
and enclosure. Unlike the constricting horn
beam hedge, this one creates a sense of calm 
and openness. In the middle of the garden

The sensuous white 
garden, left, the second 
of the stages within 
the alchemy garden, 
has low plantings 
of Gaura lindheimeri 
and miscanthus. Its 
generous curving paths 
represent the wandering 
journey of life. ■ The 
mirrorlike pool, below, 
is meant to reflect 
the light of the moon.

The generous winding paths through the white 
garden represent the wandering journey of life
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round, mirrorlike basin chat reflects theIS a
whiteness of the moon’s light.

HROUGH A CIRCULAR opening, you

T■1 IS a

pass into the red garden, which represents
the final, and highest, stage of alchemy:
the creation of gold. At the gardens center

pool in the shape of the Star of David,
the symbol of the philosopher s .stone. The sun 

presented here—supposedly the symbol of 
the stable and the masculine. Accordingly, the
IS re

garden is of a fixed-point design, leading directly
CO a central focus rather than inspiring a journey;

the whole of it can be taken in. or known, in one

paths, of red rosesThirty-three ‘ raysgl orance
and red helcnium emanate from the central
image of the star. Potsofredgeraniums and red 
salvia punctuate the paths of red lava stone, all 
ofwhich lead back to the alchemist’s holy grail,
the philosopher’s stone.

The journey through the stages of alchemical
transformation parallels the inner transformation

of the soul. As W. B. Yeats once observed about
alchemists; “I had discovered ... that their doc-

chemical fantasy, but a philos-trine was no mere
phy they applied to the world, to the elements, 

and to man himself” Ossart and Maurieres have
o

made a garden that wraps the culture of the first

millennium succinctly into that of the third.t iiiJ

The red garden represents the highest stage in alchemy, the creation of gold
The ultimate stage of 
alchemical transformation— 
the turning of base metal 
into gold—is represented 
by the red garden. The star- 
shaped fountain, above, 
symbolizes the philosopher's 
stone. IThe 33 paths 
emanating from the fountain 
signal the end of directed 
movement and the freedom 
to go anywhere. The 
curtains lead back to the 
medicinal plant garden. 
Sources, sec back of book.
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blueprint^ LIFE IN PRISM by wendy
moonan

Architect Rick Mather designs a London house around the play of light
Mather designed sky
lights, glass flooring, and 
stairs for the center of 
this modern London 
house so that his clients 
could see the sky as they 
swim. Reflections from 
the pool shimmer 
throughout the building.

LOT OF AMERICAN-BORN music

stars made a splash in England long 
before they were well-known here. 
Jimi Hendrix, who hailed from Seattle,

Wallace Collection, the award-winning glass- 
ceilinged Neptune Court at the National 
Maritime Museum in Greenwich, and the restora
tion and expansion of Sir John Soane’s Dulwich 
Picture Gallery. Now it just might be time for 
him to get some attention at home. His 
recent project could do the trick.

Mather rarely takes on residential work unless 
it’s a small project for clients who are, he says, 
“adventurous.” Recently, he found the perfect 
match in a South African couple who organized 
a private competition for the design of their 
new home in the Hampstead area of London.

HOUSE & GARDEN • MAY 2001

is one example. And of course there’s
Slim Whitman.

mostOn occasion, the same phenomenon occurs 
with architects. A case in point is Rick Mather, 
a native of Portland, Oregon, who put down 
roots in London in the 1960s. Since then, he 
has built an impressive portfolio of high- 
profile public works in England, including the 
acclaimed new glazed courtyard for London’s

lie
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clients had to get permission to demolish the
1950S pastiche neo-Georgian house on the
property. Then they had to win approval for a
modern design.

That took two years. As Mather recalls, the
process wasn’t going well at the various hearings 
until he reminded the local council that Hamp
stead already had several houses from the 1930s
mixed in with the older ones. “In the end,
Mather says, “the plan sailed through.

Sitting on a rise at the end of a tree-lined lane,
the house looks like a small, three-story white
stucco cube, pierced with large cutout windows.
It’s a big, simple box—the clients worried about

looking ostentatious,” Mather says, adding, “I 
like simple outsides and complicated interiors.”

Inside the gate, a path through a small garden 
leads to an unpretentious entrance. Then comes
the surprise.

It’s huge inside. The interior feels like one big 
with a double-height living room androom,

oversized windows. Sunlight radiates from seen
and unseen sources, helping to define the sculp
tural nature of the interior. A large skylight 
allows light to penetrate all the way to the

complicated interiors
-architect Rick Mather

‘They wanted a modern house, not a historic-
reproduction house,” Mather recalls.

The clients, who have grown children and
young grandchildren who visit often, had a few
requirements. They wanted a private house
with lots of natural light, a swimming pool,
and a roof garden. “It’s a close family, the most
well-adjusted clients I’ve ever had,” Mather
says. In them, he saw the prerequisites for a
great project: a rare (for London) hilltop site
with views of the city center, a solid budget,
open minds, patience, and trust.

It turned out to be a good gamble for both A white cube with cutouts, 
sides. The 4,800-square-foot house recently Mather’s house, above, 

national award as house of the year from 
the Royal Institute of British Architects.

basement. The central section of the main floor 
is open, covered by a large span of structural 

is designed for privacy and glass, and with a glass stairway angled above
The space is spectacular. The glass stairs and 

floor sections, combined with the double-height 
rooms, give it a cathedrallike feeling. Through 
the glass floor you can see a swimming pool

won a
It.

views. The roof deck 
overlooks central London. 
■ The stairwell, top. 
shimmers with light.

Not that the project was easy Hampstead 
a designated historic district, with strict laws 
protecting its old, leafy streetscapes. First, the

IS
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Belongs to a fitness dub: likes the stairmaster and spinning. Is reading a true 
story about a Danish girl hunting in Africa. Is proud of the fact that Bodum is 
much more visible now than 4 years ago.

Bodum preS5®Coffee maker
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631.537.1024 • WU'W. LRBANARCHAEOIOGY.COM
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Look up your old flame.

The Better Business Bureau.

We’re shedding light on issues chat affect you now.

such as Internet fraud, home improvement, travel, and

privacy. To check on businesses and charities.

call your locaJ BBB. Or just click on this

web site for helpful information:

www.newyork.bbb.org
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Helping you find solutions.
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Thp Claude Monel Collection 
from Habersham can be seen at 

fine furniLure stores 
the country, including:

acn)ss

CALIFORNIA
Jiuiem Hornp Furnishings 

Nwport Bc.ach
Irmndafi 

Laguna. Niguel

GEORGIA
A skylight at a Traditions

.Alphai-ella90-degree angle to
the stairs, left.

ILLINOISfloods the dining
D. Edmunds Inlennrs A Floor Fashions 

nurr Ridge
area on the main
floor and the pool
below it with light. MASSACHUSETTS

Cahot House 
Framiiighani

■ The simple white
exterior of the
house, below, at the
end of a leafy

Concord
Today's Home 

-MidrllHon

road, Uirows quiet
shoulder to its
London neighbors.

MICHIGAN
days, its blue water glows like a Israels Designs For Living
Hockney painting and sends
shimmering reflections through

MISSOURIthe house. Floating in the pool,
Da.u Home Furnishings 

Ellisville
you can look up and the sky.see

Mo.st of the rooms on the
main floor, including a kitchen, a

OHIOdining room, and a study, spin off
Harrison is Fine Furn ilui'e. 

Laki‘wood
from the central space. The mas
ter bedroom and two bathrooms
are located upstairs. Along with 
the pool, the lower floor contains a steam

Sedlak Interiors 
SolonI wanted to give the illusion that you 

changing space, and guest are almost in the country,” says Mather, 
quarters. An outside staircase links the The nearby Victorian row houses 
garden to the roof terrace. blocked from sight. “One window lets

The interior is kept impeccably you look across the treetops to the 
neat—all the bits and pieces of everyday heath, another looks over the garden 
living are stashed in wall cupboards, to an Edwin Lutyens house,” he adds, 
The palette is simple and refined: white From the roof, you see a large swath of 
walls, maple doors and wardrobes, pale central London where the British Tele
oak and Cumbrian slate floors.

room, a sauna, PENNSYLAAMA
Fine Furniture at Doneckers 

Ephraki
are

TENNESSEE
Savage Gallery 

Nashiille

com Tower slices the cityscape.
In his close attention to lines of sight, 

skillfully directed view. Before designing and in the subdued design of the house’s 
the house, Mather climbed atop the exterior, Mather is saying something 
previous structure and surveyed the about residential architecture; that 
sight lines. “The house channels views,”
Mather explains. Hampstead Heath,

Each room has a large window with a

a
house is made for looking out, not look
ing at; that seeing is more important 

the great open parkland of northern than being seen. Perhaps it is time for 
London, is just a hundred feet away. America to get to know him.

Habersham
ESI 1 9 7 2

1-800-HABEIiSHAM
www.habershamdesign5.com
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D<'siyiu'd l)\ Claude Monot. the ^ardcMis.

home, studio and ponds at Civerii} w{‘re

of continual inspiration for thea source
artist’s finest Morks. And now the iiiasti'r

artists of Habersham have capliin'd the

pirit of the «real Impressionist and hiss
celebrated home in a stunning new collection

of hand-painted furniture designs. On view

at fine furniture stores across the country.

HABERSHAM'
ESI 1972

i-8()0-I-lABI'HSllAM
.habershamde.sigiis.comw\i uErom tlie aicRivss of the Claude Monel Museum.

^001 Habersham Plantaiion Comoralion.



PASSION PLAY
by

A Roman Catholic chapel
in Lawrence, Kansas,
is a magnificent paradox-
sublime yet earthly.
both simple and complex

T
HE ARCHITECTURE of SaintLawrcnce The interior of the wood
Catholic Campus Center at the and stone chapel, above, is
University of Kansas speaks of the a tour de force of struts.
infinite and of possibility. Yet this is a beams, and rafters. Light
chapel with a profound sense of place, 

with architecture that celebrates the wide-
pours in through slatted
gables. ■ Copper and tin organ

open expanses of wheat fields and the pipes, above right, soar
unbounded prairie landscape. It is steeped i 
ecclesiastical architectural traditions

and glow. ■ The baptismalm
yet It IS

also a peculiarly American building, rooted
font, right, stands in
front of a colorful abstractto

the land, a reflection of the pioneer spirit that 
still pervades the Midwest. It stands sturdily 

base of Kansas-quarried limestone and

stained-glass window.

on a
then rises skyward in a spectacular display of 
Montana-hewn fir.

Indeed, this little chapel in the college town 
of Lawrence expresses ambitions at once sub
lime and earthly. It was built, the architect says,
128
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FEELS LIKE WOOL. 
LOOKS LIKE WOOL. 
WEARS LIKE IT.
SOFT LIKE IT. 
TICKLES LIKE WOOL. 
LASTS LIKE IT.

NATURAL ELEGANCE. 
LIKE WOOL.
ONLY BETTER.
Introducinsi NaCurai Elegance carpeting from Mohawk. 
The feet of wool In every vray except the price. . wi
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house of worship Sunlight filters through the wood- professor, a lawyer, a banker, an engineer,
slatted glass gables. A single abstract an artist, Krische, and himself—to lay
stained-glasswindow, calIed7^^Br^</r^<?/ out concepts for the building. To the

to allow worshipers “to learn of truth God (taken from Genesis II: 7), steeps an forefront came the idea that this chapel
and beauty, knowledge and mystery.” otherwise neutral environment in color. A couldbe,asShaughnessysays,“therep-
The chapel sits discreetly in a genteel copper and tin pipe organ gleams against resentation of the immeasurable in
residential area, almost as if it were a one wall. Water flows continuously something that is measurable.”
rambling, Shingle-style house. “This is 
not a cathedral,” says its architect, Mike 
Shaughnessy of Kansas City “You can’t 
simply drive by and see the building, It 
has to unfold

'We wanted it to express mystery. We wanted it to 
express peace and tranquillity” -Father Vince Krische

as you experience it.
Inside there is overt yet subtle drama, through a bronze baptismal font. Saint Lawrence is spare, but its archi-

The wooden roof, held up by concrete The priest who conceived this chapel tecture derives from many sources, 
columns (12 apostles, 12 columns), is is Father Vmce KrLsche, the chaplain for including Frank Lloyd Wright and the 
simple yet complex, a pyramid crossed the Catholic Center at the University of Prairie School, and the 
by beams and rafters and supported by Kansas. He wanted a chapel that would 
struts that rise from the columns like be a place of meditation 
tree branches. This is architecture with 
the surprising order found in nature,

great master of 
the eclectic, Bernard Maybeck. Still, the 
regional craft tradition so important to 
the architecture of the turn of the last

worship, and 
joy. “We wanted it to express mystery,”
lie says. “We wanted it to express peace century is very much alive in this chapel, 

startling because it seems spontaneous and tranquillity. We wanted it to express Alice Schwegler, now 94, and the late 
but is, in fact, precise. tradition and timelessness.

Though the chapel is bright and volu- The Catholic Center had long
minous, there are dark corners that pied a little house that has 
impart a sense that all is not known, 
even knowable. The Stations of the 
Cross, tracing the story of the Crucifix
ion, are denoted by icons painted in

Alice Sabatini helped guide the building 
project and insisted on handcraft and 

since been originality. Thus, the stained-glass win-
renovated as part of the new Saint dow came from Kansas City artist Kathy
Lawrence complex, The parish had Barnard. The brass fittings were hand-
grown, and by the middle 1980s, it was wrought in Kansas City. The limestone
clear that the center needed its own was quarried in Cottonwood Falls,

traditional style by Brother William place of worship. The local archbishop Kansas. The oak pews were made in Gar-
Woeger, a monk who lives in Omaha. formed a committee—an architecture nett. Kansas. Shaughnessy designed the

oak lecterns, chairs, altar, and pedestals. 
For inspiration, he turned to yet another 
genius of the twentieth century, architect 
Louis Kahn, who in his work “tried so 
hard to find the source, or the beginning, 
the real essence,” Shaughnessy says.

occu-

or

ATHER KRISCHE himself asked 
the architects to go back to the 
foundation of it all, with the 
understanding, says architectural 
consultant Lou Michael, that 

“God was the first architect.” For 
Shaughnessy, a devout Catholic, this 
meant a lot of prayer and a return to his 
roots. He grew up in small Kansas towns 
and spent summers pitching hay on his 
grandfather’s farm. It was from his 
memory of those remarkable old Kansas 
barns, watching “shafts of light shoot 
through the space,” he says, that the 
essential idea for Saint Lawrence, a lofty 
space stippled by sunlight, was born, rfc?

A/HSG/05/01
Amdega Conservatories, handmade in England 
since 1874 from the finest timber and gl

.\mdega and Machin design olTices throughout the 
USA and Canada. Please call 1-800-449-7348 
www.amdega.com
All other countries call +44 1 325 468522

Beth Dunlop lives in Miami Beach. Her most 
recent took is A House for My Mother: 
Architects Build for Their Families 
(Princeton Architectural Press).
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Exquisite textiles. Distifum

vailable through architects ai^'interior designers.
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uncorked
BOTTOMS UP by jay mdnerney

Nuns said one 
premier cru 
produced wine 
as smooth 
as Baby Jesus 
in velvet.

experience. If you are 
sible person with a family, a 
full-time job, and a sound 
belief in cause and effect, 

you might want to avoid the Cote d’Or, Once 
you’ve experienced the transport of a great 
burgundy, you may end your days broke, drool
ing on Burgundy Wine Company newsletters, 
offering sexual favors to sommeliers—all in the 
vain hope of re-creating that rapture.

Now that I have scared the wimps from the 
room, let me qualify this gloomy scenario by 
proposing a reliable source for this particular 
controlled substance. Founded in 1731, Bouchard 
Pere & Fils owns more prime vineyards in the 
Cote d’Or than any other firm. And, in many 
ways, its history is emblematic of the region. 
Bouchard’s headquarters were built on the ruins 
of the fifteenth-century Chateau de Beaune; 
the ancient, cobwebbed cellars contain what is 

of the world’s largest libraries of ancient 
burgundy vintages, extending to 1846.

Long renowned for its magnificent grand 
the firm, by the 1970s, was, like burgundy 

itself coasting on its reputation. In the ’60s and 
’70s, many of the region’s famous vineyards had 
been planted with mutant, high-yielding 
and saturated with fertilizers. The feeble wines 
from these overworked vineyards were rou
tinely turbocharged with sugar and tartaric acid, 
with little regard to the strict laws limiting these 
practices. Worst of all, lesser village wines from 
the flats were routinely labeled and sold as pre
mier crus and grand crus from the more presti
gious hillside vineyards by some Burgundian | 
estates and negociants, as were wines from the ” 
Rhone Valley and elsewhere, making a mockery "
of the entire appellation system.

The authorities decided to make

a sen-

one

crus,

GREAT BOTTLE of burgundyis onc of Q|^0 Qf
the strongest arguments we have in favor
of wine. The problem for most of us, Burgundy’s
thougli, is to find that great bottle of bur- ■ ,
gundy”—Gerald Asher, Vineyard Tales V0lV6ty SITIOOTn

red and white

vines

In 1985,1 found myself staying at the Chateau

Marmont in West Hollywood at the expense of WjllGS CSUI lead a large movie studio. While the Chateau’s room-
to a lifetimeservice menu was minimal enough foodwise to 

satisfy the most demanding anorexics and drug 
abusers, it listed a couple dozen old vintages of of rapturous—
grand cru burgundy from Bouchard Pere & Fils. and expensive-
Visiting repeatedly over the next few years, I ■ ..
helped deplete this cellar and in the process flUUICTlUn 
developed an ugly burgundy habit.

Burgundy is a wine for chronic romantics— 
those for whom hope perennially triumph

an exam- 5
pie of the biggest fish in Beaune. In October 2 
1987, they descended on Bouchard’s head- | 
quarters, seizing the cellar book, which docu- 5 
mented dubious cellar practices. Bouchard paid °sover

132
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O N D O N

Perrin & Rowe produces the finest coltection of fittings for bath, 
shower and kitchen. That is why some of the most prestigious 
hotels and resorts in England ond around the world feature 
Perrin & Rowe. NowthR^uthentic Edwardian luxury and 
uncompromising performance can be experienced in your own 
home. Designed and crafted in England, Perrin & Rowe faucets, 
shower valves and bathroom accessories comply with American
installation and code standards.

Perrin & Rowe is presented exclusively by ROHL, a leader in 
providing distinctive bath and kitchen products for America's finest 
homes. ROHL offers available inventory, technical support and a

consistent commitment to customer service.
Call, or visit www.rohlhome.com to request a complete 

Perrin & Rowe catalog and locate your nearest dealer

ROHL
1559 Sunland, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 557-1933 • Fax (714) 557-8635

New York Metro San Francisco
www.rohlhome.com
Perrin & Rowe is o register^lrodemark ^ Avilion Ltd. England
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PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE ON 1-888-845-3487 FOR A PARIS CERAMICS
showrooms: Chicago • new york • los anceles • san francisco

BROCHURE ($10)
• GREENWICH • PALM BEACH • BOSTON • LONDON

Antique Blanc Rose Terracotta www.parisceramics.com
HSC/05/01
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uncorked THE OENO EILE
a $400,000 fine and was subsequently
sold to Joseph Henriot, the suave former

■ 1899 BOUCHARD PERE & FILS BEAUNE CLOS DE This will get rounder and more complex 
over the next several years, but it's 
already pretty exciting. $47
■ 1999 BOUCHARD PERE & FILS MEURSAULT 
GENEVRIERES Farter and nuttier than the 
Puligny, as is typical of Meursault, this 
premier cru is very rich and complex.
It will only improve over the next five 
years, if the Puligny Is a Mies van der 
Rohe chaise, this is a canopy bed. $79
■ 1999 BOUCHARQ P^E &. FILS U VIGN^E BOUR
GOGNE CHAROONNAYThe starter version of 
great whites like the two above. A nice 
lean Chablis-'like Chardonnay with hints 
of minerals and lemon. Great value. $14

LA MOUSSE Consistently one of the best
president of Veuve Cliquot, who also values in premier cru red burgundy,

his family’s domain in Champagne.runs the '99 is already developing a nice
Since 1995, Henriot has presided over an spicy nose and showing lots of
extensive overhaul of Bouchard, the red cherry fruit. A beauty. Drink it
results of which are on display in the very now with salmon. $38
good ’99 vintage. ■ 1999 BOUCHARD PfeRE & FILS ANCIENNE CUVEE

CARNOT VOLNAY CAIILERETS A profound wine
ouchard’s vineyard hold- from a great vineyard, this premier cru is
ings have long been concentrated on the verge of grand cru stature. Layers
in the Cote de Beaune, home of of fruit, with an amazing silky texture. $50
Burgundy’s great whites, includ- ■ 1999 BOUCHARD PERE & FILS PULIGNY-
ing 2.2 acres of Le Montrachet. I MONTRACHET Classic Puligny with the racy,

was a little disappointed when I first laid steely edge of a Laguiole knife blade.
eyes on this gently sloping hillside vine
yard, the holiest of holies for Chardon- I recently had a ’61 Bouchard Montra- which come from neighboring vineyards.

For many years, Bouchard’s signature 
red wine has been the Beaune-Greves 
Vigne de TEnfant Jesus, a premier cru said 
by the nuns who once owned the vineyard 
to produce wine as smooth as the Baby 
Jesus in velvet pants—about as weird an 
analogy as I’ve encountered, even in the 
overheated field of wine descriptors. As a 
former student of Raymond Carver’s, let 
me add that I like it a lot.

Among the best values in burgundy, 
year in and year out, is another Bouchard 
Beaune: the Clos de la Mousse. Henriot 
extended the firm’s portfolio with the 
purchase of prime vineyards in the 
northerly Core de Nuits, home of Bur
gundy’s most prestigious reds. The grand 
cru Bonnes-Mares and the Nuits-Saint- 
Georges les Cailles are among the stand
outs of the ’99 vintage.

Bouchard also bottles wines made

nay drinkers. I think I expected it to chet at the Manhattan restaurant of the
resemble the Matterhorn. But my same name; it was incredibly fresh andsense
of awe was restored when I tasted the vibrant, and reminded me somehow of
’99 Bouchard Montrachet in their cel- the prose of Hemingway’s “Big Two
lars. Montrachet is never the fattest Hearted River.” An authentic,or morefruitiest Chardonnay on the block, but affordable version of the Montrachet
at its best it has a stony purity that res- experience—for those of us who balk at
onates and lingers the palate spending $300 and up for a bottle ofon as a
tuning fork does on the eardrum. And it wine—can be found in Bouchard’s
can develop for decades. Meursaults and Puligny-Montrachets,

more

from purchased grapes; but it is the 
estate wines, on whose labels the words 
Bouchard Pere & Fils appear in script 
on top, above the vintage, that are 
most exciting, because they come from 
Bouchard’s own vineyards. The wine 
making, supervised by the genial Philippe 
Prost, is impeccable. (Note; Bouchard 
Aine is another firm entirely.)

I hesitate to recommend burgundy to 
the general public; but if you’re willing 
risk your peace of mind in pursuit of 
of the most exciting sensory experiences 
available inside the law and Cfutside of bed, 
you would be well advised to start with 
the ’99 vintage from my old Hollywood 
friends at Bouchard Pere & Fils.

to
one

ai
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THIS IS NOT A DISHWASHER. This 
is a steeL-spun cocoon from which 

tainted teacups and tumblers

, emerge e

Kenmore Elite* Ultra Wash‘d Series
• transforming ultra wash* system • marvelously adjustable 

tub takes capacity to new heights * automatic
america’s best-cleaning dishwasher
racks • shiny stainless steel interior • ultra space

• in stainless, bisque, black + white • don't think of looking anyplace buttemperature control
• don't think of clicking anyplace but sears.com • questions? 1.888.kenmoreSears

^official Supplier of Home Appliances of the 2000 U.S. Olympic Team. (92000 Sears, Roebuck and Co.
36lJSC2Z05Qe

the good life
at a great price

guaranteed
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jjig in throughng takes many guises: sunlight stnLightening up in d
13-foot-high windows is wonderful; so is weeding out the furniture that weighs 
down a room instead of giving it a stylish lift. Go ahead, take an informal 
approach to a traditional room, give it a sense of fun, and let the sun shine in.

so
o
o<m

oa: Ann Sacks’s pale limestone floors are a cool background for a Florence Knoll credenza and Eero Saarinen chairs.
O
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BY SUZANNE SLESIN Photographed by william abranowicz

STILED BY PETER FRANK



neAnn Sacks, the empress of tiles, and her husband 
carve out a sunny, individualistic duplex in a 
^ftland, Oregon, steel-and-glass high-rise

‘••fi
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The lighr-f(lied living room is simple and organized. The 
hearth, above and opposite page, is French Blue limestone, 
and the mantel is maple. The furniture includes an 
Eames sofa from Herman Miller and armchairs by William 
Stephens, from Knoll. Vases are by Patrick Crespin.I’S •

Ei
139





Photographs of family and friends, opposite page, give 
depth and warmth to the hallway above the stairs. The lamps 

by Patrick Crespin. ■ A set of vintage Eero Saarinen 
Tulip chairs and table, below, provides an informal place to sit 
and eat in the kitchen. Heath Rim dishes in Antique White 

are stacked on an open shelf for easy access.

are

1

f

I NE DAY 20 years ago, 
Ann Sacks knew that she
was onto something. The 
samples of Mexican tiles 
she was selling from her 

Portland, Oregon, dining 
like hot-r room, were going 

cakes, so she opened a real 
showroom. The rest, one could

i t
; K

i
say, is stone-age history. The 
former schoolteacher, social 
worker, and waitress—who 
also happens to be gregarious, 
imaginative, charming, and 
entrepreneurial— immersed 
herself in the world of high- 
end, cut-to-size stone and tile.

Twelve years ago, she sold 
her namesake business ro the Kohler Company, but she remains at the 
helm of an empire that will include 15 showrooms by the end of this year. 
And finally on the home front, Sacks, her husband, Robert, a lawyer and 
real-estate developer, and their children, David and Amy, moved into 
two floors of an adorable—if a 50-foot-square steel and glass building 
can be called that—“little high-rise” they had built. (A spa and hair salon

; occupy the first three floors.)
“We wanted a transparent building that was very very simple,” Sacks 

/■ “It’s quite dark in the Northwest for most of the year, so we 
needed to take advantage of every bit of light.” The building’s archi- 

) tect. Brad Cloepfil, and the project architect, Dan Koch, devised 10- 
and 13-foot-high windows for the structure, which was constructed 
on a parking lot on one of Portland’s busiest corners. The floors got 
special attention, of course. “The idea was to lay the stone out in each 

there would not be any small cuts,” Sacks explains, “and then 
the walls. It creates a whole different feeling. ”

says.
i

i
% ■i

L

room so 
to put up

I'
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In the kitchen, opposite pctge, which has been kept open 
to the dining room. Ray the tabby sits on a countertop 
of painted wood. IThe tubular steel and cane Cesca 
chairs, below, are by Marcel Breuer, through Knoll. The 
floors arc Princess Yellow limestone from Ann Sacks.

•^1 ■'v ^

1i
iK' ■

V-
A But “the building is very modern, unrelentingly modern,” says Sacks, 

who decided that she and her husband would do the interior on their 
nstead of asking their architects. “I was so funky,” Sacks says. 

“There was nothing from my old house that did not come from a garage 
sale.” Bur that was the way both Ann and Robert liked it. “It was enough 
to be in a glass house that was already so fancy for us,” Sacks says.

A classified ad for a collection of used modern furniture caught 
Sacks’s eye. “We ran over,” she sa)^. “We bought everything that was 
left. It was a ten-minute decision.”The bounty included Marcel Breuer

seats and backs, a Charles and Ray

own 1

sr.

dining chairs with signature cane 
Eames sofa for Herman Miller, and bentwood side chairs by William 
Stephens for Knoll—all in all, an enviable cache of vintage designer 
finds. Another ad connected the couple to a dealer of used hospital 
furnishings. “Everything was really beat-up,” says Sacks, “but it was all 
Eames or Knoll or whatever.”

Paintings the couple have owned for years, family photographs, glass 
from friends, and a beloved Big Boy statue complete the decor, "We 
moved the furniture around until we said, ‘Whoa! We love it!’ and that 

that," Sacks says. Why can’t everything in life be as simple?
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for most of the year, so we 
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oppositeMexican equipal chairs,
which the Sackses have had forpage,
take on a burnished glow byyears,

the outdoor fireplace on the deck of
their duplex. Pottery Barn candles

J burn on the hearth and the Moroccan

1 Above, from left: A Big Boy statue reigns
over the terrace. The flowerboxes are from

! the West Coast Plant Co. ■ The kitchen
has parallel counters of French Blue lime
stone from Ann Sacks. ■ Ann Sacks’s blue
Verre glass tiles line the shower in her
daughter's bathroom. The Triton showerhead
is from Kohler Co. ■ A Clearwater service
faucet in a chrome finish, far left, from Kohler
Co., has been wall-mounted in the kitchen.
The tiles are Opaque White on Porcelain,
by Heath, from Ann Sacks. BThe simply
furnished master bedroom, left, opens onto a
terrace. The sheets are from Bloomingdaie’s.
Sources, see back of book.
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Were all steamed up over wooden sinks and red-as-a-blush tubs. There’s something for every taste
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by Mr, Jasper, $150, a horn and palladium
fine badger shave brush, $160. both from
The Art of Shaving. 800-696-4999. and a
horn tray by Oltrcfrontiera. $52, from
Boffi. BThis page: Birch plywood BluToo
sink, by Udo Hasenbein for Minetti.



Chiocciola acrylic shower by G. P.
BenedinI forp|bpe, $7,000, at
Luminaire. Calcutta Gold
marble tiles. $13.30 per sqiiin^ foot
from Artistic Tile. 800*260-89r|||l3
White stacking tables, $950 for
a set of three, at Terence Conran
Shop. Terry bath towels, $17.50 each,
Khaki Collection—Calvin Klein
Home. 800-294-7978. Magnolia Soap
on a Rope. $8, L'OccItane.



Shower brush, $18, at Terence Conran 
Shop, sits atop Bfbulo Carafe by Angelo 
Mangiarotti, $330 per pair, at Moss, 
which holds Index Bath Soda, $32, from 
Fresh, fresh.com. From left: Jefferson 
three-hole faucet by Dornbracht. $735, 
at Gracious Home. 800-237-3404.
Volute porcelain bowl by Ted Muehling, 
$429, at Moss. Oak soap dish, $25,
Khaki Collection—Calvin Klein Home. 
Soap on Top Corundum soap dish 
by Marek Cecula and Daga Kopaia, $26, 
at Modus Design, NYC. 212-966-3151.
In background: Glass table lamp by Karim 
Rashid for George Kovacs, $685, at 
Totem, NYC. 212-925-5506.





Opposite page; Plastic straps by NL Archi* 
tects for Oroog Design. $20 each, at Unica. 
B88-898'6422. Translucence hair dryer. 
$19.99. by Conair. 600-3-CONAIR. Capsule 
pill holders. $3.95 each. Mxyplyzyk. 
Elgydium toothbrush. $750. Ad Hoc. NYC. 
2I2*982'7703. Vice Versa shower 
dock, $32. at Terence Conran Shop. Felt 
slippers. $55, by Pia Wallen, Totem.
Devil rubber ducky. $5.95, Mxyplyzyk. 
Loofah mitt. $8. Ad Hoc. To%vd. $36. 
Terence Conran Shop. Scale. $230. Room 
Interior Products. 866-ROOM*NYC.
■ This page; Resin bathtub with red glass 
paneling. $8,560. by Piero Lissoni 
for Boffi. Beaulieu Cobalt Blue tiles, $5 
per sq. ft.. Ann Sacks. 800-278-8453.
Red cross cupboard. $538, by Thomas 
Ericksson, and metacrylatc Rainbow Chair. 
$9,040. by Patrick Norquet. Cappellini 
Modern Age. NYC. 212-966-0669. iki' kill:
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Noah and Daniel Fradin,
opposite page, run down
the Pennsylvania blue-
stone steps in front of
their Los Angeles house.
■. In the family room, this
page, the white lacquered
cabinet, by Charles Fradin,
was inspired by panel and
molding designs used in
Newport, Rl, by architect
Stanford White. The
draperies are Zanzibar
from Bennison Fabrics Inc.





SLIM DORIC COLUMNS flank the front door; dark green 
shutters TRaocthe windows; the chandelier in the dining room 

beloi^gsd to socialite Evalyn Walsh McLean (who also 
owned the Hope diamond); and the andirons in the family 
«kwi«afne from Belcourt Castle, the 52-room house, built in 
1891 in the style of a Louis XIII hunting lodge, that Richard 
Morris Hunt designed for Oliver Hazard Perry Belmont and 
his wife, Alva Vanderbilt. There are palm trees growing down 
the street, and the sun shines nearly every day 

Where are we, anyway? In the Hollywood Hills is the final, 
if not the most obvious, answer. “I wanted to create an envi
ronment that was as close as possible to my home state,” says 
Charles Fradin, a Los Angeles furniture designer who grew up 
in Newport, Rhode Island. “I miss it, so I decided to create my 
version of an East Coast beach house.”

Although the house, a Monterey Colonial built for actor 
John Barrymore in 1927, is hardly the kick-your-shoes-off-and- 

ggle-your-toes-in-the-sand variety, it has the relaxed, breezy 
quality of some of the shingled summer homes of the Eastern 
seaboard, But Fradin, who shares the house with his wife, 
Susan Geller, and their sons, Noah, 8, and Daniel, 4, wanted 
to rake his decor one step further. The pediments that crown 
the multipaned windows and the unusual high wainscotting 
in the dining room were directly inspired by the grand houses 
along Bellevue Avenue and Ocean Drive in Newport—places 
Fradin has come to know well over the past few years while 
his firm, Charles Fradin, has been reproducing pieces of fur
niture from Newport mansions. “I had access to wonderful

once

wi

Chinese Monkey wall
paper by Charles Fradin 
panels the dining room, 
opposite page. The 
chandelier, which once 
belonged to socialite 
Evalyn Walsh McLean, is 
from Tiger Lily Antiques, 
in Bristol, Rl. IThe living 
room, above and right, 
is serenely monochromatic. 
The Ruggles console, 
Exposition coffee table, 
Newport side table, 
and Estella wing chair and 
ottoman are by Fradin.
The draperies are Vienna 
in Cafe au Lait from Jagtar. 
The carpeting is from 
Stark Carpet Corp.



Charles Fradin and 
Noah, left, horse around 
in the family room on 
Fradin's Stanford sofa, 
which is covered in Rogers 
& Goffigon’s Parramore 
Island. ■ Fradin’s wife, 
Susan Geller. below, glides 
by the study. The Belmont 
mirror, Clayborne chest, 
Gretchen armchair, and 
Stanford sofa are other 
Newport-inspired designs 
by Fradin. ■ The study, 
opposite page, off the 
living room, is painted in a 
custom Dunn-Edwards 
deep green. The Hunzinger 
chairs are from J.F. Chen, 
Los Angeles; the pillows 
are made of Clarence 
House’s Kanji fabric. A 
group of Fradin’s Codman 
mirrors lines the far wall.

<h

antiques,” says Fradin, who, in addition to being allowed to 
copy some of the pieces, was able to buy some original fix
tures. “There was so much stuff there,” he says. “A lot of 
the lightmg here—the lantern in the front hall is from Alva 

\ and the handpainted sconces are from the Van 
B—came from the great homes.”iBisselaei

I";

i
as he is with the feeling of Newport, Fradin has 

ays fel^ibit out of his aesthetic element in L.A. He went 
as a screenwriter, and even though two of his 

scripts were filmed, he grew disillusioned with show business. 
He opened a small lamp-making firm, which grew to include 
furniture and accessories. When it came time to design his 
own family’s home, Fradin was determined to recapture the 
Rhode Island ambience. And, not surprisingly, his own 
designs—cabinetry, armoires, beds, tables, mirrors, lamps, 
sofas, even the fireplaces—were perfect. “I wanted our house 
to be elegant and comfortable and filled with furniture and 
antiques,” Fradin says. “I like rooms that look like they have a 
history—but an East Coast, not a West Coast, history,” 

Fradin sometimes takes a freewheeling approach.“rm very 
inspired by the architecture of Stanford White,” he 
From cotton broker and investor Issac Bell’s mansion in New
port, designed in 1883 by McKim, Mead and White, Fradin

A I.O

'Ci

says.
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borrowed details from the porch columns for the four-poster 
bed in his master bedroom, The nailhead-studded bedroom
armoire was inspired by a door in Samuel Tilton’s baronial 
Shingle-style mansion, also a late-nineteenth-century McKim, 
Mead and White design.

The imposing wall-to-wall cabinet in the family room has 
sliding doors to hide a large-screen TV “It’s based on the typ
ical panels and moldings White designed,” says Fradin. “We
market it as the Stanford cabinet.” In front of it sit a pair of 
rush Newport lounge chairs that are meant to recall the infor- i

mal luxe of the gilded age. And when Fradin expanded the
original Barrymore house, he wanted to emulate the look of
old houses that have been in the same family forever. “We did
it in a rambling fashion,” he says, “to give the house the look of
a home that had been added to through various generations.

The designer is doing his best to pass down his passion for 
the East. The flag of Rhode Island flutters in front of the house,
The steps and parterres laid with Pennsylvania bluestone.were 4Most important are the new trees. “They are deciduous,
Fradin says with pride. “I planted them so my kids would have
leaves to rake in the fall. And we get that pretty, bare look you 
get back East in the winter. When you live in a place where it’s 
always green, you really, really appreciate that,

The plantings and gate
in the front garden,
above, help give the L.A.
house an East Coast
air. The Victorian cast-
iron urn, from a Newport
mansion, was found
at Tiger Lily Antiques.
■ In the master bedroom.
left, the Issac Beil four-
poster bed and Highland
table, by Fradin, each
have Newportantecedents.
The bed linens are from
Anichini; the cashmere
throw is from Hermes.
The flowers are by Suzane
Le May at Les Sculptures
Vivantes, Los Angeles.
■ Fradin designed the bunk
beds and shelf in Noah's
bedroom, opposite page.
Sources, see back of book.
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A rooftop garden overlooking Manhattan’s Central Park



A metalwork hallway,
opposite page, connects
the main terrace room
to the woodland gardi
Birches, andromeda,
and azaleas are visible
through the open door.
« A chair, this page, sits
under the crab apple tree,
which blooms in early
spring, followed in sum
mer by Zinnia elegans

and Coreopsis grandi-

flora 'Early Sunrise.'

offers up fruits, flowers, herbs—and rocl<y perches for birds
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T■ N THE MORNING, I love going outside in my
■ straw hat to pickfraises des bois and lemongrass 
^ for tea,” the lady of the house says, “Then I 
bring the fruit to my husband while he’s shaving 
he can have a bite before breakfast.”

• AV*-* *r ritual harvest takes place not in some rus-
Vj glade but in a New York City duplex pent- 

house garden with breathtaking views of Central 
u Park. The owners are high-powered

so

A'

executives
who relish their rooftop Eden. “If it’s a beautiful 
morning,” she says, “we take a quick breakfast 
the east side of the garden, and at dinner we sit at 
the west, so we can enjoy the sunset.”

At 5,000 square feet, this is perhaps the largest 
private rooftop garden in Manhattan. A densely 
planted single terrace was in place when the pair 
acquired their aerie in 1988; but with the help of 
Halsted Welles, a landscape architect, they h 
expanded their vernal realm, creating seven dis
tinct garden “rooms,” on two levels, each with

on

'fijy

ave

contrasting atmospheres and plantings.
“For a rooftop, the scale is pretty extraordi

nary,” says Welles, who worked closely with the 
couple, respecting their concern for the perenni
als and specimen trees and shrubs that the previ
ous owner had left. “They were quite passionate 
about the plants on the terrace, even the most 
humble privet. I was allowed to move and aug
ment, but not remove.”

A 30-year-old crab apple tree graces the main 
terrace. Display boxes against 
the parapet are planted with 
fiery red zinnias, bright yellow 
Coreopsis ^andiflora ‘Early Sun
rise,’ and vivid day lilies to har
monize with the intense burnt 
orange of the quarry tiles on 
the lower terrace.

On the garden’s north side, 
dense shrubbery has been added 
to obscure a neighboring build
ing. and to hide a spectacular 
northwest view of the park. 
“Since the views were magnifi
cent all over, there was a decision 
to screen part of the garden,” 
Welles says. “When you do dis
cover the view, (Contonpageiu)

The Japanese garden, this page, top, features only 
traditional plantings, such as a 'Bloodgood' Japanese 
maple and phyllostachys. ■ The view, left, is framed 
by a crab apple and a juniper. The bed has several 
varieties of hostas and 'Delaware Valley White' 
azaleas. ■ The table setting, opposite page, reflects 
the colors of the surrounding zinnias and day lilies.
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Interior designer Christophe Gollut deliver^ 
fashioned comfort with a dash of elan ti 

a rambling i9th'Ccntury mansion in Londoi} f
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'F APHEO BY JACQUES DIRANDPHOTOWRITTEN BY NINA A. BIDDLE



oo BIG OR NOT TOO BIG? That W3S the question for Edmondo 
di Robilant and Maya Even a few years back, when the Londoners 
were looking to purchase a new house. Though they are a fash
ionable couple—he is a top Mayfair art dealer, specializing in 
Italian old masters, and she hosts BBC-TV’s flagship business 
affairs show—their hearts were set on space and greenery, and 
they decided to look farther afield than London’s chic and central, 
but high-density, Chelsea neighborhood. They heard of a large, 
three-story Victorian house with a garden that was available in 
Putney, a middle-class area of London just a bit upriver from 
Chelsea on the south bank of the Thames. They went there 
excited, and left depressed. “The house was a monster—so dark 
and gloomy,” Even recalls with a laugh. Worse, the interior had 
been shoddily subdivided into four apartments during the ’50s, 

and would require a total overhaul. “Potential buyers 
were put off by the scale of the job,” says 
Even. “And so were we.”

A year of fruitless searching later, how
ever, the job didn’t seem so imposing any
more. And it didn’t hurt that the asking 
price for the Putney house had dropped 
substantially. So in came Even and di Robi
lant, and with them a demolition crew, 
scrap haulers, builders, and a supervising 
architect, who spent one year turning the

Bright colors and a 
judicious use of ornament 
evoke die Victorian era 
without its oppressiveness. 
A portrait by Jacques-£mile 
Blanche, opposite page, 
presides over the stairwell, 
which is lit by a 19th- 
century Moroccan lamp.
■ A flower-lined path, 
above, leads to the house's 
entrance. ■ At left, Gollut 
gazes into the garden. ■ The 
Geoi^ Smith sofa in the 
drawing room, far left, 
is upholstered in Renishaw 
in red from Marvic, and 
the Empire sofa is covered 
in a Claremont wool 
damask. The drapes are 
made of Ravi wool/cotton 
by Marvic. The large 
vase was made by London 
potter Kate TMalone.

house into something approaching its original state. “What eventually 
became our kitchen had been five small rooms,” says Even. “Our bedroom 
was three small rooms.”The toughest structural challenge was reinstalling 
a central staircase. The original had been taken out in the 1920s; unable 
to locate the property’s nineteenth-century blueprints, the couple made 
up their own version. “Our staircase takes up an inordinate amount of 
space,” says di Robilant, “but it makes the house unusual. And there was 
plenty of space, so one could afford to be slightly wasteful with it.”
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its distinctive look. A Madonna
and child by the 16th-century
Sienese master Alessandro
Casolant hangs above the fire
place. The chalk drawing
is by Albert-Ernest Carrier-
Bcileuse. The bookcase is from
cabinetmaker David Fyfe-
Jamieson. The armchairs arc
upholstered in Duca di
Borgogna Rigato from Colony.



HE ENGINEERING DONE, Even and di Robilaiit enlisted the
services of Christophe GoUut, the S-wiss-bom interior designer
admired for giving homes a refined yet relaxed look—a sort of

Gollut strikes a blue
note in the guest room, 
above. ■ Open-work closet 
doors in the dressing area, 
left, are backed in the 
cotton Shannon by Sheila 
Coombes. ■ The tub in 
the master bathroom, top 
left, is from Aston 
Matthews, London. The 
1960s collage belonged to 
di Robilant's father. The 
Victorian towel rack 
and iyre-back chair are 
from Christophe Goilut. 
Sources, see back of book.



I like a look that says the house has been
like this forever” Christophe Gollut

Shropshire cabinetmaker David Fyfe-Jamieson. “When we yellow in the entry hall and the stairwell. “When the painters 
lookedatthepileoffurniture/’Evenrecalls, “we said,‘Where began, my clients said,‘>bu’re 
shall we put all this so that it doesn’t look like a shabby antiques lut recalls with amusement. “They were a bit frightened.” “I had

a momentary lapse of faith,” Even admits. But Gollut was actu
ally more concerned about how the unusual color of the draw- 

would be received. “It’s a fiinny green, a spinach green.

mad! It’s much too bright!’ ” Gol-

shop?’ ” But Gollut came in, selecting, removing, and matching 
items such as eighteenth-century Neapolitan vases with a 
modern gourd vase by London potter Kate Malone. With its 
eclectic mixture of the threadbare, the new, the unusual, and 
the valuable, Gollut’s design achieves the comfortable look of jolly nice to accept it.” But then, everyone knows that spinach-

like a fine, comfortable home—is very good for you.

ing room
not something everyone would’ve liked,” he says. “They were

cSi:>a home that has been long enjoyed. “There’s a great skill to 
that, bom of experience, which Christophe has,” says Even.

Not that she didn’t have doubts. There was the matter of the Nina A. Biddle is a London correspondent for People Weekly.
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Syringa)iJaciniata. or cut-leaf lilac, this page, is believed 
to have made its way from China by way of Persia many 
centuries ago. Unlike the more common European hybrids 
(S. vu/garis), this variety's flowers cover most of the length 
of the wandlike branches and lack their cousins' famed 
perfume. S. x. laciniata is less hardy than most lilacs (rones
4-8), so it's suitable for the South. The only true bicolor,

■ ‘ ’

I

SenSStiOn, opposite page, is a sport, or spontaneous,

mutation, discovered by a Dutch florist in 1938 as he wasl-V.,.

forcing a solid purple lilac for winter bloom indoors.A
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rrimrose' has an unusual and subtle
coloration that is best displayed next
to true white lilacs, so that Its soft
shade of yellow can be highlighted.

Marie Frances,' opposite page,
comes in a shade of salmon pink
that is new for lilacs. It was bred by
Father John Fiala, who was one of
America's most famous lilac breeders.
Its semidwarf growth habit (6 to 9
feet) is perfect for smaller gardens.
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The blowsy ‘Jean Bart,' left, has pointed
petals that give the scented blooms a frilly 
appearance. It comes from the 19th-century 
French breeder Victor Lemoine, whose 
many introductions inspired the generalized 

'French lilacs.” LllaC Sunday, right, 
is named for an annual event at the Arnold 
Arboretum. It was bred at the arboretum.

Syhngajulianae'Hers Variety,’ beiow,
left, blooms in dark purple buds that open 
to paler lilac. It has a distinctive musky 
scent. Like 5. x. laciniata, this species 

is better in warmer climates. 'Madame 
Lemoine,' below, is a classic white lilac 
from 1890. Clear pink Pioner,' below, right, 

is from the former Soviet Union. 'Charm,' 
bottom, has large, heavily scented blossoms.

term

IGH ON THE SHORT LIST of flowers that have lent thcit names to colors are 
lilacs, though they actually bloom in a wide range of hues. The most common lilac 
is the familiar pale purplish pink, but other species and hybrids, bred in France, 
Russia, and the United States, have expanded the color spectrum significantly, to 
include deep violet, blue, purple-red, yellow, white, and peach.

Lilacs are famously long-lived and care-free. They can thrive for centuries, often out
lasting the houses whose dooryards they once adorned. Most of these shrubs do best 
colder climates (zones 2-7), since they need a dormant winter. Other species, like 
Syringa x. laciniata and S.julianae, can take more heat (usually zones 5-9). Like most bloom
ing plants, lilacs demand lots of sun to be floriferous, and wiU benefit from a yearly light 
flower pruning and fertilization directly after they’ve bloomed. The occasional removal 
of older branches will also keep the shrub from becoming leggy. Depending on your cli
mate, fungal diseases may be a problem late in the

m

season, but they seem to affect the 
appearance of the plant more often than its health. For the most part, you can just ignore 
your lilacs—except for those few heady weeks that announce the true arrival of spring. 

The lilac collection at the Arnold Arboretum in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts (617-524- 
1718; www.arboretum.harvard.edu), was begun in the 1880s. ft still contains specimens 
from that period. Lilacs take center stage at its annual Lilac Sunday (May 13,2001).



Sarah Sands’ is one of the darkest and largest
flowered lilacs. It was bred in the 1930s by a nursery
owner, Theodore Havemeyer of Long Island, NY, and
registered in the 1940s. It is much more fragrant than
most deeply colored varieties. Sources, see back of book.



DIANAVINOLyI 
DID HER FRIENDS’ 

FIFTH AVENUE 
APARTMENT 

AND DISCOVERED 
THAT SHE HAD 
EMBARKED ON 

A CAREER OF 
INTERIOR DESIGN

An elongated mantel by 
architect Rafael Vtnoly 

anchors the living room. 
Artworks include the 
1986 Camouflage by 

Andy Warhol and a 1992 
photograph by Rincke 

Dijkstra. Fortuny pillows 
are on 1950s French 

chairs. The checkered 
rug is from Odegard.
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vinoly had a country- 
house that a friend loved. The friend also 
admired the taste evident in Vinoly’s city apart
ment, and said that when she had a place of her 
own, she wanted Vinoly to do it. That moment 
came sooner than either Vinoly, who had not 
worked as a professional decorator before, or 
her friend, a partner in the New York gallery 
Lawrence Rubin Greenberg Van Doren Fine 
Arc, could have foreseen. “Suddenly, she was 
getting married, moving into her husband’s 
Fifth Avenue apartment, and became my first 
client,” says Vinoly, who came to New York 
from Argentina in 1979 with her husband, 
the architect Rafael Vinoly. The English-style 
apartment, with its traditional moldings and 
hea-vy curtains, needed a big change. “It was all 
about the views,” says the art dealer, who knew 
that three months, and not a day longer, was all 
the time she had to renovate. ‘As I knew they 
would not Uve there forever,” Vinoly says, “we 
did what I call a layer of makeup.”

Still, there was no time to waste. Down came 
the wall between the living room and the 
library, off came the moldings, out went the red 
and gold upholstery. In came a collection of 
interesting and arresting furnishings of various 
vintages and provenances.

‘Tm a modernist, but Tm not contempo
rary—I like moderne,” Vinoly says. “And the 
more I get into this kind of work, the more I 
find I like most everything, as long as it’s orig
inal or pleasing to look at.” A desk by Edward 
Wormley, a Diego Giacometti chair, a rug from 
Odegard, aJean-Michel Frank sofa, and a mag
ical chandelier by Paavo Tynell are only some 
of the finds that came to live well with the 
large Indonesian dining room table and the 
imposing kaidan tansu, or Japanese stair trunk.

Soon, the existing Art Deco fireplace was 
history. It was time to make the decisive

Torties French chairs from Wyeth. NYC, top, provide 
comfy seating near the fireplace. ■ By the window, 
above, a Diego Giacometti chair sits in front of a 
mahogany desk by Edward Wormley from Donzella. 
NYC. The Ultrasuede draperies are by Diana Vinoly.
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Sue Williams’s Red
Fktuncy (Go Team), 1997,
and a Snowflake brass
chandelier by Paavo
Tynell, from Donzella,
are stars in the dining
room. The table and
chairs, in shantung silk,
are Indonesian.
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Equipping the fireplace with a Sources, see back of book, 
shelf that could hold some of the 
couple’s many artworks—including pieces by 
Andy Warhol, Ellsworth Kelly, and Louise 
Bourgeois, as well as numerous photographs, in 
which the client specializes—was critical. “As 
soon as we saw what the fireplace could be, we 
knew we wanted to do it,” the client says.

An innate vision and instinctual sense of pro
portion (which can be summed up by the word 
f/a/r) is very much part of Diana Vinoly’s 
approach. “The eye is not something you can 
learn at school,” she says. “You have to do it 
•with a sense of joyfulness. I’m pretty proud of 
myself, but I’m not a perfectionist. I put things 
together, then go on to somethingelse.

We can hardly wait.



A LAVISHLY SET TABLE 
PROMPTS LONDON 
DESIGNER WILLIAM 
YEOWARDTOMUSE 
ABOUT THE INS AND 
OUTS AND DOS AND 
DONTS OF DINNER 
PARTY PLANNING

CENWE HAD A VERY glamorous dinnerpartyin our 
showroom not long ago, for which I set this 
ishing table. The whole event got me thinking 
about what goes into making a good party 

As far as entertaining goes, there are four 
things for a host to remember. First, it’s impor
tant to set the scene and the mood immediately, 
so always greet your guests at the door. It’s a 
basic rule, but one that’s so often forgotten. 
Second, always make the first drink you serve 
a little stronger than the ones that will follow. 
Aparty becomes a parry that much faster. Third, 
always seat people close to one another, espe
cially if you have a disparate crowd. (I alwap do.
It’s more fim.) This makes people get on and talk 
to each other. Last, and most important, always 
remember that guests will only be as relaxed 
their host. If there’s drama in the kitchen, or the 
cat ate the fish, just glide 
over it like a skater on ice. As a centerpiece, 
Entertaining isn’t terminal, opposite page, William 

Setting up a dinner table Yeoward sat a 
is more art than science, Romilly vase atop a 
except for a couple of prac- Cressida tazza. The 
tical matters. One is to flanking candles 
make sure that you leave are in Tatiana hurricane 
enough room for all those lamps. ■ The close- 
at the table to get up and up, left, focuses on an

Oonagh votive. The 
tablecloth fabric 
pattern is Hortense, 
in Gooseberry.

rav-
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move easily I hate it when I get stuck against a 
wall and have to ask the nine people between 
me and the powder room to stand up.

Never, ever design a table setting by commit
tee. Be sure of your eye, and trust it. And when 
it comes to tableware, I say, ifyou have it, use it. 
Crystal is obviously a passion for me, so I’m 
always thinking of new ways to show it off to the 
best advantage. I try to use odd things for effect. 
Here, I used salt cellars to hold votive candles 
flower heads, and I set crystal urns on top of 
tazzas. It makes for a dramatic table, and makes 
the crystal pieces themselves look different. 
Guests who have seen them before will think 
you have gone and got a new look, when all 
you’ve done is twist the look of what you had.

I try to show restraint with flowers. 1 always 
tightly bunch them, so as not to distract from 
the tableware or the guests. Here, the table
cloth, in away, doubled as a floral arrangement. 
It is made of a new fabric of mine called 
Hortense, which has a pattern of flocked roses 
on natural linen. On this table I used real

or

roses

GUESTS WILL ONLY BE AS RELAXED AS THEIR HOST. IF THE CAT 
ATE THE FISH, JUST GLIDE OVER IT LIKE A SKATER ON ICE

as well as orchid heads, which are perfectly lux
urious and rarely droop. You don’t need to have 
a table spoiled when the flowers wilt and sag 
like overtired debutantes.

Never overlight a dining room; make sure 
all is subdued. You will feel more relaxed, and 
even your weariest guests will look slightly 
less battered, which will be pleasing to them 
and everyone else.

Don’t bum scented candles Yeoward’s Fern goblet, 
in a room where food is being Britannia flute, 
served. The aroma is over- and Martine decanter
powering and puts one’s stand left to right, 
palate in quite a state. You top. ■ A zinc planter, left, 
don’t want guests wondering available at the 
whether th^re having a roast Yeoward South shop, is 
or sandalwood for dinner. framed by obelisks;

Last, never use cheap nap- a marble and stone table 
kins. Linen or paper, make vias lent by Talisman, 
sure they are the best quality. Dorset, U.K. ■ Yeoward 
And make sure they are nice sells the ceramic balls, 
and big, so when that bit of red vase, and mohair 
green salad escapes, it doesn’t throw and pillows, oppo- 
ruin anyone’s gown. C&iS she page, The other

items are from Talisman. 
Sources, sec back of book.
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Western Marin County 
is a place of remarkable 
physical beauty and 
diversity. The Bolinas 
Lagoon, below, seen 
from a nearby ridge, is 
a haven for birds and 
wildlife. Beyond it rise 
the Bolinas mesas; 
beyond them lies the 
Pacific. ■ Succulents 
in Sally Robertson’s 
garden, far right.





John Lowell Jones's property Is on a slender 
spit of land Jutting into the ocean, allowing him to 
have two distinct gardens. In his simple, seaside 
one, below, desert evening primrose {Oenothera 
delfaides) and dune grasses thrive. ■ Just across 
the street, far right, Jones has a wild, florlferous 
garden with a breathtaking view of the lagoon.



I

THE FAR SIDE of Mount Tamalpais in Western 
Marin Coiip^, California, is a place of such extraordinary natural 
beauty thaj® inhabitants would rather you not know about it. The 

iaas are famous for continually taking down the one 
road sign leading into town. The small, close-knit communities of 
Bolinas and Stinson Beach are as bound by their commitment to 
protecting their privacy as they are to preserving the fragile eco
system of this remarkably varied landscape.

The area was settled during the 1850s gold rush to supply lum
ber to San Francisco. The only other population boom was in the 
1970S, when about 200 of the people who came to clean up after 
an oil spill never left. The locals are tolerant of eccentricity, but 
not eager for company A moratorium on the installation of new 
water meters, in effect since the ’70s, has effectively halted the 
building of new houses. And as varied as the landscape is, so too 
are the conditions for gardening. The three gardens featured here 
are the products of three distinct visions and microclimates.

HIDDEN

cmzens-i

beach balm
The narrow spit of land in Stinson Beach on which John Lowell 
Jones’s garden sits juts out from the shore like a peninsular dash, 
•with the Pacific on one side and the Bolinas Lagoon on the other.



The owner began his oceanside garden nearly 30 years ago on the 
grassy seaside area behind his house overlooking the beach. It is a 
very simple and natural-seeming garden, where weathered stones 
and shells decorate the deck, and evening primrose grows through 
the dune grasses. The owner spent many years on the board of the 
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, and over time he has col
lected sculpture, paintings, drawings, and ceramic work by local 
artists. Throughout the garden he has placed metal sculptures that 
move with the wind. The only formal element is a clipped hedge 
of Monterey cypress that creates privacy and frames the views of 
the majestic mountainous coastline.

About a year after moving to his house, he bought the lot across 
the street, facing the lagoon, to protect the view He assumed that 
between the sand and the gophers nothing would grow, but quickly 
realized that everything grows beautifully there. His lagoon 
garden is wild and floriferous, with many self-seeders like poppies 
and freesia. It is an exuberant mix of flowers, vegetables, citruses, 
many succulents, and grasses, along with scads of potted plants, 
sculpture, and found art. Happy accidents abound, like the pale 
yellow columbines that inserted themselves into an area of delicate 
dune grass, and the Flanders poppies that arrived to provide a blast 
of color around the artichokes and asparagus. At 86, Jones 
works regularly in the garden, but not as much as he once did. 
Fortunately, most of the plants here largely fend for themselves.

In the garden That fronts 
the Bolinas Lagoon, succu
lents, like the echeveria 
engulfed by erigeron, above, 
are planted directly into 
the beach sand. ■ Raised 
vegetable beds, left, are the 
only areas for which Jones 
brought in topsoil. The 
Flanders poppy (Papaver 
rhoeas) surrounding the 
artichoke is a rampant self
sower. The owner planted 
Mediterranean cypresses 
near the edge of the lagoon 
after admiring ones in Italy.
A low hedge of rosemary, 
near the cypresses, accents 
the space. ■ The ‘Cecile 
Brunner' roses that took over 
a trellis originally intended 
for raspberries, opposite 
page, soar over the poppies.







simple gifts
Sarah Hammond is a passionate plantswoman who in the mid-’8os 
created the nursery for the original Smith & Hawken store in Mill 
Valley. When she came to this site on the mesa in 1974, the water 
table was so high and the winds so brutal that she spent the first few 
years just digging ditches, planting windbreaks, and enriching the 
soil. Today her many clipped evergreen forms soften the winds and 
provide a serene setting for her well-chosen, beautifully cared-for 
perennials. Hammond has introduced many English perennials to 
the West Coast, but her garden has no Jekyllian drifts of plants fus
ing into one another. This is a rigorous garden, with each plant 
perfectly suited to its place and given ample space to perform and 
be appreciated. Among her “perennial passions of the moment” 
are Schizophragma hydrangeoides, the shade-tolerating relative of

The '
Nepei&x this page

play agani'St the pipped

forms of LonicQra rUtida.
Hammond designed the cast
stone water bowl, and sells
it through her nursery. A
chance meeting, above right,
of Omphalodes linifolia and
Clematis 'H.F. Young.'
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m Columns of clipped Pittosporum 
tenuifolium. opposite page, 
frame the view past a pedestal 
urn. Nepeta racemosa 
‘Walker's Low' rises behind 
mounds of Euonymus japonicus 
'Microphyllus.' U Lavandula 
angustifolla ‘Martha Roderick' 
and the roses ‘Gertrude 
Jekyir and 'Mary Rose,' left, 
surround a decomposed granite 
path. ■Snails, below, relish 
the chemical-free garden.
■ Soleirolia soleirolii, baby's 
tears, bottom, grow over a hose.
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climbing hydrangea; the hybrid musk rose ‘Penelope’; and the work
horse Euphorbia charadas subspecies wulfenii ‘Rubra.’

Hammond is constantly editing the garden—pulling out plants, 
unafraid of exposing the dark, lovely earth. Her goal is to create an 
elemental garden made of stone, water, and wood; shape, texture, 
and form. She has designed simple, functional buildings made from 
recycled redwood that act as focal points, as well as simple stone 
urns, bowls, and fountains that give the feeling of whitewashed 
weathered stone. From her garden, she runs a small nursery and 
teaches gardening workshops; she also publishes a compelling per
sonal newsletter. A spare aesthetic informs everything Hammond 
does—she wears an elegant all-black uniform of skirt, sweater, and 
boots to garden—yet this is a place of sensuality as much as restraint. 
She has whittled down her rose collection to those most beauti
ful and suited to the climate—but she still has 6o varieties.







color field
Sally Robertson’s yard is a painter’s cottage garden
full of bright color and contrasting forms,

American version of Monet’ssomething of an
garden. Robertson sees her garden as a living
painting, providing subject matter and color
combinations for her botanical watercolors.
There are masses of roses; her current favorites
are the pale, single-flowering ‘Sally Holmes,’ the
mauve ‘Edwardian Lady,’ and the Old Rose ‘Mme.
Alfred Carriere.’ Among them is an eclectic, col
orful mix of natives, like California poppies
{Eschscholzia califomica)-, old-fashioned perennials,
like bearded iris; and succulents, which Robertson
has recently incorporated into the perennial bor
der with great success.

Presiding over the garden arc two large Monterey cypresses that
Robertson has clipped into giant topiaries. When she arrived in
1978, the yard was full of overgrown cypresses that she likes to
describe as huge coastal weeds. She got rid of most of them, and
spent ten years snipping away at the remaining few until they
attained their current cloudlike bonsai form. These and other ever
greens balance the intense floral display, as do a round lawn,
pillars, and a pond. In the summer, Robertson teaches painting
workshops in France, and her increasing reliance on form and
shape, rather than just color, reflects her time there. She particu
larly loves playing the bladelike structures of montbretias and
Japanese iris against the rounded forms of clipped plants like
ceanothus and boxwood. Yet Robertson is always aware that it

A passion for playing blade
like shapes against rounded
ones is evident in the view
toward the pond, opposite
page. Spikes of blue
Japanese iris (fr/s ensata)
and budding day lilies
contrast with euphorbia.
clipped silver tcucrium,
and Lavatera marifima.
■ Cineraria, which lights up
shady areas, this page.
top, has reseeded profusely.
■ Robertson, above, paints
in the garden. ■Cloudlike
cypresses, right, stand
above Papaver somniferum.
foxglove, and bearded iris.
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Seven chairs by Arne Jacobsen for Fritz Hansen, 
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sources OFFICIAL RULES
TOYOTA'S "DRIVING IT HOME” SWEEPSTAKES

HOUSE OF WORSHIP Pages 128-130
Saint Lawrence Catholic Campus Center, 
Lawrence, KS. 785-843-0357. st-lawrcncc.org.WHERE TO BUY iT TWO VWYS TO ENTER; 1) OMIne Eniry; ProvKie youf name, aflflfees and 

pdone numl»r via email to tDyata3weepstBke5@conaenasLoam, or 2) Mail 

Entry; sand 3 3x5 postcard with your name, address and phone numlnr to; 

Toyota DRIVING IT HOME Sweepstakes, clo The Cond6 Hast Publications 
Inc.. 6300 Wllshire BM„ Los Anpeles, CA 00048. Once submitted, entries 
become the property of Toyota end The Cond6 Nasi PublicaUpns Inc. 

("Sponsors") and will not be acknowledged or returned. Only one ^try per 

envelope Mediamceltyr^yoducedenirfes not eligible.

SWEEPSTAKES PERlOOfOEADLINES; Stads April 10. 2001 at 12:00AM 

Eastern Standard Time and ends May 31,2001 at 11;59PM Eastern Standard 
Time ("Sweepstakes ftriod”). Mail ertries musl be postmarked by May 31, 
2001 and received by June IS, 2001. Email entries must be received by 11:59 

Eastern Standard Time 5(31(01.

EUGI8ILITY: To enter the Sweepstakes, you must be a legal U.S. resident. 
Musi be 13 years or older to be eligible. Sweepstakes Is void in Puerto Rico, 

outside the U.S.. and where prohibited by law. Employees of Sponsors end 
Restoration Hsrdware, their parent rximpanles, subsidlahes, effillDles. agents 
and promotional agencies ("Swerastakes EntlUss"). and dieir Immediate 
femlllesand members of their households, are Ineligible to participale In 

Ihls Sweepstakes.

ORttVING AND NOTIFICATION: Prise winner will be selected In a landom 
drawing from all eligible entries received on or about June 29,2001 by The 
Conde Nest Publicalens Inc., whose decisions are Enel and binding In all 
respects. Odds of winning depend on the number of eligidle entries received. 
Winner will be notified by phone, msll and/or e-mail, If a potenllsl winner 
ennot be reached and conEmied after e reasonable effort has been made 

during ten (10) business days from the Erst notlllcallon attempt, such person 
may be disquallEad. with an atlemaia winnar selected. Pnze not transferable. 
No substitutions for prize except by Sponsors In which case a prize of agual 
or greater value will Im subsllluled.

PRIZE: ONE (1) GRAND PRIZE; One $5,000 Shopping Spree to Resloration 
Hardware, to be redeemed at a Restoraticr Hardware retail location or via 

catalog purchase by September 30,2002.

GENERAL: Grand Prize winner will be required to execute an AtEdavll of 
Eligibility and Llability/Publlcily Release ('Affidavit"). If such Affidavit Is not 

returned within thirty (^) days of atlemplsd nollEcatlon, or if winner Is found 
to be Ineligible, or does not con^ly wAh the Offlclal Rules, then he/she may 
be disguallEed and an alternate winner may be selected. This Svreepslakes Is 
subject to all applicable federal, slate and locel laws end reguiadons. If any 

prtza or prize noliflcalion Is returned as "undellverabid', prize may be forfeited 
and an allemale winner may ba selected. All federal, alate orolher lex 
liabilities arising from this Swrsepslskes will be the srEe responsibility of prize 
winner. Except where prohibited by law, acceptance of the prize constitutes 
permission for the Sweepstakes Entities lo use said winner's name, phologreph, 
likeness, statements, biographical Information, voice, and address (city and 
stale) for eOllonal, advertising and publicity purposes wortdwide and In all 

forms of madia. In perpetuity, without further compensation.

SWEEPSTAKES CONDITIONS: T)iis Sweepstakes Is subiect to these Official 
Rules. 8y participaling, enirants agree to be bound by these OfEclal Rules 

and the decisions of the Sweepstakes Entities and waive any right to claim 
ambiguity in the Swe^stakes or these Official Rules. Wnnerand entrants 
agree that the Sweepstakes Entities shell not be responsible or liable for losses 
or in)uries of any kind resulEng from particloaling In Ibis Sweepstakes 
including, but not limiled to, the acceptance/possesslon and/or use/misuse of 
any pnze and/pr any injury or damage to entrant's or third person's property 

related lo or resulting from any prtze or any part of this Sweepstakes. Any 
person attemplmg to defraud or In any way tamper wiEt the Swsepstskes will 
be ineligible for prizes and may be prosecuted lo the full extent of the law.

LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY: SwsBpsIskes EnElies are not responsible for 
late. lost, damaged, misdirected. Incarrectly addressed, incomplete, illegible, 
undellvemble. destroyed, or postage-due Mail Entries and/or 0n4lne Entries 
not received resulting from any hardware or software failures of any kind, lost 
or unavailable network connecUons, or failed, incomplete or garbled computer 
or telephone uansmissions. tniograiNiical or system errors and failures or 
faulty transmissions or for any problems or technical malfunction of any 
telephone network or lines, computer online syslems, servers or providers, 
computer equipment, or enines not received by Sponsors on account of 
Ischnicsl problems orlrefflc congestion tm Ihe Internet, oral a Website, or 
any combination thereof including any injury ordamagsfo entrant’s or any 
other person’s computer related to or resulting from entry In the Sweepstakes 
or downloading any material for Ihe Sweepslekes or other lelecommunicallons 
malfunctions which may Emit an entrant's ability lo particloate. Sponsors may 
prohibit you from parEcIpaling In the Svreepslakas or winning the prize, if In 
their sole disostlon they determine you are attempting to undermine the 
legrtimale operation of the Sweepstakes by cheaEng, hacking, deception, or 
other unfair playing practices or Inlending to annoy, abuse, Ihrealen or harass 
any other players or Sponsors’ repmsenlaltves. If, tor any reason, this 
Sweepstakes is nol capable of running as planned. Including, but not limited 

lo. Infection by computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthortzed Intervention, 
fraud, or any other causes beyond Uie reasonable cohlrol of Sponsors which 

corrupl or affect Ihe administration, security, fairness. Integrity or proper 
conduct of the promotion. Sponsors reserve Ihe right at IheirsoledlscreEon 
Id cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Sweepstakes.

CAUTION: ANY ATTEMPT BY A PARnCiRtNT TO DELIBERAnLY DAMAGE 

THE WEBSITE OR UNDERMINE THE LEGITIMATE OPERATION OF THE 
SWEEPSTAKES MAY BE IN VIOLATION OF CRIMINAL AND CIVIL LAWS AND 
SHOULD SUCH AN AHEMPT BE MADE, SPONSORS RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO SEEK REMEDIES AND DAMAGES (INCLUDING ATTORNEY'S FEES)
FROM ANY SUCH FARTICIPANT TO THE FULLEST EXTENT OF THE LAW, 

INCLUDING CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.
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Allied Works Architecture, 
Portland, OR. 503-227-1737. 
Pages 138-139, Knoll. 800-445- 
5045. knoll.com. French Blue 
limestone, through Ann Sacks. 
Barcclona-style coffee table 
and H-1027 side table by EUeen 
Gray, City Medical, Portland, 
OR. 503-239-6225, Modern 
cement plaitters. West Coast 
Plant Co., Portland, OR. 
503-227-6500. Painting, 
Pituitary Glands, 1996, by 
Gregory Grenon, The Laura 

Russo Gallery, Portland OR. 503-226-2754. 
Floors, Princess Yellow limestone, Irom Ann 
Sacks. Page 140, vertical grain walnut floors, 
Ryerson Hardwood Floors, Inc., Portland,
OR. 503-231-0973. In Oregon and Washington, 
800-237-7681. Custom railings from H. 
Hirschberger Co., Inc., Portland, OR. 503-228- 
6732. Page 141, Saarinen Tulip set from City 
Medical, Portland, OR. 503-239-6225. Heath 
Ceramics Inc.'s Rim dishes, through Ann Sacks. 
Modern cement planter. West Coast Plant 
Co. Floors, Princess Yellow limestone, and wall 
tiles. Opaque White on Porcelain by Heath 
Ceramics Inc., both from Ann Sacks. Pages 142- 
143, Knoll. 800-445-5045. knoll.com. Florence 
Knoll Executive credenza, Knoll. Painting, 
Everybody's Boppin', 1980. Melinda Thorsnes, 
through Froeiick Gallery, Portland, OR. 503-222- 
1142. Kitchen cabinets, Mainly Cabinets, Inc., 
Portland, OR. 503-625-7799. Red Open-Back 
Executive armchair by Eero Saarinen, Knoll. 
Table, TTablc by Hans Eichenberger, Teo 
Jakob, Bern, Switzerland. 011-41-31-327-57-64. 
.Shallow bowl on table by Dana Louis, through 
Ann Sacks. Pages 144-145, Pottery Barn, 
800-922-5507. potterybarn.com. City Medical, 
Portland, OR. 503-239-6225. West Coast Plant 
Co., Portland, OR. 503-227-6500. Kohler Co. 
800-4-KOHLER, kolilcrco.com. Bloomingdalc’s. 
800-555-S110P. Terrace floor. Princess Yellow 
limestone, from Ann Sacks, Red Open-Back 
Executive armchair by Eero Saarinen, Knoll. 
Modern cement planter, West Coast Plant 
Co. Saarinen Tulip chair, through City Medical. 
Kitchen cabinets, Mainly Cabinets, Inc.
Black and white monographs by Jennifer 
Guske, through Alder Gallery, Coburg, OR. 
541-342-6411. Painting, Bead-Mimd./la iii,
1991, fay Joan Stuart Ross, through Alysia 
Ducklcr Gallery, Portland, OR. 503-223-7595.

HOT GOODS 
Page 60

DOMESTIC BLISS Pages 39-80
Page 48, Dig It; Biocontrol Network. 800-441- 
2847. biocontrolnetwork.com. Natural Gardening 
Company, Petaluma, CA. 707-766-9303. 
naturalgardening.com. Shepherd’s Garden Seeds, 
Torrington, CT shepherdseeds.com. March Biologi
cal. 800-328-9140. marchbiological.com. Gardens 
Alive! Inc., Lawrenceburg, IN, 812-537-8650. 
gardensalive.com. Page 54, Style Scout; Bernardaud. 
800-884-7775.60 Thompson. 877-431-0400. 
6othompson.com. Domus Design Collection, 
NYC. 212-685-0800. ddcnyc.com. Cypher F.ditions, 
NYC- 212-274-0272. Ralph Lauren Home. 800-578- 
7656. Publicolor, NYC. 212-213-6121. publicolor.org. 
Page 60, Hot Goods: Zona Alta Projects. 888- 
44-LExnN. Moss. 866-888-mo.ss. mossonline.com. 
MoMA Design Store. 800-793-3167. Mxyplyzyk, 
NYC. 212-989-4300. IS, NYC. 212-620-0300.
Page 62, Buzz: Go chair, $550, and table, S900, 
through Design Witliin Reach. 800-944-2233.
Pages 72-80, Sign Design: Venetian glass 
chandelier, Arrifax, NYC. 212-355-5575. Jade 
pedestal bowl, Mecox Gardens, NYC. 212-249-5301.

ON THE BLOCK Pages 106*109
Francois dc Ricqlcs, Paris, on-33-1-48-74-38-93. 
Tambaran Gallery. NYC. 212-570-0655.

GREEN THOUGHTS Pages 110-117
Garden designers, Eric Ossart-Arnaud Mauri- 
eres, Tanus, France. 011-33-5-63-76-38-49. Hotel, 
Mas de la Brune, Eygalieres en Provence, France. 
011-33-4-90-90-67-67. jardin-alchimiste.com. RUlES/tAtlNNERS LIST: For the name of the vrinoer, a herd oopj'of these 

OHlaal Rules, or to nMIfy Sponsor lhal you wish lo be axcluOed from all lists 
of names and addresses used by Sponsor for future contests and sweepstakes, 
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Toyota DRIVING IT HOME 
Sweepstakes, 0/0 The Condi Nasi Publications Inc., 6300 Wllshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90048. Specify "Winner", "Ruletf’, or "Opl43ur. Name of 
Wlnnsrwlll be available after June 29,2001. Residents of and VI may 
omit return postage.

o
a BLUEPRINT Pages 118-126

Architect, Rick Mather, Rick Mather 
Architects, London, 011-44-207-284-1727. Series

o
s
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IF LIFE GIVES YOU ONE OF THESE, 
GIVE IT BACK.

Real lemons grow on trees. Why not pick

up 0 few for a pitcher of Sparkling Raspberry

Lemonade? Get the recipe at epicurious.com,

along with thousands of other mouthwatering

ideas from Gourmet and Bon Appetit.

C€)m

Ct 2001 CondeNot Inc. All righls r«MtvMl.
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64. GTO, Inc.: 6T0. Inc. manufactures automatic 
gate openers for any type and size of gate. We 
nave do-ii-yourself and professional lines. For 
more information call 800-543-GATE (4283) or 
visit our website at www.gtoinc.com.
65. Kaltista: www.kallistainc.com. Obtain a show
room location. View our product. Brochure of 
Bartm & Michael ^Ith- Free. Cabloguei $10. 

56. R. Jones and Assaclates Inc.; Distinctive 
design combined with luxurious comfort. Available 
in a collection of exquisite textiles, thoughtfully 
created to enhance the form and function of our 
seating collections. Textiles and furniture available 
separately.

stnves for the perfect blend of inventive function, 67. Society Brass CallBClion: Classic door hard- 
el^nt styling and beautiful craftsmanship in each ware, handlesets, levers and knobs. Distinctive 
of his chein furniture designs for home aiKf office, finishes. Solid forged-brass designs. Crafted for 

800-853-4234 or visit www.gteendesigns.com. a lifetime,

46. Habersham: The Claude Monet Collection 
from Habersham features handpainted furnishings 
inspired by the great Impressionist. For a full 
color product brochure or to find your nearest 
dealer, call 800-HABERSKAM.

42. Orexel Heritage Furnishings, Inc.:
Expenence furniture by Drexel Heritage. A variety 
of styles for a world of individuals. 
www.drexB/frerftage.comlS2S-433-3200.
43. Francesco Molon Giemme: Francesco Melon 
Giemme is an Italian manufacturer of high-end 
cas^ood furniture offering bedroom, dining room, 
occasional and office-furniture m a wide variety of 
s^les and woods.

44. French Country Living; Call 800-485-1302 
to receive your copy of our award-wmning catalog 
presenting a unique collection of fine French 
home furnishings and accessories for your home.

21. Raymond Weil; Varous collections of clwsic, ^5_ Qreen Design Furniture: Douglas Green sporty and dress watches. Stainless steel, 18K 
wid plated, or 18K gold with extension clasp.
Also available with leather straps. Water resistant 
up to 165 ft-
22. Please send me all the free i^ms in this categixy.

Design Generation” website atHCheck out House & Garden’s 
www.subscriberdirect.com/hg
To receive more information from our advertisers, simply fill out the 
form beiow and send it to House & Garden, P. 0. Box 5215, Pittsfield, MA 
01203-5215. If the reply card is missing, you may mail us your 
request. Please indicate the information you wish to receive using the 
numbers provided, as well as the amount requested {if appiicabie). 
Make check or money order payable to House & Garden.

1. Lexus Certified Pre-Owned: The Lexus 
Certified Pre-Owned Program. Experience greater 
peace of mind in buying a nearly new Lexus. To 
iearn more about our ground-breaking warranty 
visit us at www.lexuscpo.com.
2. Saturn: Saturn Corporation. The L-Series sedan
and wagon. Larger, more powerful. Visit your local 
refailer to schedule a test drive. simply call
800-522-5000 or visit us at www.saturn.com for 
more information,
3. Toyota Motor Sales; Introducing the Toyota 
Highlander. Bringing an unexpected bit of comfort 
to the ruffied world of the SUV. For more intorma- 
tlon visit toyota.com.
4. Pteasesand me all the tree items in ttns categiy.

Call

68. Please send me all the tree items in this catesoty.

23. Ann Sacks; Introduce yourself to Ann Sacks 
with our tile and stone cataU^ue featuring over 
160 pages of stone, glass, ceramic and metal tile 47. Harden Furniture, Inc. Our craftspeople have 
offerings from classic to contemporary that can be created high quality heirloom solid wood furniture 
used to create imaginative, unforgettable spaces. and upholstery since 1844. Our free 20 p%e

brochure provides a rich sampling of solid wood 
furniture and upholstery, available in a variety of 
styles and finishes to enrich your home.

69. American Standard: For inspiration, exiusive 
designs and help m creating your dream bath
room, order our free 112-page catalog, “The 
Collection." You’ll also receive our new 64-page 
Pwcher catalog filled with unique European fssh- 
ions for the bath. Call 800-S24-9797 ext. 74 or 
visit www.americanstandard-us.com.

70. DuPont Corian*; “Home as Self from 
Corlan*—a 20-p^ book filled with inspirational 
Conan™ applications and decorating philosophy. 
$2.00. www.corian.com/mfo. 800-986-6444,

71. DE Monogram! "The Monogram Collection" 
provides the of both European and American 
design. We offer a collection of built-in appliances 
with world class styling and performance that Inte
grate into your kitchen design. Call ^10-622-2000.

72. Jenn-Air Appliances: Jenn-Air, a division of 
Maytag, are makers of the finest kitchen appli
ances. Including convection ovens, cooKtops, 
dishwashers and refrigerators, Jenn-Air appliances 
demonstrate the ultimate not only m the latest 
technology, but in exquisite desi^. Jenn-Air. the 
sign of a great cook. Visit www.jennair.com for 
more information.
73. KltchertAid: KitchenAid afters a complete 

52. Kingsley Bate: America's leading manufac- Ime of beautifully designed, professional-quality 
turer of solid teak outdoor furniture. For the dealer maior and countertop appliances. For more tnfor-

mation. plus recipes and entertaining tips visit 
www.KitchenAid.com, or call 800-422-1230.
74. Kohler Bath & Kitchen Ideas: A complete 
set of full-color product catalogs coverings baths 
and whirlpools, showers, lavatories, toilets and 
bidets, kitchen and entertainment sinks, faucets 
and accessories. Call 80O-4-K0HLER, ext. KR5. 
Kohler Co„ $8.00. www.kohlerco.com.

75. KWe Faucets: Bringing Swiss quality faucets 
and accessaries to the world for over over 125 
years, KWC has combined precision and function 
in sleek, stylish designs fv the kitchen and bath. 
www.kwcfaucds.com or 877-KWC FCTS. Free cdakig.

24. Country Floors: The wioesl selection of beau
tiful tile, stone, terra cotfa and glass surfacing 
materials, www.countryfloors.com.

48. Henredon: Henredon furniture is among the 
finest made. From lovingly detailed traditional, to 
sleekly sophisticated contemporary, this is furni
ture for a lifetime.
49. Herman Miller For The Home: For more 
information about the unique classic Nalson(™) 
Coconut Chair, visit us at www.hmhome.com or 
call at 800-646-4400.
50. Hickory Chair; Hickory Chair presents a ver
satile mix of wood and upholstered furniture. 
Upholstery catalog $15. Wood catalog $15. For 
more information, call 800-349-4579 or visit our 

website 6 www.hickorychair.com.
51. Hugues Chevalier: The Hughes Chevalier 
complete line of furniture is a wonderful hybrid of 
1930-40’s inspired shapes with an architectural 
ethos and the sexiness of a new approach.

25. InnarAsia: From the Land of Snove, Inner 
Asia brings you the finest quality hand-knotted 
carpets featuring traditional Tibetan designs in 
bold fanciful colors. The ONLY rug production 
truly from Tibet, we are proud of our singular

5. Larson-Juhl: A great frame touches the entire
room, adding el^nce and personal style. For the , .. ..
best in custom frames, ask your custom framer for craftsmanship. Please call us at 212-532-2600. 
the Craig Ponzio Signature Collection by Larson- Or visit our website at www.innerasiarugs.com, 
Juhl. For more infcmalion, caii 800-8K-6126 or 26. Karastan: Karastan offers timeless styling,

pattern, and color all woven ti^ether to provide 
enduring floor fashions for the home. The 
Karastan you are considwing today will be a part 
of your life for years to come and with Karaston, 
you know it will be a beautiful part. The brochure 
illustrates the beauty of Karastan with color pho
tography, shopping tips, and consumer advice on 
using carpets and ru^. Please specify rugs or 
broadloom. $3.

visit our website at www.larsonjuhl.com.

6. Swarovski: Swarovski Crystal. Austrian cr^tal gifts, collectibles, home decor objects and registry 
fw any gifl-giving occasion. For retailer near you 
and free brochure, call 600-648-8210.

7. Pleese send me ail the free Items in this «4eg3y.

8. New York School of imerlor Design; NewYork's only college solely devoted to interior design tiles and floorcloths by New England artist 
oftere top facilities, distinguished faculty and Rosemary Gill. Alt inquiries welcome. 860-542-6087. 
pnme location. Send for a free catalog describing 
how you can hold down a full-time job while earn
ing Bachelor Associate de^ees in evening and 
weekend classes.
9. Please send me all the free items in this category.

27, R. Gill Art: Custom designed handpainted

nearest you. visit www.kinssl^bate 
703-978-7200. Catalog; $5.

.com or call
2B. Sphinx: Sphinx manufactures area rugs m an 
array of colors and motifs that reflect many of 
today's styles including tribal, contemporary, neo- 
classic, casual and traditional. 
www.owsphinx.com.
29. Walker Zanger: Offers a unique collection of 
Handmade Ceramic Tile, Terra Cotta, Stone Tile 
and Slabs, mosaics and glass that blends ancient 
tradition and craftsmanship with cl^ic and mod

ern stylir^. 6 page introductory btochure-$2-W3.

30. $16-1101:^. ceramic catalogue.
31. $16-110 pg. stone catalogue or visit our 
website at www. walkerzanger.com.

32. Pleese sand me all the free items in thscategury.

53. Levenger: At Levengeryou can expect more 
comfort from our chairs, more light from our 
lamps, and desks that better accommodate the 
way you work. Visit Levenger.com or request

a catalog tor $2.
54. Ligne Roseb Discover the timeless design 
manufactured in Franca. To order our 150-page 
catalog, or for the store m your area, call 800-BY- 
ROSET, $10.
55. McGuire: McGuire Furniture Portfolio. 108 
pagte, full color presenting the premier rattan 
designs, bamboo tables, solid teak, aluminum, 
lighting and other special collections.
56. Poliform USA, Inc.: Italy’s leading manufac
turer of high-end closet sys^s, wall-units, bed
room and dining room (urnilure since 1942. For 

the showroOT nearest you call 888-POLIFORM or visit our website at www.poIiformusa.com.

•H
10. Anichinl: Anichmi Is a luxury Italian textile 
line offering bed. bath, table linens and uphol
stered furniture. 800-553-5309
11. Cowtan & Tout: Elegant wovens. printo and 
wallcoverings. Cowtan & Tout is American textile 
at its best. Available to the trade only in 22 show
rooms nationwide. For more informatiort please 
call 212-647-6900.
12. Lee Jofa; Christopher Moore travels the world 
in an effort to unearth Toils de Jouy designs from 
hl^rlc estates, private collections, and antique 
reconditioning efforts. Lee Jofa is proud to be the 
exclusive distributor of these rare and decidely 
original prints. Brochure, $1.

13. Robert Allen; 17ie largest distributor of fine 
textiles for the home. Robert Allen has 17 corpo
rate full service showrooms across the United 
States and Canada and a nationwide network of 
sales representatives. For more irformatron, in the US 
cai! 800-24D-8189 and in Canada 800-363-3020.

14. Scalamandre; Specializing in the finest tex
tiles, wall coverings, and passementerie available 
to the design trade. Exclusively represents Elitis, 
Colony, and Attfield in the U.S. 800-932-4351.

15. Pieese send me ail the free it  ̂in thiscategvy.

76. Phylrich: Since 1959, Phylrich has been cre
ating fine fixtures for the kitchen, bar and bath. 
From Baroque, to Colonial to Contemporary, there 
IS a series to reflecl your taste. Each series con
tains coordinated fixtures, available In any of our 
handcrafted finishes, fo«>mp|«nentany bath
room, All products and finishes are protected by 
our lifetime warranty. Call 800-PHYLRICH or visit 

57. Roche-Bobois: The international collection of us at phylrich.com for more information or to 
exclusive, contemporary furniture is presented in a request a complimentary brochure. Complete

catalogue also available for $25.00.

33. Gevalia* Kaffe: Gevalia* Kaffe Coffees of 
Europe. Experience the pleasures of Gevalia 
Kaffe. Order a Trial Shipment and receive a free 
gift. Call 800-438-2542 or visit www.gevalia.com.
34. Millstone Premium Arabica Coffee: Taste 
what’s out there. 60 nuanced varietals, blends and 
flavors. Visit www.milistone.com cr call SOO-SAY-JAVA.

35. Pieesesendmeailthefree Items m this cat^»y.

llXk-page full-color catalr^. Exciting new con
cepts in leather and fabric seating, wall ^sterns, 
marble and curved glass tables, bedroom and din
ing room furniture. Catalc^, $10.

77. Rob! LLC: ROHL presents a complete collec
tion of classically styled faucets, sinks and shower 
products crafted in Europe and designed for the 
American kitchen and bath. Free Brochure.58. Sutherland: Suthertand/Perennials offers a 

unique, high qualrw collection of outtoor teak and yg Sears-Kenmore: Our mind-altering boxes are 
aciylic textures. John Hutton, internationally g perfect marriage of brains and beauty with revo-
known ^gner, has changed the look of the gar- (utionary innovation and ultimate style, Check out
den with claMic deagns that connect outdoor liv- space-saving refrigerators, truly transforming dish
ing areas with interior spaces. washers, and ^itatorless washing machines by

Kenmore Elite...call 888-KENMORE or click www.kenmore.com.

36. Alexander Julian at Home: "Make the week
end jealous...celebrate everyday. That's my motto. 
Why not start at home creating a new look with 
my latest furniture. It’s casual. It’s comfortable. 
Perfect for celebrating." FREE literature. 
800-776-7986. ext, 623,

59. The Mitchell Gold Compeny; For a free 
brochure on great looking, incredibly comfortable, 
easy-to-take-care-of sofas, chairs, and more, call 
800-789-5401,

79, Snaldero Kitchens Design; Snaidero 
Kitchens * Design; Form follows life with Italian

37. Arthur Brett & Sons (USA) Ltd.; Full color 
brochure with selected items pictured and a company 
history with description of manufacturing methods. 60. Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers: Celebrating the contemporary kitchens that excite the eye and

arouse tne spirit. Call 877-Snaidero or visit 
www.snaidero-usa.com. Catalog $25.

16. MasterCard: For incredible savings roister 
today for MasterCard’s Exclusives online at 
www.mestercard.com.
17. The Discover Card: Discover Card is accept
ed at mare than 3.6 millian merchant and cash 
access locabons and is signing on 1,000 new merchants every day. Visit www.discovercard.com 
or call 800-DISCOVER-
tB. Please send me i^! the free items n the cAgxy.

natural beauty of cherry. Thos. Moser 
Cabinetmakers craft furniture of simple, graceful 
form and lasting value.

Call 877-708-1973 or visit www.fho9mosar.com

36. B&B Italia: For the dealer nearest you, please 
call 800-872-1697.

BO. Sub Zero: With the 400 Series' elegant dis
play features, three exterior options on its 600 
Series and the versatility of its 700 Series, Sub- 
Zero provides leading refrigeration design solu

tions. For 8 free brochure, call 800-444-7820.

39. Barlow Tyrie: 'The English Garden 
Tradition." Made >n England since 1920, our solid 
teakwood outdoor and »rden furnishings have 
’’weathered’’ the test or time. Classic, award-win
ning designs for poolside, garden, and alfresco 
entertaining will provide a litetima of enjoyment 
and smisfaction. E^htypege cat  ̂$3.

40. Bernhardt Furniture Company: Funlture mak
ers since 1889. Offering a variety of catalogs for 
living room, dining room and bedroom. Visit 
www.bernhardt-com.
41. Century Furniture Industries: A complete 
design resource. Send tor a 36-p^ booklet fea
turing bedroom, living room, and dining room 

selections from more than 20 of our collections. We make it easy to find what you want to realize 
your dreams. $5. Call 800-852-5552 or visit our 
website at www.centurYfumiture.OKn,

61, Zagaroli Classics: At Zagaroli Classics, we
create the finest leather furniture available at 
manulaclurer direct pricing, Call 800-887-2424 

or visit www.zagarolileather.com. 01 tqtq us^. brochure of TOTO
62. Rease send me all the free items in this category, high performance bafhraam fixtures, call 8(X)-350-8686 ext. 1702 or visit us on the web at

19. A Olamand Is Forever: Make your anniversary 
special this year with the Three $tone Anniversary 
Ring. For more diamond gift ideas, please visit 
www.adiamondisfofever.com.
20. DIModOlD: Created in 18K white and yellow 
gold. Beautifully set sparkling diamonds and 
intense colors. Sapphires and semi-precious 
stones impeccably adorn the pieces. This inspired 
collection for women is both modem in design 
and classic in approach.

WWW.totousa.com.
62. Urban Archeology: An historically accurate 
collection ot bath accessories, washstands, and 
lighting. A bounty of antique plumbing and archi
tectural elements. A comprehensive collection of 
handmade tile and stone. Experties. 212-431- 

4646, www.urt3anarcheology.com. Catalog; $6.00, refundable with first purchase.

63. EnkeboM Designs: Enkeboll Designs (copy
right symbol)96-99. Exquisite architectural srtid 
woodcarvings, color [xoducl catalog shows capi
tals, moldings, on-l^, panels, etc. stocked in 

maple and red oak. Bnxhure Free. Full Catak«ue: $20.



MY WAY Pages 154-161
Designer, Charles Fradin, L.A. 310-271-6230. 
Page 154, Sherwood lanterns and garden 
design by Charles Fradin. Page 155, Bennison 
Fabrics Inc., NYC, through architects and 
designers. Z12-223-0373. Amalfi table lamp, 
Florence column lamp. Highland table, 
Newport rush lounge chair, Oeirich coffee 
tabic, Berwin chaise, Bamboo table, anil fire
place by Charles Fradin. Hand sculpture by Jim 
Klein, through the Museum Bank, L.A. 323- 
293-2222. Mciji period bronze vase, J-F. Chen,
L.A. 323-6515-6310. Throw, Hermes. 800-441- 
4488. Kandpainted sconce. New England 
Architectural Center, Newport, Rl. 401-845- 
9233. nearchitecturalcenter.com. Berwin chaise’s 
upholstery. Winter I larvest in Acorn from 
the Great J’lains Collection, I lolly Hunt New 
York, NYC. 212-755-6555. hollyhunt.com.
Pillow and lounge chairs' upholstery. 18-oz. 
linen in Tomat, Rogers & Goffigon, Greenwich, 
CT, through architects and designers. 203-532- 
806K. Page 156, Tiger Lily Antiques, Bristol,
RL 401-254-1006- Bunny wmeglasses and 
goblets. William Yeoward Crystal. 800-818- 
8484. williamyeowardcrystal.com. Pair of silver 
candelabras. Neil Lane Estate Jewelry, L.A. 
310-275-5015. Drapes, i8-oz. linen in Sage, Rogers 
Sc Goffigon. Tri-Leg dining table, Geller dining 
chair, and distressed leather upholstery, by 
Charles Fradin, Page 157, Jagtar, Burbank, CA, 
through architects and designers. 818-729-9333. 
Stark Carper Corp., NYC, through architects 
and designers. 212-752-9000. .Silver relish dish, 
Neil Lane Estate Jewelry Headless marble bust, 
J.F. Clicn. Gilt-frame mirror. Tiger Lily Antiques. 
Large artwork by Jim Klein, Museum Bank. 
Rogers & Goffigon upholsteries: on settee, 
Pandora in Snow; on club chairs, 18-oz. linen in 
Vaux; on wing chair, Tocaca in Wave. Drapes, 
Vienna in Cafe au l.ait, Jagtar. Swann club chairs, 
Tri-Leg floor lamp. Whistler de.sk lamp, Mead 
cocktail table, and distressed leather upholstery 
on stool by Charles Fradin. Page 158, Rogers &

Goffigon, Greenwich, CT, through architects 
and designers, 203-532-8068. L.G. Special carpet 
in off-white. Decorative Carpet.s, Inc,, LA. 310- 
859-6333. Pillows, Pandora in Ivory, Rogers & 
Goffigon; and Winter Harvest in Acorn from the 
(ireat Plains Collection, at Holly Hunt New 
York. Paint, Swiss Coffee, Dunn/ Edwards Corp, 
888-nE-PAii^. Flowers by Suzane Le May, Les 
Sculptures Vivantes, L.A. 310-202-6363. Oeirich 
coffee table, Stinky Roman feet, I lighland 
table, Florence column lamp, Gretchen arm
chair, and Carthay coffee table by Charles 
Fradin. Marble dog and pair of scallop lip vases, 
J.F. Chen. Painting, from The Waldo Collection, 
L.A. 310-278-5786. Armchair upholstery. 
Mission Cloth in Spray, Rogers & Goffigon. Sofa 
upholstery, toffee French 
toile. Diamond Foam & Fabric,
L-A. 323-931-8148, Page 159,
Dunn,Edwards Corp. 888- 
DE-PAiNT.J.F. Chen, L.A. 323- 
655-6310. Clarence House,
NYC, througli architects and 
designers. 212-752-2890. Wool 
Tibetan carpet, AgaJohn 
Oriental Rugs, L.A.. through 
architects and designers. 310- 
657-0890. Sofa upholstery, 
linen corduroy, Diamond Foam 
& Fabric. Chairs' upholstery,
Arcadia in Barley Rogers &
Goffigon. Kingseote console,
Griswold table, and Bridge 
sofa by Charles Fttidin. Pages 
160-161, Anichini. 800-553- 
5309. anichini.com. Hermes. 800-441-4488. Les 
Sculptures Vivantes, L.A. 310-202-6363. Blue 
pashinina pillow, Armand Diradourian, I,.A. 323- 
651-2125. Marseilles mirror. Tiger Lily Antiques. 
Paint, Swiss Coffee, Dunn/Edwards Corp.

EMINENT VICTORIAN Pages 166-173
Decorator, Cihristophe Gollut, London, on-44- 
207-370-4101. Edmondo di Robilant is a partner in 
the Dover Street Gallery London. 011-44-207-409- 
1540, Cortis fabrics, at Quadrille Fabrics, NYC, 
through architects and designers. 212-753-2995, Luigi 
Bcvilacqua fabrics, at Watkins & Fonrhiil, NYC, 
through architects and designers. 212-755-6700. 
Rubcili fabrics, at Bergamo Fabrics, NYC, through 
architects and designers. 212-462-1010. Pages 166- 
167. faux paneling by Shane Hartley through 
Christophe Gollur. Bessarabian kilim rug ca. 1900, 
Robert Stephenson Oriental Carpets, London. 
011-44-207-225-2343. Pages 168-169, Jacques-Emile 
Blanche, through Hammer Galleries, NYC. 212- 
644-4400. hammergalieries.com. George Smith

Sofas & Chairs, London, 011-44- 
207-384-1004. in US., NYC. 

232-226-4747. Marvic Textiles 
Ltd., London, through archi
tects and designers. 011-44- 
207-352-3119. In US., NYC, 
738-472- 9715, Claremont 
Furnishing Fabrics Co., Inc., 
NYC, through architects 
and desipiers. 212-486-1252.
Kate Malone, London. 011-44- 
207-254-4037. Um-shaped lamp, 
Vaughan, London, rlirough 
architects and de.signcrs. on-44- 
207-349-4600. In US., NYC, 
212-319-7070. Bamboo table 
from the Toulouse Antiques 
Fair, Toulouse, France, on-33-5- 
61-21-93-25, Drapes, Ravi 

in Green, Marvic Textiles Ltd. Trim. Georgina, 
Nicholas Herbert Ltd., London. 011-44-207-376- 
5596. Pillows, Indonesian throw, and Victorian 
stool from Christophe Gollut. Turki.sh rug ca.
1880, Robert Stepheason Oriental Carpets. Faux 
marble on fireplace by Shane Fkrtley through 
Christophe Gollut. Pages 170-171. David 
Fyte-Jamieson, Shropshire, UK, 011-44-1694-783- 
506. Colony, London, through architects and 
designers. 031-44-207-353-3232. In U.S., through 
Scalamandre. 800-932-4361. Embroidered Turkish 
silk tablecloth, pair of terra-cotta candelabras, 
Chinese vases, and faux wood mantel by Shane 
Hartley Christophe Gollut. Page 172, pair of 
lamps, Vaughan, French bedside table ca. 1840, 
from Christophe Gollut. Drapes, Indica in 
Blue, Borderline, London, through architects and 

designers. 011-44-207-823-3567. In US., Classic 
Revivals, Boston. 617-574-9030. Page 173, Sheila 
Coombes at Brian Yates, Lancaster, UK., through 
arcliitect.s and designers. 011-44-1524-35035.
In US., Sanderson, NYC. 212-319-7220. Aston 
Matthews Ltd.. London, 011-44-207-226-7220. 
Five-hole tub fixture, Barber Wilsons & Co.. Ltd., 
London, 011-44-208-888-3461. barwil.co.uk.

BLISS BUZZ 
Page 62

A NATURAL HIGH Pages 162-165
Garden designer, Halsted Welles, 1-lalsted 
Wdles Associates, NYC. 212-777-5440.

63. Varenna Polilarm: High quality systems; 
kitchens designed by Italy's leading architects.
Stainless steel, waiin wood, lacquer color, glass, 
migrated into high des^n. For the showroom 
near you call 877-VARENNA, or uisit our website 
at www.vatenuB.cwn. Catalog; $7.00.
64. Waterworks: Waterworks, carefully selected 
exclusive products include bath fittings and 
accessories, unique washstands, furniture, tile 
and stone. We are Ihe only showroom in the coun
try to offer this comprehensive selection of bath 
and kitchen components. Call 800-899-6757 for 
the showroom nearest you or visit our website at 
www.waierwQrks.net- Catalog $15.
85. Weber Grills: Send for a catalog containing 
information on the complete line of Weber Grills and 
accessories, www.weber.com or 800-446-1071.
86. Yves Oetorme: Yves Delorme brings tashion 
to the home with our stunning collection of natu
ral liber linens tor bed and bath. Designed In 
France, these coordinating linens span the sea
sons and enhance every decor, 
www,yvesdelorme,cam/800-322-3911.
87. Please send me all the free items m this category, crafting the finest ciystat into gifts of rare and

timeless beauty. Seasonal catalog, $2.
Call 800-424-4240.
97. Full color Annual catalog $8.
96. VIetri: Bring art to the table with Vietri's 
Italian design, quality, and style. Vietri leads 
trends and creates classics with our Italian hand
crafted gifts, accessories, and dinnerware. 
Irresistibly Italian! Free brochure. Fora store near 
you, call 800-277-5933 or visit www.vielri.com, 
99. Plesse sand me all the tree items m this cat^oy.

91. Cbldwaier Creek: Enjoy shopping at your 
own leisurely pace amid our signature collection 
of women's apparel and accessories, unique gifts 
and soft accents for the home. Any time. Any day. 
wvrw.coldwatercreek.com 800-510-2808,
92. Edward R. Hamilton, Bookseller; Bargain 
Books-shop America's largest catalog selection, 
save up to 80%! Home Ddeor, Gardenir®, Travel, 
Biogiaphy. much more. Free catalog; 800-677-3483.
93. Talbots: Today's classics are right at your fin
gertips. To receive your free catalog, simply call 
800-Talbols or visit us at lalbcks.OTn, HIMNW.
94. Target: Call BOQ-800-8800 tor store tocatton 
nearest you, Assortment of items varies by store, 
www.tar^l.com.

95. Please send me all the free items In this category.

I LIKE LILACS Pages 174-179
Fox Hill Nursery, Freeport, ME. 207-729-3511. 
lilacs.com. Select Plus International Lilac 
Nursery, Mascouche, Quebec. 450-477-3797. 
spi8mm.com. Twombly Nursery, Monroe,
CT. 203-261-2133. rwomblynursery.com.

PRIVATE EYE Pages 180-185
Decorator, Diana Vifioly Diana Vinoly Interiors, 
NYC. 212-924-5060. Pages 180-181, Odegard, Inc. 
800-670-8836. Pillows, Peruviano in white and 
silvery gold. Fortuny, Inc., NYC, tltrough architects 
and designers. 211-753-7153. Mahogany coffee 
table with Murano glass mosaic inlay by Edward 
Wormley, Donzclla, NYC. 212-965-8919. Pair of 
French ’40s dub chairs, Wyeth, NYC. 212-243- 
3661. Bayonne Gris limestone mantel, Stone 
Source, NYC. 212-979-6400, Page 182, Wyeth, 
NYC. 212-243-3661. Donzclla,NYC. 212-965- 
8919. Drapes executed by Studio M, Inc., NYC, 
through architects and designers. 212-532-4540. 
Mercury glass desk lamp, John SalibeDo Antiques, 
Bridgehampton, NY 633-537-1484. Page 183, 
chairs' upholstery by Houston Upholstery Co., 
Inc., NYC. 212-645-4032. Page 184, Henredon

36. Steuben; For nearly 3 century, the master glassmakers and designers of Steuben have been

88. eZiba.com: Every object tells a story at 
www.eZlba.com. Unique handcrafted gifts from 
around the world. 888-404-5108.
89. Honiepartfolia.com: The leading Internet 
destination tor the best in home design. 
HomepQrtfolio.com helps consumers create the 
home of their dreams. s

90. lams: lams Hairbail Care Formula otters com
plete nutrition with the benefits of hairbail relief. 
For more information, call 800-255-4738, HOUSE & GARDEN MAY 2001



table, Mary Ann Lembo Antiques, Bridgehampton, 
NY. 631-537-9062. Chairs, Galerie du Passage,
Paris. 011-33-1-42-36-01-13. Upholstery, Coronc 
in gray and silvery gold, Fortuny, Inc. Page 185, 
j.II. Antiques, NYC. 212-965-1443. Ukrasuede 
bedspread bv Diana Vinoly, executed bv Studio M.

A Natural High
(Cont. from page 164) it’s more dramatic.”

On the upper terrace, four intimate 
gardens surround a belvedere that contains 
a high-tech exercise room with frescoed 
ceilings that the couple’s children irrever
ently refer to as “the Sistine Chapel.”

In the east-facing pinetum, four lim
ber pines preside over densely packed, 
old-fashioned perennials. The palette of 
pink, blue, and white—including tulips, 
pansies, verbena, and phlox—comple
ments the upper terrace’s handsome 
English green slate tiles.

Having visited Japan and basked in 
the Zcn-likc atmosphere of the Japanese 
gardens at the Golden Door spa in Cali
fornia, the couple yearned for a tranquil 
Japanese garden of their own as an anti
dote to the frenzy of Manhattan. Given 
the challenge of creating a Japanese 
woodland on a New York rooftop, Welles 
consulted with the late Kazuo Fujii, a 
bonsai expert at the Brooklyn Botanic 
Garden, who proposed dwarf mondo 
grass and faux bamboo picket fences to 
surround the beds.

What appear to be outcroppings of 
rocks and heavy stones are actually

ingenious fakes, created to conform with 
weight restrictions imposed by city codes. 
To make the stone look convincing, 
Welles collaborated with the Tucson, 
Arizona, company that made a natural- 
looking fiberglass cave in nearby Central 
Park Zoo. “There was a concern that the 
largest rock wouldn’t fit in the elevator,” 
Welles says. “We didn’t want to cut it in 
half, because there would have been a 
seam. In the end, we decided to have it 
hoisted up the side of the building, so 
that IT could look like a real rock.”

The lofty paradise attracts countless 
cardinals, mockingbirds, escaped para
keets, and the occasional American 
kestrel, whose visits provide amiable dis
traction for Phebe Jane Moore, the 
gardener. Over the past five years, she has 
added rare and unusual plants as surprises. 
One triumph was the black pansies, drum
stick primula, and red ranunculus she grew 
in the herb garden; the owner was so 
Thrilled, she photographed them.

MAKING A SCENE Pages 186-189
Wiliam Ycoward crystal. 800-81H-8484. 
williainycowardcryscal.com. Ycoward South, 
London. 011-44-207-498-4811. Talisman. 
Wyke, UK. 011-44-1747-824-423.

WE DIG BOLINAS Pages 190-201
Hammond’s newsletter “The Arc of the {jarden,” 
sarahhammond.com. Hammond’s nursery. Plants 
from the Past, Bolinas, CA, by appointment only. 
415-868-1885, Robertson's paintings, Bolinas,
CA. 415-868-0784. sallvcol'iercsnn.com. Robert.son’s 
painting classes, through Art Treks. 888-522- 
2652. artcreks-com. Events planning, Cioasral 
Connections, by appointment only, Bolinas, CA. 
415-868-0812. Garden tours, through The Bolinas 
Museum, Bolinas, CA, 415-868-8809. The 
Botanical Garden, Bolinas, CA. 415-388-5017,

PHOTO CREDITS
Page 64, Bedroom from the magazine Le MobUkr 
.Hi S.1I0H. 1910, page 68; showroom, from Lir! 
Fran^aisetdes Industries de Luxe, May 1921, page 284.

CORRECTIONS
February 2001 issue, page iinThe Pvrex 
measuring cup should never be placed on 
direct heat, March zooi issue, page 145:
The Empire plate is actually the Eugenie 
dinner plate, S53, Bernardaud. 800-884-7775.

■ The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and approxi
mate list prices in this issue of House & Garden. While 
extreme care is taken to provide correct information. 
House if Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from sources. AJl information should be 
verified before ordering any item. Antiques, one-of- 
a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and personal 
collections may not be priced, and some prices have 
been excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY JENNY GAVACS

iSij

Christopher Mason writes for The New 
York Times ondNew York Magazine, and 
is working on a book about price fixing at 
Sotheby's and Christie’s.
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by veronique vienne

lOOYEAKS

WAR AND
PEACE
DECADE
DURING THE FIRST HALF of the 
1940S, home was the command post 
from which American women fought 
their own version of World War II, 
House it Garden covers showcased 
these domesticated Rosie the Riveters. 
With their hair held back with a 
bandanna or a snood, they displayed 
thrift and inventiveness, tending the 
garden, canning vegetables, and fixing 
the house all by themselves. Toward 
the end of the decade, these industrious 
women did their duty again, patri
otically becoming tireless consumers 
in an era of postwar prosperity.
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Sitting at the

big kids table

overrates

Formal dining rooms can be so...formal. Then there are Corian- solid surfaces. Equally at home with hot dogs and filet mignon,

the inviting beauty of Corian* is backed by a 10-year limited warranty. For inspiration, visit corian.com or call 800-4CORIAN,
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CORUMSWISS TIMEPIECES

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE
www.corumtimepieces.com


